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PREFACE 

In considerable part this Instructors' Manual is based on materials, notes, 

and ideas developed by the Trial Practice Instructors at Harvard Law School. 

Professors Robert E. Keeton and Richard H. Field have had primary responsibility 

for the development of the course; Robert W. Meserve, James D. St. Clair, 

Leonard G. Ratner, Lewis H. Weinstein, and Jerome P. Facher, during their respec

tive periods of service as Trial Practice Instructors at Harvard Law School, have 

actively participated in this development. The five serving as instructors in 

the spring of 1964 (Messrs. Keeton, Field, St. Clair, Weinstein and Facher) have 

also served actively as consultants during the preparation of the present edition, 

but the editor, of course, accepts full responsibility for any shortcomings it 

may have. 

Leon Letwin 

July, 1964 
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INTRODUCTION 

Course format. This course is designed to be taught in fifteen sessions of 

two hours each. The materials present a series of trial situations selected to 

illustrate various characteristic problems of trial practice. These range from 

mechanical questions of technique (e.g., the marking and offering of exhibits in 

evidence; the manner of addressing the court, ju~y, opposing counsel) to relative

ly sophisticated problems of trial strategy and tactics. 

In addition to the material in the Assignment Book, the student is referred 

to the approriate sections of Keeton, Trial Tactics and Methods, the text for 

the course (hereafter cited as Text), which discusses generally the considera

tions relevant to the problems in the glven assignment. 

Student preparation for the course proceeds at two levels. The entire class 

is, of course, expected to study the assignment. In addition, a number of stu

dents (usually four) are specially assigned in advance of each session to perform 

the roles of the attorneys before the entire class. Another student is generally 

assigned the role of a witness. The instructor normally plays the role of the 

judge. The exercise occupies perhaps half of the session. During the remaining 

portion of the session, a critique of counsel's performance is held, the entire 

class participating. 

It is contemplated that the ideal enrollment for a section in this course is 

30 students, thus affording each student the opportunity to perform in the role 

of counsel twice during the class sessions. 

Factual setting of the cases. Ideally, a lawyer's strategy and tactics re

present his sensitive response to the total setting of the case, including the 

law, the facts, and his personal assessment of the parties, witnesses, opposing 

counsel, judge, and jury. It is obviously impossible to present such a real set

ting in which to consider the problems of the course. The assignment material is 

selected and condensed to permit realistic consideration of the problems without 

excessive expansion of the material. On the whole, experience indicates that the 

student is able to put himself in the desired role and grapple meaningfully with 

the issues, though he may not have all of the background material that would enter 

into or affect the tactical decisions made in a real case. 

The facts and background of the case are presented to the student in one of 

three ways: 

(a) Most typically, he is provided with material that would be routinely 

available either as part of the attorney's file or as part of the record in the 

case. 
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(b) On occasion, it might be realistic to assume that the attorney does not 

know of or anticipate certain critical facts. Adequate trial preparation, parti

cularly under broad discovery devices, may minimize but cannot eliminate such 

possibilities. The attorney in real life is then compelled to react to such un

anticipated developments, more or less on the spot. In the prior edition of this 

work, such problems were intentionally injected by keeping certain information 

secret from counsel for one or both sides until the surprise event unfolded dur

ing the class session. Experience suggests, however, that at this level of the 

student's knowledge of trial technique, he may not be able to deal meaningfully 

with wholly unanticipated issues however realistic such development might be. On 

occasion, therefore, the present material gives the student certain information 

it is rather unlikely the attorney would actually have. What is lost by way of 

realism is more than compensated for by the fact that the student thus recognizes 

and considers in advance the problem that the assignment is designed to illustrate. 

Nor does this technique seem to distort unduly the student's sense of realism. 

(c) On relatively rare occasions, where it is thought pedagogically useful, 

certain information is withheld until the class session. Such secret information 

is reproduced in this manual rather than in the Assignment Book. 

The assumed framework of procedural and substantive law. An attorney's de

cisions as to strategy and tactics can only be evaluated against the backdrop of 

the relevant law, procedural and substantive. The problem cases in this course 

are set in the state of Ames. On the procedural side, Ames has adopted the Fed

eral Rules of Civil Procedure (hereafter cited as Federal Rules). On the sub

stantive side, almost every case is one of first impression. It follows that a 

trial decision that may be permissible and wise in this jurisdiction may be 

neither in another. This does not seriously undercut the pedagogical value of 

these materials. There are aspects of trial practice that are quite broadly 

applicable irrespective of variations in the controlling law. And to the extent 

that this is not so, the very heart of strategy and tactics is the effort to 

adapt and tailor one's trial plans to the framework of relevant procedural and 

substantive law. This insight, which is central to the course, in no way depends 

on the fact that the law assumed in these cases is similar to that which the 

student may ultimately encounter in practice. 

Teaching notes. Suggested teaching notes have been prepared for each assign

ment. These in no sense purport to be comprehensive. They indicate the authors' 

purpose in including the material and highlight some of the principal issues fair

ly presented by the material. 
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From time to time, the Teaching Notes suggest sound solutions to the problems 

presented. There is, of course, ample room for conflicting judgment in this area, 

and, in fact, judgments have varied among the instructors who have taught this 

course at the Harvard Law School. Such views as are expressed are presented 

merely in the hope that they will be of some help to the instructor in organizing 

his own thoughts. 

Special materials. From time to time the instructor will find it necessary 

to provide a witness or counsel with a copy of some piece of material contained 

in either the Instructors' Manual or the Assignment Book. Extra copies of such 

documents will be found in the packet that accompanies this Manual. Also included 

are copies of those documents to be used as exhibits during the class sessions. 

Alternate assignments. In several instances, it will be noted that two 

assignments (designated A and B) have been prepared as alternates. These afford 

a choice of material for covering essentially the same ground. 
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SCHEDULE OF. DEADLINES FOR ADVANCE PREPARATION 

(Every assignment requires certain advance preparatory steps. These must 

be undertaken no later than one to four weeks in advance of the class session. 

The deadlines are indicated below (second column). Assuming assignments are 

made in the order set forth in the Assignment Book, the latest class session 

during which advance preparation for a given assignment must commence is also 

indicated (third column). For a listing of suggested preparatory steps, see 

"Preparatory Steps" in the Teaching Notes for the respective assignments.) 

Minimum Number of Class Session by 
Weeks of Advance Which Preparation Must 

Assignment No. PreEaration Commence 

1 One One week before first session 

2A One Assignment 1 

2B One Assignment 1 

3 One Assignment 2A or 2B 

4 Three Assignment 1 

5 Four Assignment 1 

6 One Assignment 5 

7A One Assignment 6 

7B One Assignment 6 

8 One Assignment 7A or 7B 

9 Two Assignment 7A or 7B 

lOA Three Assignment 7A or 7.B 

lOB Three Assignment 7A or 7B 

llA One Assignment lOA or lOB 

llB Two Assignment 9 

12 Four Assignment 8 

13 One Assignment 12 

14 One Assignment 13 

15 One Assignment 14 
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ORIENTATION POINTS FOR FIRST CLASS SESSION 

1. Direct the students' attention to the Introduction and the Ground Rules in 

the Assignment Book, pages iv and 1-4. These should be carefully studied. A brief 

classroom review of several of the more important Rules might be in order. At 

various points in the course, it may be anticipated thac questions will develop 

as to the meaning of a Rule. The student should be encouraged to check the Rules 

carefully before concluding that any such question requires personal resolution 

by the instructor. 

2. Break down the entire class into "firms" of two attorneys each. Assign

ments will be made to these firms for the balance of the semester. 

3. Appoint a court clerk and a court reporter (or a clerk-reporter), pursu

ant to Ground Rule 20, and explain the duties of each. 

4. You may consider it desirable to instruct the class that a special area 

of the classroom, with 12 seats, has been designated a "jury-box" and that these 

seats are to be filled by different students during each session (the "jury" for 

the session). The object is to enable participating counsel to have an actual 

"jury" to confront, to circulate exhibits among, and to take account of otherwise 

as the circumstances warrant. 

5. Make assignments for at least the following exercises: (The assignment 

for the first session should have been made a week in advance of the first 

class.) 

(a) Assignment 2A or 2B (whichever the instructor selects) 

(b) Assignment 4 

(c) Assignment 5 

(d) While the assignment for 3 can be delayed until the next session, 

instructor may find it convenient to make that assignment as well, so that the 

first five exercises are provided for. 

For details as to the suggested preparation, consult "Preparatory Steps" in 

the Teaching Notes for the respective assignments. 
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ASSIGNMENT 1 - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Laying a foundation for the offer of photographs in evidence (including a 

promise to produce essential connecting evidence); conversely, grounds of valid 

objection to admissibility of photographs. 

2. The distinction between objecting to the admissibility of photographic 

evidence as inaccurate and attacking its weight and credibility on the same ground 

once it is received in evidence. 

3. The voir dire (preliminary) examination to determine admissibility of 

evidence. 

4. The admissibility and use of deposition testimony. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a person to play the role of Lee Simpson, the photographer-witness. 

Give him a copy of Supplemental Information found at pages 9-12, infra. (A 

copy will be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him to "General 

Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. If you think it desirable, meet with Lee Simpson briefly before his inter

view by Firm A to run through his testimony. 

4. Note: Copies of Exhibit 1, Photographs 1-4, and Photograph A are included 

in the envelope of Special Materials for use as exhibits during the class session. 
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Discussion 

1. Which photographs to offer (Text §2-34). Counsel for the parties must 

first decide which photographs support their respective contentions as to the 

visibility of the Dennis mailbox and driveway. Plaintiff wishes to demonstrate 

that these could easily have escaped observation, especially by a person in his 

hurried and excited condition following the accident. Defendant, of course, wish

es to show the contrary. 

Plaintiff might rationally decide that Photographs 1 and 2 and possibly 

Photograph 3, but almost certainly not Photograph 4, support his theory. Plain

tiff's counsel may wisely choose to offer Photograph 4 also, however, in the hope 

it will hurt less if he offers it than if he waits for defendant to do so. Act

ing under the instructions in this assignment, defendant's counsel should object 

to Photographs 1-3, but probably not 4 (which he should offer if plaintiff does 

not). 

2. Laying the foundation(~ §2-34). The problems confronting the parties 

in this respect are sufficiently different to warrant separate treatment. 

Plaintiff's exhibits. Analytically, plaintiff's task can be broken down as 

follows. He must first show that each photograph he offers is a fair and accu

rate representation of the scene it purports to represent as of the day of the 

alleged hit-and-run. He must then show that the scene thus represented is re

levant to some issue in the case. If, but only if, he establishes both proposi

tions, the photograph should be received in evidence. 

The first proposition could be readily established if a witness were avail

able to so testify. Conceivably, Mr. Dennis might perform this function, but he 

is neither available in court nor has he so testified in his deposition. Alter

natively, Mr. Simpson, the photographer, might so testify, had he taken the 

pictures shortly after the accident. But he did not. The pictures for each side 

were in fact taken over a year later. Nor is Mr. Simpson otherwise familiar with 

the appearance of the area at the time of the accident. He therefore cannot con

nect the pictures taken in 1963 with the scene as it existed in 1962. 

The connection can, however, be made through two intermediate steps. Mr. 

Simpson will testify that the photographs he took were fair and accurate portray

als of the ~cene in question as of the date they were taken. And Mr. Dennis' 

deposition supplies the connective that the mailbox and surrounding area looked 

"substantially the same" on October 25, 1963 (the date of the deposition) as on 

the date of the accident. (Xl2. See also X8 - Xll.) (Consideration of the 
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admissibility and use of the deposition will be taken up at a later point.) If 

he succeeds in both steps, plaintiff would probably have laid a sufficient evi

dentiary foundation for the receipt of his photographs in evidence. 

How should defendant respond to such efforts on plaintiff's part? It should 

be noted at this point that defendant has two distinct objectives. First, to 

exclude the photographs. Second, to undermine their weight with the jury in the 

event they are admitted. Plaintiff should consider requesting a voir dire (pre

liminary) examination out of the hearing of the jury as to the admissibility of 

the exhibits, so that no possibly harmful testimony will come to the jury's 

attention until it has been determined that the photographs are admissible (Text 

§4-6). It is, however, unlikely that the court would grant such motion. It is 

time consuming, requiring that most of the testimony be gone through twice if it 

is admitted, once before the judge alone and then before the jury. Furthermore, 

even if the defendant ultimately prevails in his objection, it is unlikely that 

he will have been greatly prejudiced if the jury has heard Simpson's preliminary 

testimony. 

There is, in fact, a sound reason why defendant might not want a preliminary 

hearing. If he has one, he will be cross-examining Simpson out of the presence 

of the jury to show the inadmissibility of the photos. If he succeeds, excellent. 

But if he does not, Simpson will have been forewarned as to the general line of 

cross-examination and may make a much better showing when he is re-examined before 

the jury. 

Defendant's best tactic would therefore probably be not to request a voir 

dire, to object to the offer of each exhibit when it is made, to cross-examine 

Simpson if his objection is overruled trying to weaken its impact on the jury, 

and then to renew his objection to the photographs if he thinks such a step 

warranted based on the testimony elicited on cross-examination. 

What should be the focus of defendant's cross-examination of Simpson? It 

should be to emphasize all the respects in which the photographs are misleading 

or irrelevant to the issues at hand. (For advisability of preparation in advance 

of trial with an expert witness, see~ §2-15, not assigned). Principally, this 

involves demonstrating the various ways in which the scenes illustrated in plain~ 

tiff's photographs differ from those witnessed by the plaintiff as he drove past 

the Dennis property immediately after the accident. For example, 

(a) The fact that the light conditions may have been different. 

(b) The fact that the foliage may have changed in some significant re-

spect. 
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(c) The fact that there were contrasting colors in the real scene, all 

of which have been reduced to shades of gray in the photographs. 

(d) Perhaps most significantly, the fact that plaintiff's photographs 

were taken from the north shoulder of the road whereas plaintiff actually saw the 

scene from the driver's seat of a vehicle in the roadway. Quite clearly, the 

mailbox and driveway may have been far more noticeable from the vantage-point of 

the driver than from that of the photographer. In raising this point, however, 

defendant should consider that this argument may return to haunt him when he 

later attempts to introduce Exhibit A, which suffers from the same defect in even 

more exaggerated form. 

(e) Defendant should also consider cross-examining Simpson as to possible 

distortions in the photographic process of the type revealed to defense counsel 

in his conference with his own photographer. How wise this would be when defend

ant has no evidence that such distortions exist is highly debatable. He will in 

effect be attacking the integrity of the witness without apparent cause and runs 

the risk of provoking an unfavorable jury reaction. He may, moreover, find his 

questions greeted with a series of ringing affirmations of honesty and accuracy 

by the photographer which will serve only to reinforce the weight of these 

photographs. 

A far better tactical approach to cross-examination of the photographer might 

be to suggest to him that the only real distortion in the pictures resulted from 

the location of the camera; that this location was not determined by the photo

grapher; and that defendant's quarrel is not with the witness but with plaintiff's 

attorney who was responsible for the camera's mislocation. 

The point of this is obvious. On the one hand, it may avoid arousing the 

wrath of the witness by efforts at impeachment (which are probably in any event 

foredoomed to failure). On the other hand, it may encourage him to affirmatively 

disassociate himself from plaintiff's attorney's misleading positioning of the 

camera, for reasons of professional self-respect if not elementary honesty. 

To the extent that defendant moves for exclusion of the photographs on the 

ground that they are misleading or irrelevant, plaintiff can respond with two 

arguments. 

(a) It is not a condition of admissibility that the photographs portray 

the scene precisely as seen by plaintiff. The discrepancies are not so serious 

as to make the photos misleading. Defendant's arguments go to their weight, not 

to their admissibility, and should therefore be addressed to the jury. 

(b) Furthermore, even if the photographs are not generally admissible, 
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they are admissible for the more limited purpose of showing the lay of the land 

and the spatial relationship between objects. This second argument is available, 

of course, only in the event plaintiff makes such a limited offer (Text §2-36, 

not assigned). 

Defendant•s exhibits. Much of what was said above applies with equal force 

to defendant•s efforts to introduce those exhibits he desires. He is, however, 

confronted with one additional problem. He is attempting to introduce Photograph 

A through plaintiff•s photographer, Simpson, who did not take that photograph and 

who will probably testify that he does not know whether or not it is a fair and 

accurate portrayal of the scene. If defendant gets no more than that from Simp

son, Photograph A is obviously inadmissible. 

However, defendant may be able to wring an admission from Simpson that the 

mailbox in Photograph A appears to be the same as the mailbox in Photograph 4. 

This concession might follow from the apparent similarity of the box, the sup

porting board, and most importantly, the close similarity in the placement and 

appearance of the nail holes at the bottom of the supporting board. This may 

constitute a sufficient foundation for offering Photograph A. Thus if defendant 

would offer Photograph A through Simpson, he may well find it indispensable to 

first offer Photograph 4, if plaintiff has not already done so. 

3. The deposition. The problems and uses of depositons are considered at 

various points through the course and are the basic concern of Assignments 13 and 

14. There are, however, a few points which might be considered in the context of 

this assignment. 

(a) Depositions are admissible only in so far as permitted by the Federal 

(Ames) Rules. In this case, admissibility depends on Rule 26(d)(3). Counsel 

offering the deposition must show that the conditions of the Rule have been ful

filled. They have, of course, since the parties have stipulated that Dennis, a 

non-party witness, now lives in Florida. 

(b) Depositions are not usually offered in toto but in discrete quanti

ties for particular purposes. Counsel for each side will have to determine what 

portions of the deposition serve their respective interests. 

(c) Some courts will not permit the examination of a witness to be in

terrupted for the purpose of offering deposition testimony. This being the case, 

probably the most orderly way for plaintiff to proceed is to first offer the 

vital connecting testimony from the Dennis deposition, followed by the testimony 

of Simpson (Text §2-6, not assigned). Alternatively, plaintiff might start with 

Simpson and offer the photographs conditionally, promising to link up Simpson's 
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testimony to the accident scene by a later offer of the deposition testimony. 

(d) Counsel for one or another side may make objection to the admissi

bility of those portions of the deposition testimony offered by opposing counsel. 

This provides the opportunity, should the instructor wish to avail himself of it, 

of exploring briefly the problem of the preservation and waiver of objections to 

deposition testimony by virtue of Rule 32(c). This issue is explored in consider

able detail in Assignment 13. 

4. Other possible items for critique. 

(a) Counsel's technique in offering the photographs (~ §2-25, not 

assigned). 

(b) Have counsel requested bench conferences on appropriate occasions 

to avoid arguing issues of law in the presence of the jury where such might be 

prejudicial? 

(c) Have counsel adequately preserved error by making an appropriate 

offer of proof if any of their questions or exhibits have been excluded (Text 

§4-12)? 

(d) If the pictures were received in evidence, did counsel remember to 

circulate them among the jurors? 

(e) Did defense counsel insist that a proper foundation be laid before 

Mr. Simpson relied on his written memorandum as a basis for testifying as to the 

circumstances under which the photographs were taken? 

(f) Question to counsel: What objections were made which you regard as 

tactically inadvisable? (See Ground Rule 17.) 
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ASSIGNMENT 1 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Lee Simpson 

1. Be cooperative with plaintiff's attorneys. They employed you. It is a 

natural tendency for you to sympathize with the side for which you perform. You 

have been paid by that side; and, in addition, your competence if not integrity 

is at least potentially under attack by the other side. There is nothing wrong, 

for purposes of this exercise, with succumbing to partisan sentiments and answer

ing - within the confines of truth - in a way calculated to advance your client's 

interests. 

2. A junior from plaintiff's attorneys' office (not one of the two appear

ing in court) made the arrangements with you for the photographs you took, accom

panied you to the scene, and instructed you as to the location and height of the 

camera for the various shots you took. He left to you, of course, all questions 

concerning the film, lighting, shutter opening and speed, etc. 

3. Refuse to talk with defendant's attorneys unless plaintiff's attorneys 

insist that you do so. Do not raise the question with plaintiff's attorneys, 

but you are free to follow their directions if they are insistent that it will 

hurt their case for you to refuse to talk with defendant's attorneys. On the 

other hand, one purpose of this arrangement is to reduce the amount of time you 

will spend on the matter, and you are free to develop some kind of excuse for not 

talking to defendant's attorneys even if plaintiff's attorneys indicate a prefer

ence that you do so. Fishing trips are not forbidden. 

4. Your place of business is in Austin, Ames, and you have been over Hedge

hollow Road from time to time, but you have never paid particular attention to 

the Dennis farm aside from the time you were there for the purpose of taking 

these photographs. You will, of course, state that the photographs represent the 

scene as you saw it at the time you took them, but you are not able to draw any 

comparisons berween the photographs and the scene at any other time than when you 

were there. 

5. On cross-examination you will say you do not know whether or not Photo

graph A is the same mailbox and road and driveway which you were photographing 

in Photographs 1 through 4. 

You may insist on looking at your photographs in comparison with Photograph 

A before you answer, if you choose to do so. 

6. You should be prepared to testify as to all of the technical details of 

your photographing, if asked to do so - that is, type of film, shutter opening 
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and speed, type of camera, etc. The following data may be used if you wish: 

Photographs 1-4 were taken with a Leica model M-3 camera equipped with a Summi

cron f.2 lens having a focal length of 50 mm. They were taken on Kodak Plus-X 

film which has an ASA daylight speed of 125. The camera lens was set at f.4 and 

the speed was 1/30 of a second. The camera was placed on a tripod for all four 

of these pictures and was at a height of 5 feet. The same camera setting was 

used for all four pictures. 

7. Note that the plaintiff is trying to establish that the driveway and 

mailbox you photographed were obscure and difficult to see, and he wants to offer 

your photos to buttress this point. It is therefore important to him that your 

testimony clearly indicates that the photos represent the scene with substantial 

accuracy. 

Had a photographer wished to do so, he could have utilized a number of tech

niques to produce relevant distortion, i.e., give an impression falsely favorable 

to the plaintiff. 

A. He could minimize the apparent contrast between the mailbox and the foli-

age and between the driveway and the foliage: 

(1) by use of a colored filter (perhaps green) in taking the picture; 

(2) by the type of film developer used; 

(3} by the technique Qf film developing; 

(4) by the contrast grade of paper on which the prints were made; 

(5) by the printing technique. 

B. He could distort the apparent distances between objects, such as drive

way, foliage, and mail-box. For example, he could use a long-focus lens to 

shrink perspective or a wide-angle lens to exaggerate it. 

You should, however, stoutly maintain that you have used every ounce of pro

fessional skill to avoid any such distortions. You used a 50 mm. lens which is 

the standard lens for a 35 mm. camera and which portrays perspective with reason

able accuracy. You used no light filter. 

As to the developing and printing technique, you would in all likelihood have 

no specific recollection of the steps taken. You would probably be better off 

saying that you employ an expert technician who has been associated with you for 

several years. Your general instructions to her are to develop pictures ordered 

by lawyers for possible court use with standard materials and with such tech

nique as to accurately reproduce the subject photographed. This would probably 

mean that the film was developed in Kodak Microdol in accordance with the 
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instructions for normal development contained in the package. The enlargements 

were made on Kodabromide normal contrast enlarging paper. 

8. If asked as to technical details, i.e., aperture, speed, distance 

setting, height, direction, time the exposure was made, etc., you have no present 

recollection of this information. You do, however, have handwritten notes with 

you containing this information, which were made at the time the pictures were 

taken. This is your standard procedure. To the best of your knowledge, the 

figures are accurate. Distances were measured by you with a steel tape-measure. 

Be sure to have with you handwritten notes containing the above information. The 

negatives are in your file in your shop in Ames. 

9. You will note that you have taken all technical steps possible to make 

these pictures an accurate portrayal of the scenes photographed. The only aspect 

of the photographic process you were not responsible for was the location and 

height of the camera when you took the pictures. As to this, you acted solely on 

instructions from the attorney who took you to the scene. He did not ask your 

opinion as to the proper location of the camera, nor did you express one. Had 

you been asked, you would have said that the edge of the road was not the best 

location for taking a photo if the object was to represent the scene as seen by 

a person in the driver's seat of a car. The best location for that would, of 

course, be some point approximating the position of the car-driver's eyes, i.e., 

near the center of the road. While you are reluctant to express such an opinion 

on the stand, you will do so if pressed by defendant's counsel on cross-examina

tion. 

10. Note that the pictures do not conform to 35 mm. format. A 35 mm. nega

tive measures 24 by 36 mm. Thus any enlargement of the whole negative will have 

a width and length in the proportion of 2 to 3, not the case in these prints 

where the ration is a't)out 5 to 6. Thus, parts of the picture have been "cropped", 

i.e., cut off. If this is pointed out, you will admit that the pictures must 

have been cropped. You will claim you don't know why, but you assume your tech

nician felt that it in no way interfered with the accuracy of the pictures to trim 

the edges to produce a picture of this size. 

11. The statement at page 8 of the Assignment Book that Photograph A was taken 

at 2:10 p.m. could not be true. The shadow under the mailbox indicates that the 

sun was to .the right, i.e., east of the box. Therefore this must have been a 

morning (probably mid-morning) shot. 

12. Be prepared to answer any questions that might be asked you by way of 

background. Counsel may want to ask a few introductory questions about your 

training and experience in photography, for example. 

11 



13. Follow the advice of plaintiff's lawyers as closely as you can as to any 

matters of courtroom conduct that they discuss with you. 

14. If asked about compensation, state that you assume you will be compen

sated at your usual rate of $25 per hour for your time and will be reimbursed 

for travel expenses. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 2A* - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Problems of introducing telephone conversations and witness' written 

memoranda in evidence. 

2. Further experience in the offer of deposition testimony upon trial. 

3. Illustration of the proposition that co-defendants whose interests may 

largely coincide may nonetheless have varying postures legally as well as tacti

cally. 

4. The limited offer of evidence against one of several defendants. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign someone to play the role of Mrs. Irma Charles, the witness. Give 

her a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 17, infra. If she is not 

a student, give her also a copy of the Assignment 2A materials and "General In

structions to Witnesses," Appendix D in the Assignment Book. (Copies will be 

found in the packet of Special Materials.) 

3. Rehearse the witness before she is interviewed by counsel. 

*Based upon Palm v. Kulesza, 333 Mass. 461, 131 N.E.2d 472 (1956). 
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Discussion 

The assignment directs plaintiff to produce evidence connecting the truck to 

defendant Gold Fisheries and identifying Kay as its hit-and-run driver, but omit

ting Mrs. Charles' testimony as to the circumstances of the accident and her 

personal observation of the vehicle. (The omitted testimony forms the basis for 

Assignment 7A.) Such evidence connecting defendants with the accident truck is, 

of course, indispensable to plaintiff. Without it he cannot survive a motion for 

directed verdict, much less carry his burden before the jury. 

How can plaintiff's counsel discharge the task within the confines of the 

assignment? 

1. Offer Mrs. Charles' testimony as to her phone conversation with Kay, in 

which he allegedly admitted having driven the Gold Fisheries truck on Saturday 

evening. The logical tendency of this statement is to implicate both defendants, 

and plaintiff would, of course, prefer to have it received against both. 

Plaintiff must, however, overcome two hurdles: 

(a) Authentication (Text §2-24). Plaintiff must establish that Kay was 

in fact the party on the other end of the wire. Tending to establish this is the 

following (if Mrs. Charles is permitted to so testify): she looked up Fisheries' 

phone number; wrote it down; called that number; asked for the driver of the truck 

with registration number A-4327; was told to wait; was spoken to by someone who 

identified himself as Bill 0. Kay; and that individual admitted driving the truck 

the night of the accident. 

Various objections can be anticipated from defense counsel as this testimony 

is offered: 

Insofar as plaintiff seeks to establish the authenticity of the phone call 

by offering evidence that Mrs. Charles accurately dialed Gold Fisheries, this in

volves hearsay evidence, the accuracy of the phone number being vouched for by the 

implied out of court representation of the phone company (in the form of a tele

phone book entry). Because of the extremely high probability that the telephone 

book is accurate, however, this use should be permitted. In any event, there is 

corroborative evidence in Kay's deposition (Q37 and Q38) that the number Mrs. 

Charles allegedly dialed was correct. 

Obviously too, Mrs. Charles' testimony as to the information she procured from 

the Registry of Motor Vehicles as to the ownership of the vehicle bearing the re

gistration number in question is hearsay. But this point is, in any event, un

disputed. (See Stipulation Between All the Parties.) 
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Assuming Mrs. Charles is permitted to testify as to her manner of calling 

Gold Fisheries, is the sheet from the memorandum pad on which she wrote the in

formation admissible as corroborative evidence of the accuracy of the call? 

It would be admissible in most jurisdictions, if Mrs. Charles vouches for its 

correctness and testifies she has no present recollection~ Whether the document 

is admissible, absent the latter qualification, is uncertain. 

Counsel for each defendant might object to the "Hello, Gold Fisheries" as 

hearsay. This would probably be a valid objection if made by Kay but perhaps not 

by Fisheries. It may be inferred that Fisheries has authorized the person who 

answered the phone to do so for Fisheries. (See the quotation from McCormick, 

Evidence, in the Assignment Book, p. 17.) Certainly, however, Kay has given no 

such authorization. 

Counsel for each defendant might further object to testimony as to Kay's 

alleged self-identification on the ground that it is hearsay and, moreover, with

out strong circumstantial guarantee of trustworthiness. 

Plaintiff's counsel would substantially strenghten the argument for trust

worthiness by promising to offer that portion of Officer Krupke's testimony (if 

they have not previously done so) which tends to confirm that Kay had spoken to 

Mrs. Charles by phone. The Krupke deposition is generally admissible (subject 

to evidentiary objections) under Federal Rule 26(d)(3) because of his death, but 

plaintiff should probably be required to so argue before any part of it is ad

mitted over defense objection going to its general admissibility. 

Plaintiff might also offer, by way of support for the proposition that Kay 

was at the other end of the line, Kay's deposition testimony to the effect that 

he knew he'd been accused of driving the. hit-and-run truck. This might be in

ferred to corroborate Mrs. Charles' claim that she called him, though he has an 

alternative explanation for this knowledge. 

The Kay deposition is not generally admissible against Fisheries, if for no 

other reason than that Kay is available to testify personally (Federal Rule 26 

probably Kay and Fisheries are not adverse parties for this purpose). 

against Kay, it is admissible as the deposition of an adverse party. 

Rule 26(d)(2).) 

But, as 

(Federal 

(b) Hearsay. as to Kay's remark that he had been driving the truck. 

Assuming the authenticity of the phone conversation is established, this state

ment is admissible as against Kay as an implied admission. As to Fisheries, it 

is not, under Ames law, unless plaintiff can establish that Kay's discussion as 
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to responsibility for the accident was within the scope of his authority as a 

driver for Gold Fisheries - a dubious proposition. 

Assuming plaintiff offers excerpts of Kay's deposition testimony, defendants' 

counsel may seek to invoke Federal Rule 26(d)(4) to compel plaintiff to read 

"all of [the deposition] which is relevant to the part introduced"- particularly 

the exculpatory statements made by Kay. If excerpts have, however, been admitted 

only against Kay because of objections by Fisheries, can Fisheries nonetheless 

require more to be offered? And if it does invoke Rule 26(d)(4), would it not 

thereby waive its earlier objection? 

The preceding discussion is not intended to answer confidently the several 

questions as to the admissibility of the phone conversation which, in any case, 

would probably vary with the jurisdiction. It is merely intended to suggest 

the tack plaintiff might take in offering the evidence and the approach defend

ants might take in resisting it. It also highlights the fact that evidence may 

be selectively admissible in the case of multiple defendants. 

2. Offer Officer Krupke's testimony of his phone conversation with Kay. The 

problems of admissibility of this conversation probably parallel those considered 

above, though in a more favorable setting to plaintiff. The inference is stronger 

that Kay was in fact at the other end of the line, and in any event, defendants 

may very well have waived any objection to the inadequate foundation for Krupke's 

testimony as to the phone conversation by not having made timely objection. (See 

Federal Rule 32(c)(l), (2); see also Teaching Notes, Assignment 13, infra.) 

3. Preferred order of plaintiff's proof (Text §2-6, not assigned). 

(a) Officer Krupke's deposition testimony as to the phone conversation 

with Kay. It does not depend on any of the other evidence and it is probably 

easier to get in evidence than the phone conversation with Kay. 

(b) Mrs. Charles' testimony as to her phone conversation with Kay for 

which item 11a" may help lay a foundation. 

(c) Mrs. Charles' memorandum of the phone number of Gold Fisheries as 

corroborative evidence of the authenticity of the phone conversation. 
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ASSIGNMENT 2A - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Irma Charles 

You are the wife of the plaintiff in this case. This is an action for damages 

on account of personal injuries sustained by your husband and damage to his car 

resulting from a collision with a truck operated by a hit-and-run driver. Your 

attorney will be attempting in this trial to prove that the truck was owned by 

the Gold Fisheries Co. and was operated by William 0. Kay. 

As background, read the special materials which have been given you. Pay 

particular attention to the statement you gave your husband's attorneys before 

trial since this is your story, though you will only be examined as to matters 

following the accident (i.e., your call to the Registry of Motor Vehicles and 

your call to Kay). 

Your statement refers to an envelope with your hastily scribbled note on it, 

"A-4327". You need not have such an envelope since that portion of your story is 

not involved in this assignment. 

Prepare, however, a slip of paper to serve as the one you wrote on at the 

telephone table in connection with your call to the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 

The telephone number appearing on the slip is WA. 6-1555. 

Since your husband is a party in this suit, you will, of course, talk freely 

with his attorneys. You will attempt as best you can to follow any suggestions 

they give you about your demeanor and manner of answering questions on the witness 

stand. Be careful not to add any information about the telephone call and con

versation to that appearing in your statement. In other respects, however, be 

prepared to answer any questions that you think reasonably might be asked. 

Refuse to talk with defendants' attorneys if they try to see you, unless 

your attorneys instruct you otherwise. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 2B* - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. The offer of documentary evidence. (Text §2-25.) 

2. Problems of introducing telephone conversations in evidence. (Text 

§2-24.) 

3. Further experience in the offer of deposition testimony upon trial. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign someone to play the role of Karl Kaline, the attorney-witness. 

Give him a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 24, infra. (A copy 

will be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him also to "General 

Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel. 

4. Note: Copies of Documents 1-4 are included in the packet of Special 

Materials for use as exhibits during the class session. 

*Based upon Ruegg v. Fairfield Securities Corp., 308 N.Y. 313, 125 N.E. 2d 
585 (1955). 
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Discussion 

This excercise exemplifies, par excellence, the proposition that counsel's 

success in offering evidence will frequently depend on his first having rigorous

ly defined the issues in the case and his intended solutions. An ambling, un

structured approach in this case will probably prove disastrous. 

Plaintiff's analysis of the issues might run as follows: He seeks to recover 

$12,000 on defendant's promise embodied in Document 3. Defendant does not deny 

making the promise but claims it is unsupported by consideration, hence unenforce

able. Plaintiff counters that he relied on defendant's promise, and moreover, 

defendant knew that he would so rely; these circumstances indicate that plaintiff 

did furnish consideration for defendant's promise or, alternatively, that the 

doctrine of promissory estoppel (Restatement, Contracts §90 (1932) ) serves to 

bind defendant to his promise nonetheless. 

Plaintiff might develop the point by arguing that "consideration" does not 

depend on the secret intentions of the parties. Defendant is bound by the 

reasonable understanding its action conveyed to plaintiff. And in light of Anson's 

phone conversation from Kaline's office, it was reasonable for plaintiff to under

stand that defendant's promise was for the purpose of inducing forbearance on 

plaintiff's part and was offered as consideration for that forbearance. If 

plaintiff chose to squeeze the same argument into the contours of promissory 

estoppel he would argue that, even assuming defendant's promise was unbargained 

for (i.e., without consideration), it was quite foreseeable that plaintiff would, 

as in fact he did, rely on it to his detriment. This theory would, however, re

quire proof of "detriment." 

It does not, perhaps, make a great deal of difference which theory is advanced 

for the purpose of this ·exercise, but the student is required to formulate some 

theory of the case and relate his offer of the various items of evidence to that 

theory. 

It will be noted that the validity of either of the responses suggested 

above is supported by the reasoning of the trial court in denying defendant's 

motion to dismiss the complaint. 

Plaintiff's proof should therefore probably cover the following elements: 

1. Proof that Passmore promised to pay Grubbs $12,000 (Document 3). 

There can hardly be dispute as to the admissibility of this document. It is 
• the written promise upon which the action is founded. Moreover, defendant's 
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answer concedes its authenticity, as does Parker in his deposition (Q82). Nor 

does defendant assert that Parker was acting outside of the scope of his authori

ty. Defendant, in short, does not deny that it made the promise to pay; only that 

the promise is unsupported by consideration, hence unenforceable. 

2. Proof that this promise was made for the purpose of inducing and in con

sideration for Grubbs' promise to forbear pressing the claim- or at least, was 

made in the knowledge that Anson's purpose was to so use it. 

A. Plaintiff should first prove that he had at least a colorable claim 

against Anson for the $12,000. This is the function of Document 1. It is, more

over, an essential function since forbearance in pressing a clearly worthless 

claim does not normally constitute consideration. (Restatement, Contracts §76 

(b)(l932).) Defense counsel might point out that Anson's note for $12,000, under 

which his obligation arose, has not been offered in evidence. He might argue that 

there is no evidence that the confession itself is supported by consideration. 

This argument should, however, be rejected - either on the theory that the con

fession is conclusive upon Anson or on the theory that, even if not conclusive, 

the burden of showing that the confession is a hollow shell is upon the defendant

a burden which he cannot possibly discharge on the state of the record. If authen

tic, the confession of judgment is therefore clearly relevant. 

(1) Authenticity of Anson's signature on Document 1. Kaline did not 

observe Anson sign the document. The validity of the signature might, however, 

be established in one of two ways: 

(a) Kaline's testimony that when his secretary brought the docu

ment to him, she said in Anson's presence that he had signed it. Her testimony 

is, of course, hearsay and not generally admissible. But if Kaline's testimony 

supports the inference that Anson heard the secretary so state, his failure to 

deny it under circumstances where it would be perfectly natural to do so, would 

be admissible against him as an adoptive admission by silence. (See McCormick, 

Evidence §247 (1954). ) 

(b) The notary's acknowledgment of the signature alone would be 

sufficient authentication in some jurisdictions. Such use of an acknowledgment 

involves hearsay testimony at two levels: the "notary's" statement that she is 

in fact a notary; and her statement that Anson signed the document. 

Some states, however, either by statute or common-law decision, hold a signa

ture sufficiently authenticated when it is on its face duly notarized. See 

Whelton v. Daly, 93 N.H. 150, 37 A.2d 1 (1944) ("the majority view seems to be 
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that the notary's seal will prima facie authenticate any instrument. 7 Wigmore, 

Evidence, 3rd ed. §§2161, 2165.") 

(2) The objection that the confession of judgment (Document 1) is 

heresay. Simply, it isn't. In form and in substance, it is an agreement ("stipu

lation") of indebtedness, hence an "operative fact." (See McCormick, Evidence 

§228 (1954).) If, however, some judge insists on calling it hearsay, it should 

clearly come in as a declaration against pecuniary interest. 

This document should therefore be permitted in evidence under any of the 

following circumstances: Kaline testifies to Anson's admission by silence that 

he signed the document; plaintiff offers to produce the notary to testify as to 

Anson's signature; or plaintiff convincingly argues that a mere notarization, 

valid on its face, is a sufficient authentication. 

B. Plaintiff should next produce his proof that defendant knew that its 

promise was the quid pro quo for Grubbs' forbearance. There is only one way 

plaintiff can prove such knowledge on defendant's part. The letter (Document 3), 

it will be remembered, is silent as to any consideration flowing to defendant. 

Nor did plaintiff have any direct dealings with defendant preceding the promise 

that might establish the necessary knowledge on its part. All plaintiff has to 

go on is the contention that Parker, as agent for Passmore, obtained the informa

tion in the course of the phone conversation Anson made from Kaline's office. 

Jurisdictions vary in their requirements for authenticating a phone conversa

tion. It is not intended here to explore in depth the law on this subject. It 

is intended merely to suggest the tack plaintiff should take to make the strong

est case for its admissibility. In this effort, plaintiff's basic task is to 

show those circumstances tending to bolster the likelihood that Parker was in

deed on the other end of the line, thus demonstrating that the underlying policy 

of the hearsay rule is not violated by permitting this phone conversation in evi

dence. What evidence can he offer? 

(1) Kaline saw Anson look in his "little black book" in which he 

saw Parker's name and telephone number, though he doesn't remember the number. 

(2) Anson dialed a number and identified a man at the other end as 

"Paul" (Parker's first name), and proceeded to tell him of his intended use of 

defendant's letter. To be sure, the identification of "Paul" is hearsay, and 

ambiguous. But he had asked for "Mr. Parker." And there is strong authority for 

the proposition that when one calls a business establishment and asks for someone 

who then identifies himself, the circumstan~es make it probable that the identi

fication is accurate. 
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In such a situation "the accuracy of the telephone transmission system and 

the probable want of motive to falsify or of opportunity for premeditated fraud 

gives special reliability to the answering speaker's identification of himself 

and ... the authentication is sufficient." (McCormick, Evidence §193 (1954).) 

But this fails to meet the problem that Anson may have been engaged in "pre

meditated fraud," and the phone conversation may have been a total sham. In 

part this is rebutted by Kaline's testimony as to the manner in which Anson 

dialed the number. But most significant is the undisputed fact that Parker did 

receive one, and only one, phone call from Anson (Q75). 

(3) But how strong is the inference that the phone call Kaline 

testifies to was that phone call? A useful role in supporting this inference is 

played by Document 2. 

The identity of the changes indicated on Document 2 and those referred to in 

Kaline's testimony of the telephone conversation, together with the fact that the 

amendments produced a letter in the form of Document 3, signed by Parker, fortify 

the inference that Parker was on the other end of the telephone line and was 

willing to sign Document 3 because of the explanation he had heard over the phone. 

True, this is not the only possible inference. It is, for example, conceiv

able that Parker might have learned of the precise changes Kaline desired not 

through his phone conversation with Anson, but rather from the inked deletions 

on Document 2 when Anson returned it to him (Q77). This possibility tends to be 

negated, however, by Parker's statement that he told Anson in the phone conver

sation he would prepare the revised letter "by the time you get here" (Q69) -

suggesting that Parker had already learned through the phone conversation the 

precise changes desired. Therefore, while the inference plaintiff seeks to draw 

from Document 2 is not conclusive, it is strong enough to improve the argument 

for admission of the phone conversation. Document 2 should therefore be offered 

(for this limited purpose) before the phone conversation. 

Note that if Document 2 is offered for this limited purpose, the objection 

that it is not the best evidence (the original thereof being available in defend

ant's file) is entirely pointless. Document 2 is not being offered for its type

written content but for the inked alterations. For this purpose, the carbon is the 

original and the best evidence. 

3. Preferred order of plaintiff's offer of evidence. 

A. Document 3. It is the cornerstone of the law suit ana comes first 

both logically and psychologically. 
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B. Document 1. It provides the necessary predicate for proving plain

tiff1s forbearance by showing the subject matter of that forbearance. 

C. The phone conversation. It shows that defendant had knowledge of 

the forbearance and the role its letter would play in securing it. 

D. Document 2. This should be offered as part of the foundation for 

the offer of the phone conversation, to bolster the inference that Parker was 

indeed at the other end of the wire. 

Defendant 1s offer of Document 4. Defendant wishes to offer this on the 

theory that Kaline 1 s failure to respond to it represents an adoptive admission 

by silence (see McCormick, Evidence 247 (1954) ) that Passmore received no 

consideration. Plaintiff, on the other hand, has what he considers a perfectly 

rational explanation for his failure to answer: he felt there was no point in 

further communication with defendant and intended to commence a law suit, as 

he in fact did shortly thereafter. 

McCormick describes as debatable "the question whether the failure to reply 

at all to a letter .•. shall come in as an admission by silence. 11 On the whole, 

he prefers the rule that the failure to reply to a letter 11containing statements 

••• it would be natural under all the circumstances for the addressee to deny 

if he believed them untrue 11 be receivable as an admission by silence. He cites 

as an instance where such evidence should be rejected, 11if the negotiations have 

been broken off by one party 1 s taking a final stand, thus indicating his view 

that further communication would be fruitless, or if the letter was written after 

litigation was instituted. 11 Such circumstances 11 tend to show that failure to 

answer is not to be received as an admission. 11 (Ibid.) 

Document 4 probably should be admitted or not depending on how well respective 

counsel argue the point. 

Note that for defendant 1 s purpose, it is irrelevant whether or not he succeeds 

in establishing that defendant 1 s counsel in fact wrote the letter. The inference 

to be drawn from plaintiff 1 s failure to respond does not depend on who actually 

wrote the letter; only on plaintiff 1 s belief on that score. Kaline has indicated 

in his statement that he assumed the letter to be from defendant 1 s counsel. 
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ASSIGNMENT 2B - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Karl Kaline 

1. When Anson made his phone call from your office, he held the phone close 

to his ear. You heard no part of the conversation on the other end, nor for 

that matter, were you able to hear any voice. 

2. When Mrs. Sellers brought Anson back to your office and informed you 

that he had signed Document 1, her speech was at normal volume. You assume Anson 

had no difficulty hearing her, though he gave no visible reaction of any kind. 

3. If during cross-examination you are asked "why" you did not insist on 

a recitation of consideration in the letter, you will say that after the phone 

call, it was obvious to you that Passmore knew the whole story and you thought 

nothing more about the desirability of a recital of consideration. You didn't 

think Passmore would welsh. All you were looking for was a straightforward 

agreement from Passmore without objectionable qualifications. 

(This response is designed to illustrate the hazards of directing a "why" 

question to a hostile witness.) 

4. You are, of course, strongly partisan toward plaintiff. He is, in most 

matters, your client. Furthermore, it has not escaped your attention that your 

professional competence in handling this affair is potentially in issue. As 

indicated in your deposition, the only reason you are not representing Grubbs 

is that you knew you'd be a principal witness. You recommended to him the 

attorneys who now represent him. While the main job in developing plaintiff's 

case and the supporting argument is upon these attorneys, it would be natural 

for you to want to help them. You may make whatever suggestions you like, and be 

of such assistance as you think re~listic, given your involvement in the case. 

They should, of course, not be led to believe that any advice you may give is 

based on secret information in your possession. As you see, there is none. 

Your background data are set forth in the Assignment 2B materials, and particu

larly in your deposition testimony. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 3* - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Assuming counsel discovers during trial that his client has falsely testi

fied at an earlier stage in the trial, what are the tactical and ethical implica

tions of such knowledge? 

2. Assuming opposing counsel acquires similar information, how can he effect

tively utilize it? 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a person to play the role of David Bates, plaintiff~witness. Give 

him a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 32, infra. (A copy will 

be found in the packet pf Special Materials.) Refer him also to "General Instruc

tions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before the class session. 

4. Note that the witness is not to be interviewed by counsel prior to the 
class session. 

*Background facts for the legal issue (though not for the tactical and ethical 
issues) based upon Sagorsky v. Malyon, 307 N.Y. 584, 123 N.E.2d 79 (1954), 
3 N.Y.2d 907, 145 N.E.2d 871 (1957). 
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Discussion 

1. Plaintiff's Counsel's Reaction to the Discovery that Bates Testified 

Falsely. In attempting to formulate an intelligent response to the new informa

tion gained from Bates, plaintiff's counsel are confronted with some rather com

plex problems, practical as well as ethical. 

Leaving aside for the moment ethical considerations, how might they analyze 

the problem? At the outset, they might observe the striking irony that plaintiff's 

lying has foreclosed a potentially strong theory of recovery. If the jewelry 

had indeed been stolen by the hitchhiker, defendant would be deprived of the 

policy defense that the car was ."unattended" at the time of the theft. (Might 

not a better investigation by counsel prior to trial have uncovered the truth? 

See~ §9-10.) 

Now, it is true that the evidence of theft by the hitchhiker is less than 

compelling. (Bates did not actually see him take it; furthermore, he has testi

fied he is "sure" that the jewelry was present when he arrived at the Dayton 

garage. But this last may merely be his conclusion once he has put out of mind 

the possibility that the jewelry was taken by the hitchhiker.) But plaintiff's 

present theory of the case is likewise less than conclusive. (Bates must prove 

not merely that the jewelry was stolen from his car while in the garage, but also 

that the car was attended and that the garage attendant's "sole duty" was to 

attend the car during the critical moments. Moreover, the burden of establishing 

this key proposition appears, based on the Harbin decision, to be plaintiff's.) 

Quite possibly, if counsel were considering these alternatives as an original 

matter, they might have chosen the hitchhiker-theft theory in preference to 'the 

garage-theft theory. But they are not considering the issue de novo. They have 

already fully committed themselves to a contrary theory, presented it, and rested! 

Plaintiff might, however, even at this late hour, consider the possibility of 

a switch. Among the relevant considerations to be put in the balance are the 

following: 

(a) Would he be permitted to reopen his case to present a wholly new 

theory of recovery? While the complaint is broad enough to accommodate it, the 

development of the case has been along altogether different lines. Defendant 

could legitimately complain of surprise. Whether or not plaintiff would be per

mitted to reopen would lie within the sound discretion of the court. 

(b) Assuming he were permitted to reopen, what is the likelihood that 

the jury would believe the new testimony? The answer depends in part, of course, 
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on the plausibility of the explanation for his prior lapse. But whatever Bates 

said, the most likely jury reaction would be that this was a contrived mid-trial 

explanation to rescue him from the difficulties of his original theory. The jury 

would probably discount the new theory and be badly shaken to boot, in whatever 

confidence it had in the theory previously advanced. 

(c) Probably the only justification for such a switch at this point 

would be the conviction (if warranted) that there was virtually no chance of 

success on the original theory. Plaintiff has, however, survived a motion for 

directed verdict, and it is extremely unlikely, on balance, that he would accom

plish anything but self-destruction by switching theories at this late date. 

But this answers only the easier half of the problem confronting plaintiff's 

counsel. Their client has not merely abandoned a useful theory. He has blatantly 

lied in his assertions that he was alone when he drove from Springfield to Dayton 

and that he did not stop en route. If counsel were confident that this fact were 

unknown to defense counsel, they might, as a practical matter, conclude that they 

could get away with non-disclosure. They would then squarely confront the ethical 

issue. They have, however, no ground for such confidence. Quite the contrary. 

Plaintiff has every reason to believe that the defense stands ready to expose his 

lies as soon as court reconvenes. The practical question before plaintiff's 

cou.nsel is therefore not whether there should be disclosure but by whom it should 

be made. And almost certainly, plaintiff should accept the task in the hope that 

it will go somewhat better for him if the truth comes out "voluntarily," than if 

it is thrust upon him by the defense. (There are, of course, limits to what 

plaintiff can accomplish by this tactic. It is obvious - or at any rate, defense 

counsel should make it obvious - that this is no voluntary disclosure; the quick

ening of plaintiff's conscience coincides precisely with Delbert's arrival in 

court.) 

Plaintiff should thus immediately ask leave to reopen his case for the purpose 

of correcting his testimony. Should defendant object to this request? The basis 

of objection might be that plaintiff is merely trying to anticipate defendant's 

impending attack. He should not be permitted to reopen, defendant might argue, 

merely to garner the tactical advantage of making the initial disclosure. This 

argument has some merit, though the court might feel it desirable to permit a 

witness who has perjured himself to correct the record. This defense argument 

could be countered if plaintiff were offering the testimony not by way of antici-

~ pation of attack but, rather, in order to replace substantively important, but 

perjured, testimony with the truth. This would, for example, be the case if he 
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were now trying to switch from the garage-theft to the hitchhiker-theft theory 

of the case. The tactical weakness of this approach has, however, been suggested 

above. 

To summarize thus far, considered from a purely practical standpoint, plain

tiff's preferable tactic is probably to request leave to take the stand solely 

for the purpose of withdrawing his perjured testimony, abstaining from the temp

tation to foist a new and better theory of recovery upon the jury. 

It will be noted that if this tack is taken, the ethical obligations operat

ing on plaintiff's counsel have been fully discharged. It might incidentally be 

observed that this coincidence of tactical and ethical requirement is far from 

atypical. It is oftentimes true that a sophisticated evaluation of the practical 

dictates of a situation obviates the ethical problem. But not always. The 

students might here be invited to consider how they would handle the situation 

if, having just learned of their client's previous perjury, they considered it 

likely that defendant would not have similar information. 

Plaintiff's counsel might then consider the following alternative courses of 

action. 

(a) Do nothing. 

(b) Urge their client to correct his testimony and, if he refused, ask the 

court's leave to withdraw as counsel. 

(c) Inform the court and/or opposing counsel of the facts regardless of 

whether their client consented. 

The argument in favor of each of these viewpoints might be stated as follows: 

Position a. Plaintiff's counsel are in no wise responsible for the perjured 

testimony. (If they were, they would, of course, be guilty not merely of un

ethical behavior but probably also of subornation of perjury.) Moreover, the 

truthful statements do not aid defendant; as indicated above, they tend to support 

a recovery for plaintiff on the theory of hitchhiker-theft. Notwithstanding the 

above, it would be clearly unethical for counsel to rely in any way upon the 

perjured testimony during final argument. To do so would constitute sponsorship 

of the falsehoods by counsel. Could they, however, meet this difficulty by 

avoiding any reference at all to the perjured testimony during argument? In part, 

they undoubtedly could. They might, for example, abstain from any mention of 

plaintiff's trip from Springfield to the garage in Dayton, relying solely on Bates' 

testimony that he knew the missing jewelry case was in the car when he arrived at 
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the garage. But this testimony may contain a sleeper. Did Bates "know" this 

because he personally observed the missing case when he arrived at the garage? -

or, rather, because he so inferred from the fact that it had been in the car when 

he left Springfield, coupled with his belief that it had not been taken en route? 

If the latter, are not counsel sponsoring implicitly false testimony even if they 

merely rely on Bates' conclusionary testimony that the missing case had been .in 

his car when he arrived at the garage? 

Position b. This view offers the satisfaction that it may produce voluntary 

action by plaintiff, thereby mitigating the contradiction between counsel's duty 

to disclose the perjury and their duty of confidentiality with respect to a 

client's disclosure (especially one that probably subjects the client to criminal 

liability). 

Quaere: 

(1) How "voluntary" is the disclosure under these circumstances? 

(2) Permission for counsel to withdraw being discretionary with the 

court, what if the court denies the request? Or insists upon counsel's ~eason 

for so requesting? Have counsel discharged their duty by their mere request to 

withdraw? 

(3) Or if the court grants the request, counsel having failed to dis

close the reasons to the court, are they thereby relieved of any further duty of 

disclosure? 

Position c. Counsel are under the square duty to disclose the falsehoods to 

court and/or opposing counsel. They probably cannot avoid, at least indirectly, 

relying on Bates' false testimony during closing argument. And even if they 

could, they are of necessity relying on Bates' credibility as a witness. The 

perjured testimony, even if it were relevant to no other issue in the case, is 

relevant to the witness' credibility. It is therefore unethical knowingly to 

withhold from opposing counsel the fact that Bates has lied. True, it is con

ceivable that a party may lie as to matters so remote from the issues of a case 

that cross-examination with respect thereto might be excluded as wholly collater

al. Under such circumstances, perhaps, counsel would be excused frcm the duty 

of disclosure. (This might be so, for example, if plaintiff were to lie as to 

his age, the issue having no possible bearing on the case except for its impac.t 

upon his general credibility.) But is the subject matter of the lie here so 

remote? And should counsel for a litigant have the broad right to determine that 

a lie told by his client is of no conceivable legitimate concern to the other 

party? (Cf. Jencks v. u.s., 353 U.S. 657 (1957).) 
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It is suggested that a disclosure by counsel here is mandatory since the sub

ject matter of the lie is relevant to the issue whether the jewelry was stolen 

from the garage; it is moreover, relevant to Bates' credibility; and counsel 

probably cannot avoid, at least by implication, endorsing the lie during final 

argument. The duty to disclose such a lie is an exception to the lawyer's 

general obligation of confidentiality. {See The Canons of Professional Ethics 

of the American Bar Association, 16, 29, 41, and 44, Assignment Book, 

Index B.) 

The preferred course of acti'on would probably be to urge the client to reveal 

the truth, reinforced with the threat that counsel will do so whether or not he 

agrees - and carry out the threat if the client remains obdurate. Counsel should, 

of course, then make every effort to mitigate the effect of the disclosure by 

presenting it in a manner as favorable to his client as the facts permit. (As to 

counseling the witness regarding the form and content of his testimony, see Text 

§2-14.) 

The above discussion is in no sense intended as a definitive solution of the 

ethical problem. As a generality, there are few problems confronting the practicing 

attorney of more persistent difficulty than those in the ethical sphere. The 

reason is not hard to find - the attorney is caught between two exceedingly power

ful and opposed policies of the law. On the one hand, he owes "entire devotion 

to the interests of the client" (Canon 15) - this is a direct implication of our 

system of judicial resolution of conflicts. On the other hand, the lawyer must 

discharge his duty to his client in a manner that preserves the institutional 

integrity of that system- our judicial system requires that as well. It serves 

no useful purpose for the student to adopt the notion that the resolution of 

these conflicts is simple, if the attorney would but consult his conscience. On 

the contrary, the resolution is frequently exceedingly difficult. It is, more

over, self-defeating to suggest the contrary, since this leads easily to an un

realistic notion of the norms of advocacy- a notion that tends to proveextreme-

ly brittle when exposed to the pressures of practice and which may therefore 

invite cynicism. A meaningful ethical commitment presupposes an awareness of the 

difficulties, not their denial. 

2. Defendant's Use of the Knowledge that Bates Lied. 

Previous experience with this exercise reveals that student counsel sometimes 

are extremely gingerly in cross-examining Bates after his attorneys have put him 

on the stand to "explain" his previous misstatements. Defendant should aim to 

extract a clean-cut admission from Bates that his previous testimony constituted 

a bare-faced lie and thereby maximize its impeaching effect. 
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It is interesting to speculate whether defendant should attempt, in addition, 

to make substantive use of plaintiff's ne't-.7 story. Should he urge that Bates' 

testimony demonstrates that the jewelry was not in fact stolen from the car while 

in the Dayton garage? Probably not. As previously discussed, if it was not 

stolen from the garage, it may well have been stolen by the hitchhiker, in which 

case defendant's liability is clear - unless defendant wishes to suggest the 

theory that the "hitchhiker" was actually a co-conspirator with Bates in the 

theft of the jewelry. True, there is no proof to support this theory. But it 

is probably less risky than ordinary to offer such an unsupported suggestion of 

wrong-doing, plaintiff having obligingly tendered the raw material for such an 

attack upon his character. 

In any event, defendant should realize that Bates' new testimony may be rele

vant substantively as well as for impeachment and develop his plans accordingly. 

3. Should Defense Counsel Rest Without Offering Any Testimony? The argu

ment for resting is that defendant thereby avoids the danger of improving plain

tiff's case, through his own witnesses, as against a renewed motion for directed 

verdict. If Delbert and Traill are called, defendant himself may be opening up 

the whole new hitchhiker-theft theory. Can this danger, however, be reduced by 

offering this testimony solely for purposes of impeachment so that the hitch

hiker-theft theory would then not be in the case unless plaintiff pursued the 

very dubious tactic of bringing it in himself? (Cf. Link v. Eastern Aircraft, 

136 N.J.L. 540, 57 A.2d 8 (1948); Morse Boulger Destructor Co. v. Arnoni, 376 

Pa. 57, 65, 101 A.2d 705, 709 (1954).) If neither party proposed the new theory, 

defendant would probably be entitled to a jury instruction at the appropriate 

time totally excluding it from the case. 

The argument against resting is that defendant's chances of getting a directed 

verdict are small in any case. The question concerning the meaning of "in or 

upon" and "attending" may be resolved for plaintiff. And there is little likeli

hood that Johnson will help the plaintiff against a motion for directed verdict. 

Finally, the verdict is likely to go for plaintiff unless the defense exposes 

plaintiff as a liar, since the jury is unlikely to sympathize with the insurance 

company's technical defense. 

In evaluating the chances of a directed verdict, the burden of proof becomes 

a critical consideration. Note that it is apparently resolved in defendant's 

favor by the Harbin decision. 
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ASSIGNMENT 3 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness David Bates 

1. You are not available for interview by counsel for either side prior to 

the class session. 

2. The assignment to your attorneys requires them to interview you in class 

prior to the court proceedings (in about 15 minutes) to determine how to deal 

with your falsehoods. Following that they will put you on the stand to try to 

salvage your situation, as best they can. The question may arise whether you 

should now tell the whole truth on the stand. Be completely malleable. If your 

attorneys suggest or hint at perjury, be cheerfully obliging. Take an amoral 

posture and permit your counsel to be your conscience. If the possibility 

escapes them, you might even suggest a lie of some sort to lessen the inevitable 

harm to your case that will result from your disclosure. 

3. During your previous cross-examination, you stated you were "sure" both 

cases were in the car when you drove into the Dayton garage. If pressed either 

by your attorneys or on further cross-examination, you will admit that you are 

not 100 per cent certain that you actually looked to see if the cases were in the 

car when you arrived at the garage. You will concede the possibility that part of 

your certainty may have sprung from the fact that you knew the cases had been in 

the car when you left Springfield, and it had not then occurred to you that the 

missing case might have been stolen en route from Springfield to Dayton. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 4 - TEACHING NOTES 

Point under Consideration 

Counsel's role in relation to the court's charge to the jury. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B three weeks before the class 

session. Remind them they are to turn in proposed instructions to the instructor 

at least two weeks before the class session so these can be duplicated and 

distributed to the class for advance preparation. 

2. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B for Assignment 5 (summation to 

the jury in the same case as Assignment 4). Suggest to them, as well as the 

class, that they take notes during the session on Assignment 4 as to how the 

court intends to instruct the jury, since this will be highly useful in con

nection with the summation to be made the following week. 

3. Explain that the order of jury instruction and jury argument in Assign

ments 4 and 5, respectively, is reversed from normal practice. 

4. Reproduce counsel's proposed instructions for distribution in advance of 

the session on this assignment. 
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Discussion 

These notes are followed by a set of requested instructions and the charge 

actually given in a Model Trial of this case at the Harvard Law School. In the 

main, the issues are well presented there though judgments may, of course, vary 

as to the soundness of some of counsel's requests and of some of the court's 

decisions. It is intended here merely to highlight a few of the issues that may 

serve as a useful basis for class discussion. 

1. Note that issues can be "taken" from the jury in one of two ways -either 

by way of dispositive instructions by the court directing the jury as to how it 

shall determine a given issue; or, more directly, by mechanically limiting the 

issues before the jury through use of a special verdict in which the court directs 

the answers to those questions it feels are beyond dispute. To what degree should 

plaintiff ask that decision be taken from the jury by either of these techniques? 

Should plaintiff move for a directed verdict in the amount of $23,000 (the 

statutory maximum for pecuniary loss being $20,000 and the "reasonable expenses" 

being stipulated at $3,000)? (Text §5-2.) Should plaintiff request a directed 

answer as to liability, leaving only the damage issue to the jury? Or, con

versely, should she request that the court direct damages at $23,000 and leave 

only the liability issue to the jury? Or should plaintiff restrict her request 

to certain favorable instructions that still leave the ultimate fact-finding to 

the jury? And if so, how favorable? 

Plaintiff can probably put together a tenable, if not compelling, argument 

for any of the positions indicated above, and judgments can reasonably vary as to 

the best answer. Perhaps more important than the answer is counsel's considered 

appraisal of the relevant factors in arriving at it. These might include the 

following: 

(a) Assuming plaintiff prevails in her request in the trial court, how 

likely is it that the favorable decision will survive an appeal by defendant? 

(b) Assuming she loses before the trial court, will plaintiff be ade

quately protected on appeal if she has asked only for something more favorable 

than what she is entitled to in the view of the appellate court? A possible 

technique to meet this problem is the presentation of alternative requests for 

instructions that embody, on the one hand, the most counsel think they might 

get and, on the other hand, that which they are reasonably confident they are 

entitled to. The court may, however, quickly detect any general practice of 

asking for a "wild" instruction coupled in the alternative with a "reasonable" 

one, and react accordingly. 
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(c) Even though counsel think it quite likely that a favorable decision 

on their request would not hold up on appeal, is it nonetheless advisable to 

fight for it on the theory that if they prevail, they will be in a favorable 

position to negotiate a reasonable settlement with the defendant, each party pre

ferring to avoid the expense and uncertainty of an appeal? Is such a tactic un

ethical on the theory that counsel is thereby intentionally leading the trial 

court into reversible error? Probably not, unless counsel "knows" his position 

is flatly wrong under controlling law. (Compare with the problem of offering 

evidence of doubtful admissibility. Text §2-23.) Even so, it is not the act of 

urging the position upon the court, but rather the failure to reveal candidly the 

unfavorable precedent which would be unethical. (Cf. Canon 22 of The Canons of 

Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association. Assignment Book, Appendix B.) 

(d) Even if plaintiff considers her position unlikely to prevail on 

appeal, are there other reasons that would make it tactically sound to urge it -

as for example, if she is in any case skeptical of her ability to win before the 

jury? 

2. Is it tactically advisable for either party to request a special verdict? 

Special verdicts tend to be regarded as advantageous to defendants rather than 

plaintiffs. This is, of course, by no means invariably true. Here again, it is 

important that counsel appreciate the relevant considerations. 

If a party, for example, concludes he has made a strong case for the jury's 

sympathy but a relatively weak one on the law, he might reason that a general 

verdict is desirable in that it allows maximum ambit for the jury's emotional 

reactions. Conversely, a party who lacks confidence in the emotional claims of 

his case, but who believes he should win on a "technicality," is well advised to 

seek a detailed special verdict. In this fashion, the jury will be pressed to 

ignore its general "reaction" to the case and squarely confront the technical 

issues. Is it unethical to ask for a general verdict in the hope that the jury 

will disregard unfavorable instructions by the court? Surely not. 

3. Same particular issues on instructions. 

(a) A probable subject of ~nstruction in this case is the question 

whether "coercion" requires only that defendant subjectively had been in fear 

of bodily harm, or whether, in addition, his fear must have been "reasonable" 

(an objective standard). The parties might reason that a purely subjective test 

favors defendant, while an objective test helps plaintiff. Each party might 

therefore feel compelled to urge its viewpoint upon the court - and accept the 

risk of reversal if he succeeds. 
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This in not, however, the only way of analyzing the situation. Might not 

each party (and particularly the plaintiff), be well advised to consider the 

tactic of acceding to his opponent's desires on this issue? Plaintiff might 

reason that, from the jury's viewpoint, the distinction between a subjective and 

an objective test has no great practical significance. The jury will probably 

tend to believe that the defendant was subjectively fearful if, but only if, 

under all the circumstances his fear seemed reasonable. The jury may thus 

psychologically tend to adopt the objective standard preferred by plaintiff, 

whatever the court's instructions. Plaintiff might therefore rationally decide 

to yield to defendant's wish on this instruction on the theory that she thereby 

eliminates an appealable issue at no great practical expense to herself. (Text 

§§6-3, 6-8.) 

(b) Should plaintiff request an instruction that if the jury finds 

defendant was not coerced, it must find that the killing was within the scope of 

the conspiracy? Plaintiff should at least consider a similar line of reasoning 

to that presented in paragraph (a) above. How likely is it that the jury will 

find defendant was voluntarily engaged in a criminal conspiracy, but then ex

onerate him from responsibility for the ultimate tragedy? If the conclusion is 

that this would be unlikely, plaintiff might forego this favorable instruction, 

again to eliminate a needless possibility of reversible error. Note that this 

consideration has peculiar force where the issue is one of first impression and 

therefore of highly uncertain resolution (as all issues tend to be in the State 

of Ames). 

The above points are merely intended to combat the naive notion that an 

advocate's function is the single-minded pursuit of the most favorable instruc

tions conceivable. Sound analysis may result in the decision to abandon an 

immediate tactical advantage for the sake of securing a strategic advantage. 
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ASSIGNMENT 4 

Requests for Instructions and The Court's Charge as 

Given in a Model Trial of Sanders v. Bennett at the 

Harvard Law School 

(with minor modifications) 

(CAPTION OMITTED) 

PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTS FOR INSTRUCTIONS 

1. As a matter of law the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict, and the only 

issue for your consideration is that of damages. 

2. If you find that Joseph Rubin died as the result of a gunshot wound in

flicted by a person then participating in a wrongful attempt to take jewelry 

from Karren's Jewelry Store, your verdict must be for the plaintiff. 

3. If you find that the person who inflicted the gunshot wound on Joseph 

Rubin fired the shot with the intent to hit the approaching policeman or to put 

him in fear of being hit, you must find that this person committed a battery on 

Joseph Rubin. 

4. If you find that a battery was committed on Joseph Rubin by an unknown 

person the defendant is liable for the consequences of that battery if he and 

such unknown person were members of a conspiracy the object of which was the 

wrongful taking of jewelry from Karren's Jewelry Store. 

5. If you find that Joseph Rubin died as the result of a gunshot wound in

flicted by a person then participating in a wrongful attempt to take jewelry from 

Karren's Jewelry Store, then your verdict must be for the plaintiff unless you 

find that the defendant's participation in the attempt to take jewelry wrongfully 

from Karren's Jewelry Store was the result of coercion as hereafter defined in 

this charge. 

6. In order to find that the defendant was coerced, you must find that his 

acts in Karren's Jewelry Store were committed because he feared that otherwise 

he would immediately suffer death or serious bodily injury, and that he acted 

continuously under that fear up to the time that Joseph Rubin was shot. 

7. If you find that the defendant had an opportunity to call the police in 

time to prevent the injury to Joseph Rubin, the defense of coercion is not es

tablished unless you find that his failure to call the police was because of his 

fear for his immediate personal physical safety. 
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8. If you find that the defendant's acts in the jewelry store were com

mitted because he feared the death or serious bodily injury of Marsha Mather, the 

defense of coercion is not established. 

9. Unless you are persuaded by a fair preponderance of the evidence that the 

defendant was coerced as coercion is defined in this charge, your verdict must 

be for the plaintiff. 

10. If you find that the defendant is liable to the plaintiff, then you also 

have the responsibility to fix the damages which the defendant shall be required 

to pay. The parties have agreed that the decedent incurred medical and hospital 

expenses in the amount of $2000 incident to the injury caused by the shooting 

which is in question in this case, and that the plaintiff has incurred expenses 

in the amount of $1000 for the decedent's funeral and burial. If you find for 

the plaintiff, then you should award her damages in this amount. 

In addition, if you find for the plaintiff, you should award her such damages 

as will compensate her for her pecuniary loss occasioned by the death of Joseph 

A. Rubin, not exceeding $20,000. This loss is measured by the pecuniary benefits 

which the surviving spouse might reasonably be expected to have derived from 

Joseph Rubin had his life not been terminated, including any prospective future 

loss as well as losses already suffered. In this connection you should consider 

the loss of the decedent's financial assistance to his wife - her support and 

maintenance- and also the loss of any other things which have a pecuniary worth. 

The amount of the widow's loss is of course affected by the decedent's earnings, 

and the effect of his death on those earnings. The parties have agreed that 

Joseph Rubin was receiving an annuity of $30,000 per year, which annuity termina

ted on his death. The age and life expectancy of the decedent should also be 

considered. 

11. In determining the damages for the pecuniary loss suffered by the sur

viving spouse by reason of the death of Joseph Rubin, you should not reduce these 

damages because she may have received the proceeds of any insurance on the de

cedent's life, since full value would have been paid for any such insurance dur

ing his life-time. 

12. The fact that Mrs. Sanders has remarried does not affect the amount of 

her recovery, and therefore should not be taken into consideration by you. 

13. Coercion is no defense in this case. 

14. You are instructed that, as a matter of law, under the evidence in this 

case, damages have been proved to be $23,000. If you return a verdict for the 

plaintiff, it must be in this amount. 
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(CAPTION OMITTED) 

DEFENDANT'S REQUESTS FOR INSTRUCTIONS 

1. (Burden of Proof) The plaintiff has the burden of proving that the defend

ant was a conspirator. This means that unless you are persuaded by a preponderance 

of the evidence that the defendant's participation in the burglary was the result 

of an uncoerced agreement, you must find for the defendant. No such agreement 

can be found if you find that defendant acted under coercion as that term is de

fined elsewhere in this charge. 

2. (Conspiracy) Defendant is not liable in this case unless he was a mem

ber of a conspiracy to take jewels wrongfully from Karron's Jewelry Shop. Such 

conspiracy is not established unless you find that defendant's cooperation in the 

attempted taking of the jewels was entirely voluntary on his part. You will 

therefore return a verdict for defendant if you find that he aided in the attempt 

because he was afraid not to do so. 

3. (Coercion) If you find that defendant entered Karron's Jewelry Shop on 

the night of March 6, 1962, because he feared that otherwise either he or Miss 

Mather would be in danger of being killed or suffering serious bodily injury, 

either at that time or at some future time, then coercion is established and you 

must find for the defendant. 

4. (Alternative request, without waiver of request No. 3) (Coercion) If you 

find that defendant entered Karron's Jewelry Shop on the night of March 6, 1962, 

because he feared that otherwise he would be in danger of being killed or suffer

ing serious bodily injury, either at that time or at some future time, then 

coercion is established and you must find for the defendant. 

5. (Alternative request without waiver of requests Nos. 3 and 4) (Coercion) 

If you find that defendant entered Karren's Jewelry Shop on the night of March 6, 

1962, because he feared that otherwise either he or Miss Mather would be in 

immediate danger of being killed or suffering serious bodily injury, then coercion 

is established and you must find for the defendant. 

6. (Scope of Conspiracy) If you find for the plaintiff on the issue of 

coercion you must then reach a finding on the question of whether injury to some 

person was an act which could reasonably be expected to follow from the taking 

of jewels from Karren's Jewelry Shop under the circumstances established by the 

evidence. In other words, was gunplay, such as occured in the case before you, 

a natural consequence of the scheme to take the jewels? If your answer is in 

the negative then you should find for the defendant. 
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7. (Battery) In order to find that the person who fired the gun committed 

a battery on Joseph Rubin you must find that this person intended, at the time 

he fired the gun, to hit Joseph Rubin, or to put him in apprehension of being hit. 

8. (Damages) If the jury determines that the plaintiff is entitled to any 

damages for loss of any part of the late Mr. Rubin's income, such damages must be 

limited to such loss prior to the plaintiff's remarriage. 

Charge to the Jury by Lurie, J.* 

Mr. Foreman, ladies and gentlemen of the jury: 

We now have reached the climax of this litigation and you are about to retire 

to commence your deliberations as judges of the facts which have been presented 

in this case here today. As judges, each one of you will of course undertake to 

examine the evidence which you have heard from the witnesses without regard to 

the statements that have been made by counsel in arguments or in opening, for 

these are not to be confused with evidence. The evidence comes in by way of 

stipulations covering agreed facts which you must accept as evidence without any 

disagreement from this stipulation. But, beyond that, you are confronted with 

the evidence from the living witnesses who have testified and you, as human 

beings, will have had reactions to these people who have testified. 

It is not necessary for me to undertake to recapitulate the evidence which 

you have heard. My function is to instruct you upon the law and here you are 

under obligation to accept the law as I undertake to tell it to you. If I am 

wrong in my statement of the law, it is not for you to correct me. That 

correction will be made by a court higher than this to which there will be the 

appropriate appeal. But you are to apply the law as I give it to you. 

In this particular case, the plaintiff is Mrs. Sanders, whose departed 

husband was, it has been agreed to, done to death eventually by the battery com

mitted upon him when his body received a bullet wound at the hands of the unknown 

man who has been referred to in the testimony. It is the claim of the plaintiff 

that the defendant Bennett, together with another person, had conspired together 

- in other words, had formed an illegal combination, the purpose of which illegal 

combination was to commit the act of burglary, the breaking and entering in the 

nighttime o( the Karron Jewelry Shop with an intent to commit a felony therein 

of larceny, the stealing of the jewels; and that in connection with the carrying 

out of this illegal enterprise, her late husband was injured by the act of this 

*Reproduced by permission of Hon. Reuben L. Lurie, Justice of the Superior 
Court of Massachusetts. 
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unknown man; and that, because there was under this contention of the plaintiff 

an illegal combination, conspiracy, as we call it in law, that Mr. Bennett, as 

part of that conspiracy, is liable, even though it has been conceded that he did 

not do the shooting. 

The burden of proof is upon the plaintiff. That means that the plaintiff 

must satisfy you that the contentions advanced by her more probably represent 

the facts - more probably, more likely. It is not necessary for her to prove 

beyond all possible doubt. This is not a criminal case here. We are dealing 

with the requirement that the plaintiff must satisfy you by what we call the fair 

preponderance of the evidence, a litany that is used repeatedly in the courts and 

which perhaps can be put a little more simply. What it means is that the plain

tiff is asserting certain facts (these facts I have already enumerated to you) 

and she must satisfy you that they are more probably so. And if she cannot so 

satisfy you, then she will not have sustained the burden that has been laid upon 

her by the law. 

But the defendant here has undertaken to agree to certain of the contentions 

of the plaintiff, for the defendant said, "I was there. I was in the jewelry 

store. I had taken things from the safe. But" -- and it is to the "but," which 

we call under the circumstances, an affirmative defense, he advances the defense 

of coercion. He says, "I am not'responsible for what happened because I was 

under fear of immediate and imminent impending threat to me so serious under the 

circumstances that I was not a free man." This is the defense of coercion. 

But here, too, since he asserts this affirmative defense, he has the burden 

of proof of establishing by a fair preponderance of the credible evidence that 

his affirmative defense is more probably so. In other words, it is more probable 

that he was under this coercive fear and threat that he has asserted at this 

trial. 

If you believe -- and I do not intimate directly or indirectly what you 

should believe from the testimony; this is entirely up to you -- But if you 

should believe that the defendant Bennett was under immediate fear and that the 

injury threatened to him was so serious under the circumstances as testified to 

that this, which he says he did, was under the propelling force of fear, then you 

must, before you consider your final answer under such a hypothesis that you are 

ready to accept his defense of coercion, you must make sure that you will answer 

the next matter of law that I must instruct you upon, and that is he must not 

have had an opportunity to avoid the act without danger to himself. 
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And here you must undertake to consider Mr. Bennett, not from the point of 

view of what a courageous man might have done, not from the point of view of what 

the law sometimes refers to as the ordinary prudent man; you must consider 

Bennett as you saw him. You must undertake to consider whether you believe that 

this man whom you saw, whom you listened to, and who described what he did on 

that day and on the next day, was a person who honestly was in the type of fear 

that he testified to, and that his fear and apprehension was so great that, even 

though the telephone was so close and even though, as has been testified to, he 

was allowed to enter the store alone and be in the store alone, whether under the 

circumstances he was under the impelling force of the fear so that he continued 

to be dominated by it. For if you should come to the conclusion that, notwith

standing the coercive threat under this hypothesis, there had been afforded to 

him the loophole and you believe he should have taken it, then the defense of 

coercion would fail. 

Now the defense of coercion would fail -- and again I do not intimate or sug

gest that it should fail but it will also fail if you do not feel that this 

which has been testified by him and by Miss Mather in his behalf and by anyone 

else's testimony should convince you along any of the lines along the path that 

I now move, if you reach a point in your analysis of this case so that you say, 

"This man has testified that he was under this great threat; I do not believe 

him," and each one of you has considered this with respect to each other's opinion 

and you have come to the conclusion that you do not accept it, then he will have 

failed, of course, in his affirmative defense and we then are left with the fact 

that he is found under the circumstances and you will draw the appropriate con

clusion with regard to it. 

In connection with this case, there has been of course contradictory testi

mony. There has been testimony on behalf of Mr. Bennett that at 9:30 or there

abouts he and Miss Mather entered into his car and that, immediately, as I recall 

the testimony -- and it is your memory that controls and not mine -- that im

mediately there ensued the episode that has been described between Ricker and 

Miss Mather and Mr. Bennett and the unknown thug and that, thereafter, Bennett 

was removed from the automobile into Miss Mather's car and Mr. Ricker and Miss 

Mather were alone. 

The young newsboy has come in and he has undertaken to testify. I will not 

undertake to describe his testimony. I have already said that I should not 

recapitulate any of the testimony. It is for you to endeavor to evaluate this 

testimony with fairness to these people, bearing in mind that people are human 
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and that to be examined and cross-examined is not oftentimes an easy ordeal and, 

therefore, you must undertake to ask yourselves the question, each one of you, 

"As I listened to these witnesses, can I remove any distaste that I may have 

because a person, let us say, has gambled? Can I remove any suspicion or dis

taste that I may have because a young woman may be engaged in the modeling 

business?" It is not a matter of concern to us as to whether we have personal 

prejudices. We must not permit ourselves to consider these prejudices when we 

sit in the seat of judgment, as you are sitting in the seat of judgment. A 

gambler and a person concerning whose employment we may or may not have opinions 

are equally entitled to justice, and that is what you are undertaking to consider. 

And also entitled to a full measure of justice is the plaintiff in this case, 

and therefore you must seek under this instruction that I have given you to apply 

yourselves fully and sincerely to this task, bearing in mind the law as I have 

given it to you. For if there was a conspiracy, if there was this illegal joint 

enterprise, then I charge you that, upon your finding that you do not accept, if 

you come to that -- and again I beg of you to remember that I do not suggest that 

you should or should not do so -- but if you should come to the conclusion that 

there was a conspiracy between Bennett and a party unknown, then in connection 

with this shooting, I charge you that Bennett would be responsible, even as if he 

had shot the gun himself, for the combination under this point of view would have 

been illegal, and, in connection with the commission of the crime, although this 

is a civil case, nevertheless I charge you upon such a conclusion by you, the 

plaintiff would recover in law. 

Now, cautioning you again to realize that I do not undertake in any way to 

influence you in your opinions, nevertheless if, at the conclusion of your de

liberations, you find that in your opinion that Mr. Bennett has not been success

ful in the task imposed upon him of establishing that he was probably under this 

coercive fear that he has testified to; secondly, that he had no opportunity that 

you could expect him under the circumstances to accept by way of telephoning the 

police or reaching out for his own safety, if you have come to that, then you 

may say to yourselves, "Well, how about this fear that the defendant has testified 

to that he had for Miss Mather?" And here I must inform you that although Miss 

Mather is described, and I have no reason to doubt the assertion, that hers is a 

relationship of fiancee to Mr. Bennett, this in law would not be sufficient to 

afford Mr. Bennett the protection of coercion. Only members of Mr. Bennett's 

family -- his wife, if he had one, or his children only such would come within 

the protective umbrella of the law and Miss Mather as yet is not under that 

umbrella. 
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Therefore, you are not to concern yourselves with the testimony of Mr. Bennett 

relative to his fears in connection with Miss Mather. The sole question before ~ 

you under his affirmative defense is whether he was under the immediate fear, the 

impending fear that I have already described to you previously. 

If you should come to the conclusion that the plaintiff must recover, then 

you are entitled to consider the annuity that has been testified to, the life 

expectancy, all of these matters that were read to you in connection with the 

stipulation. But there is one element in the matter of damages concerning which 

there has been no dispute insofar as I can see it, and that has to do with the 

item of $3000 relative to various expenses. But the extract that I am about to 

read you from the Ames Civil Code reads as follows: 

In every such action [and by "such action" we mean this action] 

the jury may give such damages as they shall deem fair and just 

for the death and loss thus occasioned not exceeding $20,000 with 

reference to the pecuniary injuries resulting from such death 

and, in addition thereto, shall give such damages as will com

pensate the estate of such deceased person for reasonable 

expenses --

and the rest of it. That latter part has already been agreed to, as I understand 

it, to be $3000. Therefore, if you come to this point -- and observe that I say 

"if" for you alone must decide whether you come to it upon the facts as you find 

upon the law as I have stated it -- then you will undertake to determine what you 

deem fair and just, but your limit will be $20,000 plus the $3000. If you should 

find below the $20,000, on this you should add to it, plus the $3000, so that 

your ultimate verdict will represent the combined total. 

There is but one other matter that I would like to say. Mr. Foreman, I have 

reason to suspect that you have never presided as a foreman of a jury in Ames 

before, and therefore you will bear with me if I undertake to make a suggestion 

or two as to how to proceed. I would suggest, Mr. Foreman, that when you retire 

to the jury room and you have had an opportunity to sit around the table, that 

you then ask for an expression of wholly tentative opinion from your colleagues, 

right around the table, first, as to whether or not they believe the affirmative 

defense that has been advanced by Mr. Bennett, and then let every mind be opened. 

Let no mind be stubborn. And when you have come to a conclusion as to what your 

opinion concerning that defense is, bearing in mind, as I have said, that Bennett 

has the burden of establishing that this is the more probable thing that happened, 

then, depending upon your conclusion with regard to that, you will then consider 
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whether or not there was the opportunity for him, in your opinion, required of 

him, as you analyzed him, as you saw him for this man to have exercised the oppor

tunities to flee, to take refuge, to telephone, or whether his fear was so great. 

If you should come to the conclusion that you do not accept this, then I suggest 

to you that you would, under the evidence as presented here, be justified in 

considering the next problem as to whether the amount of damages is to be as 

large as Mr. Field has asserted it should be or less than Mr. Field has asserted 

it should be. 

If, however, you come to the conclusion that you should accept and are con

vinced with regard to the defense, the affirmative defense, then I suggest to you 

that there was no illegal conspiracy, for this man was never under this determi

nation by you part of a conspiracy and, therefore, he would not be responsible 

for the shooting by this unknown thug. Therefore, under such findings, the 

defendant would be entitled to your verdict. 

If you find yourselves, as you begin your deliberations, Mr. Foreman and mem

bers of the jury, in a state of confusion, let your confusion be joined with pride 

that is the heritage of all jurors that have sat in the Commonwealth of Ames, for 

this is a jurisdiction that is proud of the fact that all of its cases are full 

of perplexities and, therefore the jurors recognize that in their choice there 

is a recognition of their superior wisdom, a wisdom you need, to be Ames jurors. 

With that, Mr. Foreman, I will allow you to depart for your deliberations. 

Do you have any suggestions? 

(Conference at the bench between Court and counsel.) 

Mr. REARDON: If your Honor please, the plaintiff objects to the portion of 

the charge which makes the defense of coercion depend only upon the defendant's 

actual fear, and we request that the jury be instructed that the fear which is 

required as an element of the defense of coercion must be a fear which is reason

able; this is without any waiver, of course, of our request for an instruction 

that coercion is not a defense at all. 

The COURT: I understand. 

Mr. REARDON: Furthermore, your Honor, we should like to request that it be 

made clear to the jury that in proving the conspiracy the plaintiff does not have 

the burden of persuasion on the issue of the uncoerced nature of the agreement; 

in other words, we should like the jury to be instructed that the defendant has 

the burden of proof on the issue of coercion, even as it applies to the very 

existence of conspiracy. 
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The COURT: I believe I have made that clear. 

Mr. REARDON: In addition, we request that in view of your comments on dis

counting prejudice in regard to gambling it should be made clear to the jury that 

gambling may be considered as bearing on the defendant's motive. 

The COURT: I do not believe that I have in any way removed from the jury's 

consideration the question of gambling as it may bear on motive. 

Mr. REARDON: Finally, on the matter of coercion, your Honor, we request that 

your instruction on the immediacy of the threatened injury be modified to make 

clear that the defendant must fear an injury which is immediate, and not simply 

that the threat or his fear must be immediate. There may be an immediate threat 

of harm in the distant future, which threat results in an immediate fear. Nowhere 

has your Honor's charge noted that the feared injury must be immediate. Further

more, your Honor's reference to the defendant's claim that he acted under fear of 

an "immediate and imminent impending threat," and the reference to the "type of 

fear that he has testified to" makes possible the interpretation by the jury that 

any fear asserted by the defendant at the trial satisfies the requirement of im

mediacy. This misleads the jury, for it permits a finding for the defendant based 

on an immediate threat of future injury. 

The COURT: I believe that these points have been adequately covered. 

Mr. REARDON: May we assume that our exceptions and the reasons therefor have 

been noted to your Honor's denial of our requests numbered 1, 2, 4, 9, 13, and 14? 

The COURT: Yes, I shall deny all of your requests, and your exceptions to 

the denials are noted. 

Mr. THOMPSON: Your Honor, the defense objects to the charge on several 

grounds. May I read these into the record at this time? 

The COURT: Certainly. 

Mr. THOMPSON: We object because the charge instructs the jury, first, that 

it may not consider the defendant's fear that Miss Mather would suffer immediate 

death or serious bodily injury; also that it may not consider evidence that the 

defendant feared death or serious bodily injury to himself or to Miss Mather at 

some time in the future; and that the defendant has the burden of proving that he 

was coerced. In addition, your Honor, we object to the instruction that coercion 

is not established if the defendant had an opportunity to avoid the threatened 

injury, even though the opportunity may have come too late to prevent injury to 

the deceased, and even though the defendant was actually afraid to take the risks 

inherent in any attempt to escape from the threatened harm. 
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The COURT: I believe the charge did cover the latter point. 

Mr. THOMPSON: If your Honor please, we should also like to note our ex

ception to your denial of our requests numbered 2, 6, and 7. 

The COURT: All of your objections are noted. I do not think it will be 

necessary for me to make any changes in my charge, gentlemen. Have you any other 

suggestions? 

Mr • REARDON: No, your Honor • 

Mr. THOMPSON: We have none, your Honor. 

The COURT: Mr. Foreman, and ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you will find 

that you have these verdict blanks: 

"We, the jury, find for the plaintiff in the sum of 

and then the Foreman will sign. Or: 

"We, the jury, find for the defendant." 

and then the Foreman will sign. 

II 

Now, Mr. Foreman, it may indeed be that you will arrive at a conclusion before 

too long. It may indeed be that you will not. It is not for me to say. But, 

when you arrive at your conclusion, as you know, all of you must be unanimous, if 

you are to return a verdict one way or the other. If you are not in unanimous 

agreement, then you would report a disagreement. But in order to find either for 

the plaintiff or for the defendant, there must be complete unanimity. When that 

point has been reached, then, Mr. Foreman, you will sign one of these slips, the 

appropriate slip. The verdict will be sealed and will be returned into court to

morrow morning. 

Following the retirement of the jury, the Court will adjourn, unless there is 

something more from either of you gentlemen. Do you know of anything? 

Mr. FIELD: These exhibits, if your Honor please. 

The COURT: Yes, of course. The exhibits will go in and I assume that the 

bailiff will take custody of them. 

Mr. Officer, we will adjourn. 

(The jury retired to the jury room.) 
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ASSIGNMENT 5 - TEACHING NOTES 

Point Under Consideration 

Summation to the jury. 

Preparatory Step 

Counsel for attorney Firms A and B should be assigned at the same time firms 

are designated for Assignment 4. (See Preparatory Step 2 for Assignment 4, page 

33, supra.) 
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Discussion 

These notes will be brief because of the availability of the closing arguments 

of counsel made during a Model Trial of this case at the Harvard Law School. 

These are reproduced immediately following this discussion. 

Perhaps the most fundamental question in evaluating counsel's performance is 

whether they presented the jury a picture characterized by internal unity and 

cohesiveness. Did they, in short, have a clearly defined overall theory of the 

case, or was their argument made up of a string of disjointed reactions to op

posing counsel's case? (Text §7-12.) Within the framework of a cogent theory, it 

may be useful to consider the treatment of various subsidiary tactical problems. 

1. Should either party argue that opposing witnesses are lying? (~ §7-19.) 

If counsel for either party can persuade the jury that such is the case, it 

may prove very harmful to the other side - perhaps even devastating if the liar 

happened to be the opposing party. If, on the other hand, the jury disbelieves 

the charge, counsel may have merely succeeded in triggering a hostile jury re

action to himself and his cause because it considers his tactics reckless and 

unfair. 

From plaintiff's viewpoint in this case, the danger is particularly grave. 

If counsel suggests the defendant and his girl-friend are lying, the jury must 

believe (if plaintiff is to recover) that they were engaged in a felonious con

spiracy. Plaintiff thus runs the risk of changing the issue as perceived by the 

jury from the applicability of the defense of coercion, to the criminality of 

defendant and his girl-friend. The jury may be far better prepared to find that 

defendant was civilly wrong than that he was criminally evil. True, the issue is 

not formally changed by calling defendant a liar, but will it not be changed 

psychologically? 

A possible solution for plaintiff's counsel is to take a somewhat equivocal 

position, arguing that he doesn't say that under the evidence it is necessary to 

find that defendant is lying (thus suggesting the possibility); rather, plain

tiff's counsel contends, it doesn't really matter whether or not defendant was 

lying, since in any event the defense of coercion does not extend to the circum

stances of this case. 

From defendant's viewpoint, it would probably be quite unwise to suggest that 

an apparently disinterested police witness was lying. It is quite sufficient, 

and probably far more persuasive to argue he was mistaken. The same applies to 

Jimmy Adams. 
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2. Should defendant argue damages? (Text §7-18.) 

Perhaps the main argument for defense abstention from such argument is the 

fear that it will be taken as an implied admission of liability. There are un

doubtedly cases where the solution of this issue is quite close. This seems not 

to be so here. If plaintiff wins on liability, she almost certainly will win the 

full amount of damages permitted by the statute, or nearly so. The amounts of 

reasonable expenses are, in any event, stipulated. And as to pecuniary loss, the 

deceased was receiving $30,000 per year for life, under his partnership agreement 

(Stipulation 5). His life expectency was 14.5 years (Stipulation 7). Thus, 

almost $25,000 was denied the family during the 10 month period preceding the 

widow's remarriage. Barring special circumstances, this might be a rather invit

ing case for defendant to pass the damage issue in order to bolster his image of 

complete confidence that he is in no way liable. 

3. Did counsel in argument misstate the court's probable charge to the jury, 

running the risk that the jury would recognize this fact, or, worse, would have 

it called to their attention by a rebuke from the court or by objection or answer

ing summation from opposing counsel? 

4. Did any counsel state his belief in the justice of his client's cause, 

contrary to Canon 15 of The Canons of Professional Ethics (Assignment Book, 

Appendix B)? 

5. Jockeying for the right to make the closing argument to the jury. (Text 

§5-10, previously assigned.) Assume the practice in Ames to be that the party 

with the burden of proof has the right to close. Normally, of course, this would 

be the plaintiff. In this case, however, it is possible that the issues will so 

resolve themselves that the only question for the jury will relate to the defense 

of coercion. If the burden as to this issue is upon the defense (as Judge Lurie, 

in fact, instructed, page 41, supra), the defendant would then have the right to 

close. 

The question might then arise, should plaintiff stipulate that the burden as 

to this issue is upon him? In support of this tactic are the following consider

ations: 

(a) There is at least the possibility that the law will ultimately be 

determined to place this burden on plaintiff, whether she now so concedes or not; 

therefore, by so stipulating, she removes a potential basis for reversal. 

(b) The burden of proof issue is, in the context of this case, largely 

of theoretical rather than practical significance; it is hard to believe that 
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the jury's decision will turn on who has the burden. It will probably believe 

the witnesses for one side or the other, and the allocation of burden will, 

practically speaking, be totally irrelevant to the jury. 

(c) Lastly, by accepting the burden, plaintiff retains the right to 

close. 

Here, again, it is not intended to suggest that such a decision is clearly 

correct; merely, that the decision must be made in the light of various consider

ations, and that it may pay to yield a supposed tactical advantage in order to 

advance more important objectives. 
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ASSIGNMENT 5 

Summation as Given by Counsel in a Model Trial of 

Sanders v. Bennett at the Harvard Law School 

(with minor modifications) 

Argument for the Defendant by Mr. Sutherland* 

May it please the Court, ladies and gentlemen of the jury: 

The function of a lawyer in the su~tion of a case, it seems to me, is not 

to make an eloquent address or try to work upon the sympathies and emotions of 

the jury. The administration of justice is a serious business and this case is 

a serious one. 

The most useful thing in summation that a lawyer can do is to utilize such 

experience and training as he may have to point out those things on which there 

is no difference of opinion, on which the witnesses for both sides agree; and 

then, as to those points on which there is a difference, to accent to you those 

points which, in the differing testimony, indicate an inclination of the truth 

in one direction or the other. 

And so I would like to tell you first what seemed to me to be the things that 

emerged beyond dispute from the case, and one truth on which everyone agrees and 

which is a tragic truth is that there was a killer with a pistol in an automobile 

outside Karren's Jewelry Store at a very few minutes after 11 on the night of 

March 6, 1962; and that killer, firing desperately because he was interrupted by 

the policeman, shot a bullet into the head of an innocent bystander, Mr. Rubin, 

the husband of the present plaintiff, Mrs. Sanders. 

I shall not offend you by minimizing the gravity and sorrow to Mrs. Sanders 

because of the events of that evening. Whatever the results and consequences 

that bring us here tonight, this is one great truth, that runs through this whole 

case -- there was a desperate killer on the street outside Karren's Jewelry store 

that night and he shot a man in the head. 

There has been a lot of talk in this case about whether my client, Ira 

Bennett, was or was not in fear that night. There has been talk about the fact 

that he did not telephone, and that he didn't take cover in other parts of the 

shop. But in connection with that, I think when you go into the jury room to 

deliberate you can remember that there was a killer outside Karron's Jewelry 

Store and that killer, who was a dangerous man, shot a man in the head that 

*Reproduced by permission of Professor Arthur E. Sutherland. 
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evening. It turned out that Bennett was right about the danger. The harm didn't 

come to Mr. Bennett. It came to this unfortunate Mr. Rubin, who was a wholly 

innocent victim of these two thugs, Phil Ricker and the unknown man who has never 

been seen since. Any doubt of the desperate character of the man outside Karron's 

Jewelry Store simply vanishes because everyone in the case agrees on the result 

of this criminal violence with the firearm. 

There are other things that emerge from this case. The area of disagreement 

is small because, granted that Mr. Rubin was shot, there remains only the question 

whether my client, Mr. Ira Bennett, must stand the financial loss to Mrs. Sanders 

of the death of her then husband, Mr. Rubin. 

The question before you is as simple as that. Are you to transfer to Mr. Ira 

Bennett the financial loss which she suffered on that evening? 

Now, the plaintiff comes here with the theory that Mr. Bennett was engaged in 

a common venture with two desperate thugs. Although he does not say so, it 

necessarily follows that, in this desperate and criminal venture, was the young 

lady who was the last witness we called, Miss Marsha Mather. It necessarily 

follows from the plaintiff's theory that Miss Mather was a sort of channel of 

communication in this plot. If you are to bring in a verdict for the plaintiff 

in this case, you will have to find on a preponderance of the evidence that there 

was a conspiracy and plot here to rob Karron's Jewelry Store and that, in accord

ance with this conspiracy in which my client participated, the sad results to 

Mr. Rubin occurred and that Mr. Bennett was responsible for what this thug did. 

This necessarily depends upon the credibility of Mr. Bennett and Miss Mather. 

There is no direct evidence, there is no witness who participated in this 

alleged black-hearted plot, as described above. All the evidence that you have 

before you is circumstantial. 

We don't hear from the unknown thug who shot Mr. Rubin down on the street. 

He disappeared. He took it on the lam. We don't hear from Phil Ricker, the jail 

bird, the convicted felon. He disappeared that night and hasn't been seen since. 

He took it on the lam as gangsters do. 

So the only testimony before you on this subject is the testimony of Miss 

Mather and of Mr. Bennett himself. 

You have.to approach this question in deciding whether Bennett is a liar and 

whether Miss Mather is a liar, whether in addition to being liars, they are 

felons, whether they would plot with a couple of jail birds and kiilers to rob 

Karron's Jewelry Store. 
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You must decide whether this young man and this young woman who have been on 

the stand today are that kind of people. 

In order to decide this, there are certain inherent probabilities in the 

case. Did Mr. Bennett start out to rob this jewelry store the easy way or the 

hard way? If you make him a black-hearted crook, you must make him an extra

ordinarily stupid one, because he was entrusted with the keys to the store, he 

was allowed to lock it up. Mr. Karron said that without objection from Mr. 

Karron, this young man was permitted to go down and engage in evening work at the 

store. He was often the last man in. He knew the combination of the safe. There 

was nothing to keep him on any evening around the 6th of March from loading his 

pockets with the most valuable diamonds in the safe and walking off with the 

greatest of ease and with no business about going down in the middle of the night 

in a patrolled street, in a store open to any policeman who walked by, in a place 

where the policeman was used to seeing this man; an insane transaction for an 

intelligent man. 

You have to believe, if you want to find Mr. Bennett responsible for Mr. 

Rubin's death, not only that he is a felon, but that he is an extraordinarily 

stupid felon. It was perfectly open to him to do the job the easy way. If he 

was going to take it on the lam like this crook, Ricker, like the unknown killer, 

he could have done it far more easily than he did with no risk of a policeman ~ 

walking past the plate glass and seeing him underneath the 100-watt bulb rifling 

the safe in the middle of the night. 

This is a fantastic thing for this young man to be doing unless he was in 

justifiable fear for his life, and I say "justifiable fear for his life" because 

one man got shot through the head that night. That is why we are here in this 

case. 

There is a lot of confirmatory evidence in favor of Mr. Bennett's story. We 

have seen Miss Marsha Mather on the stand and heard her story. Unless she is a 

liar and co-conspirator, her story entirely fits with the story of her fiancee, 

Mr. Bennett. You see a desperate and jealous man, turned off at last by the girl 

he had been courting, although he had an abandoned wife at home. You see this 

man in desperation, ready to leave town, utilizing the knowledge that he had found 

out through this girl's enthusiastic, innocent story in telling this fellow, '~es, 

we are going to get that ring tomorrow night when Ira gets back from delivering 

jewelry for his firm." 

But you say to yourself, there is some other testimony here. What about this 

policeman? I think Sergeant Huggins is a good man, a bold man. 1 wish he had 
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been there a little earlier so Mr. Rubin would not have had this terrible thing 

come to him that night. 

I thing that Sergeant Huggins is - and perhaps you will agree with me - a man 

who makes up his mind in advance as to how things are and then his recollection 

fits with the way his mind is made up. This is a very human trait. Policemen 

are not psychologists. They are brave men and they keep the peace. 

There is a very interesting thing that marks this out. You remember that our 

friend, Sergeant Huggins, had so convinced himself of one side of the case that 

his tongue betrayed him. You remember when he said, "When Mr. Bennett was 

indicted." 

Now, my friend, Mr. Field, very courteously corrected that. No such thing 

did happen. This was just a slip of the tongue of a man whose mind was all made 

up that Bennett was a bad fellow, so made up that he had a grand jury accusing 

him of the crime when no grand jury ever did. 

There are some other interesting things about the good Sergeant's testimony. 

You remember that he didn't quite know whether the safe door was open? You re

member that I asked him that and he said, "Well, I don't quite remember whether 

it was ajar or what. I was pretty busy at that time." 

So he was. He was a brave man who had just moved up in the face of a gunman 

to investigate this thing. "Was the door of the store open or shut?" Well, he 

wasn't quite sure. It might have been. It might not. 

What does the present defendant say to him when the policeman came in the 

store? "I work here," said the policeman on direct examination. Just, "I work 

here." 

Then, on cross-examination, our friend, the good Sergeant, began to have his 

doubts. He added two or three other things which Mr. Bennett said. 

Then you remember, as the Sergeant was riding back to the police station, he 

said, ·~. Bennett said to me, 'The girl I am going to marry, Marsha, is in 

trouble. She is in the hands of gangsters. She is in danger.'" 

And the policeman said, "Nuts," to that. 

Did you notice, as I did, the detailed, complete, accurate recollection that 

he had of his mental operation about that? He said, ·~es, I had said to myself, 

if in this discussion in the store he did not mention his girl friend and waited 

until he was in the automobile riding back on this swift ride, then he couldn't 

have thought very much about his girl friend." 
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An extraordinary, accurate case of thought. The policeman was engaging in 

logic of a high order, although somewhat forgetful about whether the safe was 

open and a little uncertain as to just what words were said in the store. 

Well, he is an honest man, not trying to deceive us a bit, a very good example 

of a simple, forthright fellow who makes up his mind about something and then 

shapes his recollection to his mind. I am glad we have a policeman like Sergeant 

Huggins. I think perhaps his recollection of the events of that night are a 

little excited because of those bullets whizzing down Third Avenue. 

Now, one more word. We have this fine, young newsboy, Jimmy Adams, a good 

man. Young Adams testifies to a story which fits very closely with the story of 

Marsha. The time fits, the location of the car fits. 

You remember that my good friend, Mr. Field, on examination of Mr. Bennett, 

tried to make a lot of Mr. Bennett's words, "He stood in the gutter." You re

member this episode. But along comes Jimmy Adams, a perfectly disinterested boy 

with no knowledge of the circumstances whatever and says, "Well, the car, the 

yellow car, was headed left on this map on the right-hand side of the street," 

exactly consistent with this story that a man would be standing in the middle of 

the side of the street if he were opening the driver's side door. 

Here is a car, a yellow car which Jimmy Adams had seen many times before, a 

dark street, a car moving away from the curb, a girl Jimmy Adams knows and likes. 

He sees her making, perhaps, some gesture with her hands. I think undoubtedly 

she made many gestures with her hands, this poor girl, excited and disturbed, 

sitting, as she testified, on the edge of the seat. I do not doubt that she may 

have moved her hands. 

Consider, as you think of the darkness, the swift, instantaneous movement of 

this car, the rather considerable distance -- one inch is 10 feet here -- to the 

far side of a car leaving the curb and moving away on Westchester Avenue; there 

is a considerable distance between a newsboy on the curb with this instantaneous 

photographic view of the people in this car. This recognition of Mr. Bennett is 

a very, very thin one on which to rest a conclusion that that young man and young 

woman are conspirators with thugs and gunmen. 

This case, when my friend has summarized, when the Court has charged you on 

the law, will rest with you. There is far more at stake here than the transfer 

of some money between the parties in the case. There is a lifelong reputation of 

decency and uprightness, a life thus far unblemished on the part of both of these 

young people, and it rests in your hands to decide whether they are to be branded 
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as people who, tied in with crooks and thugs, brought about this cowardly shooting 

on the street in front of Karren's Jewelry Store. Only you ladies and gentlemen, 

with the high responsibility that you have, can decide this problem and send 

these people out of here to a self-respecting future life together or send them 

out of here branded as people who barely escaped from the police. I hope that 

you will see this in the way in which Mr. Bennett and Miss Mather have seen it. 

Thank you. 

Argument for the Plaintiff by Mr. Field* 

If the Court please, Mr. Foreman, ladies and gentlemen of the jury: 

My friend, Mr. Sutherland, has correctly and fairly indicated numerous things 

which are not here in dispute -- the unfortunate death of Mr. Rubin caused by the 

firing of a shot, as he said. 

equally say is not in dispute. 

There is one other thing which I take it we may 

It has not been argued by Mr. Sutherland and the 

stipulated facts as read to you make it obvious that, if the plaintiff is entitled 

to recover, she is entitled to the statutory limit. As His Honor will tell you, 

the maximum that can be given is $20,000, plus the expenses, and with the $30,000 

a year annuity that has been testified to, it is perfectly obvious that no serious 

contention could be made, and my friend, Mr. Sutherland, has made none, that the 

amount of the verdict, if you return it for the plaintiff, should be for less 

than the maximum. 

There is, as you all realize, I am sure, by now, no dispute about the fact 

that Mr. Bennett was participating in the taking of jewelry from this store. 

There is no question on anybody's part about that. The only real issue in dispute 

between us is whether he did it under the immediate fear for his life and safety, 

whether he was so coerced that he is not to be held responsible. 

First, for a moment, I am going to take the case as Mr. Bennett himself 

testified. Even assuming that you accept the broad outlines of the story that 

he and Miss Mather told, I am going to suggest to you that there is a fatal flaw. 

Later, I will attack on a somewhat broader front, but for the moment let us accept 

the basic outline of his story. 

He told you that this thug, this hoodlum, dropped him a block away, gave him 

five minutes to do the job and slowly drove away around the outside, possibly 

around the block; where, we don't know; in any event, out of sight. I ask you -

if this man were all that he professes to be, does it make the lea~t bit of sense 

*Reproduced by permission of Professor Richard H. Field. 
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that he would do what he did do, that he would fail to do what it seems obvious 

he should have done? Wouldn't he certainly have made sure the door was locked? 

Wouldn't he have relied upon the disappearance of the car and rushed to the 

telephone which was right there waiting for him and called for help? 

He couldn't possibly have been afraid that he would be shot while he was at 

the telephone. Does it make sense? Can you believe it? I submit to you that it 

is awfully hard going to believe it. 

He could have gone, he could have hidden, if he were worried after he made 

his call. Here is this store, which is obviously inaccessible from the street. 

It would have taken the other fellow quite awhile to get in. It just won't wash 

that he was fearful -- and I think his Honor will make this clear to you -- he 

has to be afraid of immediate danger to himself if he is going to claim he was 

coerced. The fact that he was worrying about something that might happen to him 

later, or the fact that he was worrying about something that might happen to the 

young lady at some later time, I believe his Honor will tell you, has nothing to 

do with this case. It has to be an immediate fear for his own safety. I think, 

if you fairly review the evidence, you cannot come to any other conclusion but 

that he couldn't have been in that kind of fear at this time. 

It is nice in a case to be able to do what my friend, Mr. Sutherland, did in 

his gracious and effective way. All the people on the other side are the nicest 

kind of people and the nicest of all possible were the officer, who was a fine 

man, the little newsboy who is a fine boy, and he is not calling anybody a liar. 

You just want to be nice to Mr. Sutherland because he is so nice to everybody 

else. 

Indeed, it is a solemn responsibility and one that no lawyer likes to have to 

undertake to stand up here with the advantage of being in this position and 

challenge the basic truth of what people have said when they have got up here and 

sworn to tell the truth. It is a solemn responsibility. It is an unpleasant 

duty. 

It is a solemn responsibility and an unpleasant duty for a jury to come to 

such a conclusion. But it is my duty in this case to present this kind of argu

ment to you for reasons that I will explain and it is your duty, however, un

pleasant, as jurors to weigh these arguments. 

In the first place, it is indeed a fantastic story, an unbelievable story on 

its face. All these hoods and hoodlums and guns and threats -- i~ doesn't seem 

very likely to happen. If you had seen it on your television screen, I suspect 
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that you would have turned it off as going a little bit farther than reality can 

take us. But one compensation for a citizen sitting on juries is to sometimes 

get something that outdoes the most fantastic of these fictional stories. 

And every time this story comes close to reality, the reality is against the 

story. 

In the first place, this young man made a fine appearance in making a wonder

ful, clean breast of the fact that he squandered his savings upon the horses and 

and upon this obviously rather expensive young lady. He was up against it. He 

needed an advance. He got the advance. There you have a motive. 

Also, it is perfectly obvious that this young man with a hitherto upright life, 

would not have the contacts, would not know how to dispose of $150,000 in stolen 

jewelry, if he took it all by himself. He needed the cash. 

Now, going on with this story for awhile, I said that whenever it touches 

reality, the reality is contrary to the story. We have here the four witnesses 

in the flesh, one deposition -- five, counting the plaintiff, whose version of it 

has really nothing controversial about it. We had Mr. Bennett and Miss Mather, 

both of whom are vitally interested in the case -- one the defendant himself and 

the other, the girl engaged to be married to the defendant and, of course, as she 

must have admitted and did admit, it is very important to her and to him and to 

their future that he win this case. 

On our side we have two witnesses completely and utterly disinterested -- the 

police officer doing his duty, the newsboy without a smidgin of interest one way 

or the other. And, despite my skillful friend's efforts to undercut this story, 

particularly the young man's, did you have any doubt when the young man got 

through that he knew who was in that car? 

He survived a most extraordinarily skillful examination and was 95 per cent 

sure. I think you are more apt to be satisfied with his 95 per cent after he 

was through that cross-examination than you would be if he was still sure that it 

was 100 per cent. I think that anyone whom Mr. Sutherland has cross-examined who 

remains 95 per cent sure has a very good average. 

If you do believe his story, there you have a vital fact. A disinterested 

witness that knocks into a cocked hat this fabulous tale. If Jimmy Adams was 

right and if Jimmy Adams saw Ira Bennett and Marsha Mather leave in his car, that 

spoils this elaborate story completely. If that fact is wrong, the whole thing 

collapses like a house of cards. There cannot be any doubt about that. Their 

story is that it was Ricker and not Bennett who drove away in that car. 
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Now, take the police officer. He has suffered somewhat at Mr. Sutherland's 

hands, but the fact remains, just as it was when he started, he is a police 

officer doing his job. He comes in there and what happens? Does this man say, 

"Thank God you have come"? No. He is crouching behind the desk. He says, 

"What are you doing to me? I work here." 

Do you believe that this officer is honestly mistaken? Can he be? Can any

body hear this fantastic tale, not once, but twice in that store, and forget it? 

It is doing the authors of this story little credit to think that it could make 

so small an impression as to be honestly forgotten; and, if it wasn't honestly 

forgotten, where are you? If this officer is an honest man, as Mr. Sutherland so 

graciously conceded, can he possibly be mistaken and forget that he heard an 

attempt at this fantastic, off-the-television-screen type of story? Of course he 

would remember it. 

And, when he didn't hear it and later heard it on the way to the station, he 

said, "Nuts!" He said he didn't believe it. 

I think on this evidence, while you may phrase it somewhat more elegantly, 

that essentially your verdict will be the same as the officer's verdict. This 

is just too much. It cannot be believed. 

As I said at the beginning, and I say again, one doesn't like to say or to 

ask a jury to find that two nice-appearing people -- and they are nice-appearing 

people -- are coming in here and raising their hands to tell the truth and de

liberately deceiving you, the members of this jury. I ask you, when you go to 

the jury room, to weigh very seriously whether it is not your plain duty under 

this evidence to come to that unpleasant conclusion and, having come to it, should 

you do so, your verdict must be for my client, Mrs. Sanders, for the full amount 

of $23,000. 
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ASSIGNMENT 6* - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Choice among alternative theories of the case and its bearing on direct 

and cross-examination. 

2. Possible use of a signed statement for impeachment (~ §3-5). 

3. Qualifying an expert to testify as to safety requirements for driving on 

icy roads. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a person to play the role of witness Chester Milford. Give him a 

copy of Supplemental Information found at page 65, infra. (A copy will be found 

in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him also to "General Instructions to 

Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel. 

*Based upon Nelson v. Brames, 241 F.2d 256 (lOth Cir. 1957), 253 F.2d 381 
(lOth Cir. 1958). 
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Discussion 

Milford's testimony is relevant in two distinct ways to the negligence issue: 

first, because of his direct observations and opinions with respect to the con

ditions of the road, the advisability of using chains or snow tires, the speed 

of defendant's car as it overtook Milford and the location of the vehicles shortly 

after the accident; secondly, because of his conversation with defendant in the 

course of which defendant allegedly made a highly damaging admission as to his 

speed. Perhaps the broadest element in the evaluation would be to consider how 

sharply each side defined its objectives vis-a-vis Milford's testimony and en

gaged in a purposive examination of the witness to achieve clearly thought-out 

objectives. 

1. Milford's testimony as to the speed of defendant's car on the two oc

casions that it overtook him. The offer of this evidence raises evidentiary as 

well as tactical problems for plaintiff. The evidentiary question goes to the 

relevancy of this testimony. Plaintiff seeks to offer defendant's speed at 

points that were 26 and 21 miles, respectively, away from the accident scene. 

Counsel would justify this, presumably, on the theory that such evidence tends 

to support the inference that defendant was speeding at the time of the accident. 

If the testimony tended to show that he was speeding at a distance, let us say, 

800 feet from the accident, it might well be held admissible, even absent any 

further testimony that this speed was maintained as the cars closed. The proba

bility is high that it was and the inference would accordingly be reasonable. 

Equally clear, if the evidence were to the effect that he was speeding at a 

distance of 50 or 100 miles from the scene of the accident, this ought not be 

admitted since it would be pure speculation to conclude that he was similarly 

speeding at the time of the accident. 

Now, there is no bright line that delineates the precise point at which such 

evidence passes from the material to the immaterial. The issue is typically 

addressed to the sound discretion of the court, and the case is obviously a good 

deal weaker for the admissibility of the testimony concerning the first passing 

than the second. Perhaps this testimony should be admitted or not depending on 

the relative quality of argument advanced by student counsel. 

But aside from the admissibility of this testimony, is it tactically wise for 

plaintiff to offer it? (Or for defendant to resist it?) If defendant were 

indeed going at a high rate of speed as he passed Milford, and if the two 

cars arrived at the scene at almost the same time, is not the inference ines

capable that Raines traveled at an average rate of speed no greater than 
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Milford? Note the paradox that the faster Milford has Raines going at the time 

of the passing, the more likely the inference that Raines was driving slowly just 

before the accident. This being so, plaintiff should at least consider abandon

ing this line of inquiry. 

Conversely, the preferable tactic for defendant might well be to permit 

Milford's testimony as to Raines' speed, in the hope that he will testify rather 

wildly on the subject. Defendant could then point out the inconsistency between 

Milford's estimates of defendant's speed on the one hand, and the close arrival 

time of defendant and Milford at the accident scene, on the other. 

2. Milford's testimony as to Raines' admission of speed. There would 

normally be little problem in the offer of this evidence. The situation here is 

complicated by the contrasting descriptions of Raines' words Milford has given 

in his respective statements to Harrington and to plaintiff's counsel. The 

problem for plaintiff is to anticipate the difficulty and prepare for it. How 

far, however, should counsel be permitted to explain away an apparently incon

sistent statement made by plaintiff's own witness before it has been offered by 

opposing counsel? 

The problem for defendant is, of course, to maximize the embarrassment to 

Milford arising from the inconsistency. If Milford, on direct examination, 

makes no reference to his statement to Harrington, it would be sound tactics for 

defendant's counsel to commit Milford squarely to his signed statement to 

Harrington before highlighting the inconsistency. 

Assuming Milford challenges Harrington's accuracy in reducing his oral 

statement to writing, what course should defendant take? He could conceivably 

call Harrington, the insurance company investigator, to rebut Milford's testi

mony that he (Milford} had signed the statement without reading it. Whatever 

mileage defendant would get out of this testimony has to be balanced, however, 

against the risk that he thereby introduces the fact of insurance into the case. 

(See Text §3-5.) 

3. Milford's testimony as to the advisability of using chains or snow tires. 

Plaintiff's task is first to qualify the witness to express his opinion; and if 

successful, to develop the testimony in a manner that is persuasive with the 

jury. Milford's background of police experience may be sufficient to qualify 

him as an expert for this purpose, though this is not free from doubt. (Text 

§9-8, not assigned.} Plaintiff should, of course, present the factual basis for 

Milford's claim to expertness, in particular, his police background and experience 

in accident investigation. 
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Milford's interview with plaintiff's counsel should reveal, however, that he 

is a good deal more confident in his opinion than in the reasons supporting it. 

Plaintiff's counsel should not ignore the danger that unsupported expressions of 

opinion by Milford may reflect on his objectivity and undermine his general trust

worthiness. They would do well to guard against Milford's self-destruction as a 

credible witness through transparently biased expressions in favor of plaintiff. 

Defendant should probably challenge Milford's expert qualifications. Alter

natively, defendant might withhold objection, hoping to expose Milford's unre

liability and bias on cross-examination, thus undercutting his general utility to 

plaintiff. This latter tactic would, however, be quite risky since Milford's 

testimony relates to an important issue, and defendant's counsel lacks advance 

knowledge as to how effectively Milford can substantiate his opinion. 

4. The presence of the girl in Milford's car. Assuming plaintiff's counsel 

know of the presence of the girl passenger, how should they handle this point 

with him during pre-trial preparation? Presumably no one will suggest that the 

witness lie. Perhaps counsels' best tactic would be to go along with his desire 

to avoid the question if at all possible, but urge him to answer it truthfully 

if confronted with a direct question on cross-examination. 

On the other hand, since the girl friend was at the scene of the accident 

with Milford for about an hour, won't her presence almost certainly be known to 

defense counsel? Wouldn't plaintiff's counsel therefore be better advised to 

urge Milford to ~eveal this information on direct examination, treating it as 

a minor point, rather than permitting a mountain to be made of it on cross

examination? (Text §2-20.) 

Defendant should be cautious in his cross-examination of Milford as to this 

point. His objective should be to show Milford's lack of candor but in such a 

way as to avoid a jury reaction that defendant is engaging in unfair mud-slinging. 

(Text §1-3, previously assigned.) 
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ASSIGNMENT 6 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Chester Milford 

1. You are a strong partisan of the plaintiff and perfectly willing to 

offer the opinion based on your police experience that it was unwise not to have 

either chains or snow tires under the driving conditions at the time of the 

accident. You are, however, rather weak in explaining the basis for your opinion. 

Your experience included the routine investigation of dozens of accidents though 

you received no special training in accident causation as a police officer. 

2. You have already been interviewed by a defense investigator and you may 

feel this is quite enough; you are therefore free to refuse to submit to further 

interview by defense counsel if you so desire. You will, however, agree to be 

interviewed by plaintiff's counsel. 

3. You are extremely reluctant to discuss your female companion with plain

tiff's counsel. Your inclination is to testify that you were alone. If advised 

by plaintiff's counsel to tell the truth, you should agree to do so, though you 

will persist in your refusal to give her name unless directly ordered to do so by 

the court. Your reason is that she is in the process of getting a divorce from 

a friend of yours and you do not wish to embarrass her (or yourself). Moreover, 

she has no recollection of seeing the Raines car before the accident. Throughout 

your period at the accident scene, she sat in the car and talked to no one, nor 

did she overhear any of the conversations. You, therefore, assume she has nothing 

to contribute as a witness to the accident or the events leading up to it. 

4. On cross-examination you will testify that you do not remember whether or 

not you signed a statement for Harrington, the defense investigator. You remember 

talking with "a young fellow from defendant's insurance company," who took some 

notes. When shown the statement in court, you will admit your signature and also 

admit that you 1IDay have" told the investigator that Raines made the statements 

ascribed to him in the signed statement and that Raines "may have" said these 

things. You will be very positive that Raines also made the statement brought 

out by the plaintiff and that you must have told the defendant's investigator 

about it although it is not in the statement. You didn't really pay much atten

tion to the statement before you signed it. You relied on the investigator 

putting down what you said, and you were in a bit of a hurry. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 7A - TEACHING NOTES 

(based on the materials of Assignment 2A) 

Points Under Consideration 

1. An attorney's preparation of his witness to testify. 

2. Cross-examination to reveal inherent improbabilities of a witness' 

testimony. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign someone to play the role of Mrs. Irma Charles, the witness. Give 

her a copy of Supplemental Information found at pages 69-70, infra. If she is not 

a student, give her also a copy of the Assignment 2A materials and "General 

Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. (Copies will be 

found in the packet of Special Materials.) 

3. Rehearse the witness before she is interviewed by counsel. 

4. You may wish to suggest the following point to counsel and the class at 

the time you make the assignment: 

Extracting an admission from a witness that he lied or erred in direct exami

nation is by no means the only way to weaken the impact of a witness' story. His 

testimony may contain inherent improbabilities that greatly undermine its credi

bility. Sometimes these are obvious, sometimes quite obscure. In the latter 

case, the lawyer's objective may be to bring out testimony highlighting these 

improbabilities. (See Text §3-6.) 
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Discussion 

Plaintiff's counsel's instructions require them to elicit testimony from 

Mrs. Charles bearing on her personal identification of the hit-and-run truck at 

the time of the accident. They also permit counsel to offer whatever testimony 

they consider desirable as to the negligence of the truck driver. 

1. Mrs. Charles' testimony as to the registration number. The relevance of 

her testimony as to the registration number is, of course, obvious. Tied in with 

the stipulation of the parties, plaintiff has made his case for the jury as to 

Gold Fisheries' ownership of the truck. There are, however, rich opportunities 

for cross-examination of Mrs. Charles. Plaintiff's counsel should recognize this 

fact and attempt, as much as possible, to conduct their examination so as to mini

mize the difficulties; defendants' objective is, of course, the reverse. 

Defendants might analyze Mrs. Charles' testimony as follows: 

She apparently claims to have seen the registration number on the truck 

before the impact. But according to Mr. Charles, the truck was going fast 'IDaybe 

45-50 m.p.h." Mrs. Charles would therefore have had only a brief interval 

preceding the accident to read the number. Moreover, she would have had no 

discernible motive to memorize it until after the collision, or at the very 

earliest, until she recognized the likelihood of collision. But, most important, 

if the police diagram is accurate, it would have been a sheer physical impossi

bility for her to have seen the truck's registration plate prior to the collision 

since the rear of the truck had not yet passed into her line of view. (~ 

§3-10.) Note that Officer Krupke bases his portrayal of the points of impact on 

the truck and the Charles car (Deposition Exhibit 1) on Mr. Charles' statements 

(Officer Krupke deposition, Ql9 and Q20). 

Confronted with these facts, Mrs. Charles might change her story to suggest 

that she read the number shortly after the collision, as the rear of the truck 

came into her line of view. But, says Mr. Charles, his wife was "thrown down" 

between the seats. At what point is not clear. But immediately following the 

collision, the Charles vehicle swung off the road and went out of control. During 

this interval, when she may have been somewhere down between the seats, probably 

engaged in fervent prayer that she emerge alive, is it reasonable to believe she 

was either concerned with memorizing or had the opportunity to memorize regis

tration numbers? 
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Defendants' tactic on cross-examination should be to highlight the inherent 

improbability of her identification (or at very least, to lay the factual basis 

for so arguiug to the jury) and to stress the inevitable bias from her relation

ship to plaintiff (~ § 3-12). 

2. Offer of the envelope with the registration number written on it. Follow

ing Mrs. Charles' testimony as to the registration number and her notation of it 

on the envelope, plaintiff's counsel should probably offer the envelope. This 

may serve the useful function of fortifying the credibility of her testimony 

with regard to the registration number. The document would be admissible in 

most jurisdictions if she vouches for its correctness and has no present recol

lection. Whether the document is admissible absent the latter qualification is 

uncertain. 

3. Mrs. Charles' testimony as to negligence. Should plaintiff try to 

establish through Mrs. Charles that the truck was speeding? Plaintiff, of course, 

wants to emphasize that Mrs. Charles had ample opportunity to read accurately the 

vehicle registration. For this purpose, it would help to de-emphasize the claim 

that the truck was speeding. This might be thought to pose a dilemma for plain

tiff. The greater the emphasis on the opportunity to make the identification, 

the weaker Mrs. Charles' testimony as to speed. This is, however, no real 

dilemma. Plaintiff doesn't need speed to prove negligence. The driver was 

almost certainly negligent as to lookout, management and control, and passing 

under dangerous conditions. 

Conversely, this argues that defendants should try to commit Mrs. Charles 

to a claim of speed, since they thereby weaken her identification at little cost 

to themselves, their chance of winning on negligence being in any case minimal. 

In short, speed may be relevant to two issues: negligence and the identification 

of the vehicle. The preceding analysis suggests that the critical issue is 

identification, and each side should develop its tactic as to speed with refer

ence to that issue rather than negligence. 
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ASSIGNMENT 7A - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Irma Charles 

You are the wife of the plaintiff in this case. This is an action for 

damages on account of personal injuries sustained by your husband and damage to 

his car resulting from a collision with a truck operated by a hit-and-run driver. 

Your attorney will be attempting in this trial to prove that the truck was owned 

by the Gold Fisheries Co. and was operated by William 0. Kay. Irma Charles has 

been a witness in an earlier assignment (2A) dealing with this case. For the 

purposes of this assignment, however, assume that no such prior proceedings have 

been held. 

As background, read the special materials which have been given you. Pay 

particular attention to the statement you gave to your husband's attorneys before 

trial, since this is your story. You will be questioned at this trial only as to 

the facts of the accident itself and your observation and recording of the truck's 

registration number at the time of the accident. (You should read but need not 

memorize the details of your later phone call to Kay.) 

As to matters that you would have learned about only through conversations 

with your husband, another witness, or your lawyer, answer freely if you are 

questioned, and also be prepared to give an answer as to how you happened to know 

the fact in question. (This does not preclude, however, saying merely, "I don't 

remember who told me," if that seems the most appropriate answer.) 

Prepare and bring with you when you first confer with your attorneys an 

envelope (either postmarked before May 23, 1964, or with no legible date on it) 

with your hastily scribbled note on it, "A-4327". 

Since your husband is a party in this suit, you will, of course, talk freely 

with his attorneys. You will attempt as best you can to follow any suggestions 

they give you about your demeanor and manner of answering questions on the 

witness stand. Be prepared to answer any questions which you think reasonably 

might be asked. 

Refuse to talk with defendant's attorneys if they try to see you, unless your 

attorneys instruct you otherwise. 

You will note your husband says· that at some point in the accident you were 

thrown down between the seats of your car. If your attorneys ask you at what 

point this happened, i.e., whether following the first impact with the truck or 

the second impact with the Hood car, say you are not clear as to the precise 
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sequence. It all happened so fast, it's hard to reconstruct accurately. All 

you know is that you ended up there when the car came to a halt. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 7B - TEACHING NOTES 

(based on the materials of Assignment 2A) 

Points Under Consideration 

1. An attorney's preparation of his witness to testify. 

2. Cross-examination to reveal inherent improbabilities of a witness' 

testimony. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a student to play the role of Willis Hood, the witness. Give him 

a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 75, infra. (A copy will be 

found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him to "General Instructions to 

Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel. 

4. You may wish to suggest the following point to counsel and the class at 

the time you make the assignment: 

Extracting an admission from a witness that he lied or erred in direct exami

nation is by no means the only way to weaken the impact of a witness' story. His 

testimony may contain inherent improbabilities that greatly undermine its credi

bility. Sometimes these are obvious, sometimes quite obscure. In the latter 

case, the lawyer's objective may be to bring out testimony highlighting these 

improbabilities. (See Text §3-6.) 
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Discussion 

Leaving aside tactical considerations for the moment, Hood's statement logi

cally tends to support various contentions of possible utility to plaintiff. 

Counsel's starting point should be to define these possible uses and select from 

among them based on their overall plan for the trial. 

Hood's testimony is relevant to three propositions: 

(a) That the hit-and-run truck was in fact a Gold Fisheries' vehicle. 

(b) That the hit-and-run driver was negligent as to speed. 

(c) That Gold Fisheries was negligent in its manner of guarding against 

unauthorized use of its trucks after working hours. 

Plaintiff might analyze these possible uses of Hood's testimony as follows. 

(a) That the hit-and-run truck was in fact a Gold Fisheries vehicle. This 

is, of course, a crucially important proposition for plaintiff to establish. 

Without it, he can recover against neither defendant. Yet Hood's credibility in 

the identification is less than overwhelming. Every time one talks to him, h~ 

gives a somewhat different picture as to what he saw at the time of the accident. 

In speaking to the defense investigator on May 27, he states he only caught a 

"glimpse" of the truck and admits, 11I could not identify it from what I saw. 11 

(Text §3-5.) In talking to plaintiff's counsel on June 19, he recollects several 

digits of the registration plate. And in his Supplementary Statement of August. 

12, he claims he had said in each of his previous interviews that while he wasn't 

"sure", if he 11had to say one way or the other," it was a Gold Fisheries truck. 

Without more, this is a very weak explanation for the prior inconsistencies. It 

is conceivable that the defense investigator might have omitted this guess that 

it was a Gold Fisheries truck, but is it likely that plaintiff's counsel would 

have also done so? 

But Hood's identification rests not only on impressions formulated at the 

time of the accident, but also his subsequent identification in July based on 

his recognition of the Fisheries truck's horn. Hood's claim to recognize the 

horn because it is a "little unusual," some two months after he first heard it, 

will strike some as rather thin. Given his earlier inconsistencies, his prob

able prejudice against Gold Fisheries (~ §3-17), and. the improbability of his 

claim to have recognized the horn (Text §3-10), one cannot say that his identi

fication is very impressive. Plaintiff might decline to use Hood for this pur

pose as unnecessary if plaintiff has successfully offered, earlier in the trial, 

the phone conversations by Mrs. Charles and Officer Krupke with Kay, as well as 
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Mrs. Charles' own identification of the truck. If for some reason the other 

testimony has, however, been excluded, counsel might feel they have no choice but 

to offer Hood's identification. Perhaps the best tactic is not to offer Hood on 

this point unless necessary -- especially if there is other important testimony 

for which it is useful to preserve Hood's credibility more or less unsullied. 

(b) That the hit-and-run driver was negligent as to speed. If plaintiff has 

decided to offer Hood's identification testimony, then it follows that the claim 

as to the truck's speed at the time of the accident should be de-emphasized. For 

the faster the truck was going, the less credible Hood's testimony as to his 

recognition of the vehicle. Plaintiff probably does not give up much by not 

offering Hood's testimony as to speed since plaintiff almost certainly doesn't 

need speed to prove negligence. The driver of the truck was surely negligent as 

to lookout, management and control, illegal passing, etc. 

(c) That Gold Fisheries was negligent in its manner of guarding against 

unauthorized use of its trucks after working hours. Plaintiff can develop two 

basic theories of negligence against Gold Fisheries once he establishes the truck 

as theirs: 

(1) that the truck was being operated by Kay or some other employee 

within the scope of authority, so that the employee's negligence is imputed to 

the employer; and 

(2) alternatively, that if the use of the truck were unauthorized and 

outside the scope of employment, then Fisheries' negligence was responsible for 

such unauthorized use. 

The second theory is a risky one to rely upon, since a court might conclude 

that such negligence is not a legal cause of plaintiff's injuries. (See, e.g., 

Wannebo v. Gates, 227 Minn. 194, 34 N.W.2d 695 (1948). Plaintiff may nevertheless 

come to need this theory. It is, after all, not unlikely that the use of the 

truck on Saturday night was thoroughly unauthorized by Fisheries and entirely 

for the personal purposes of the driver. 

If plaintiff had any strong evidence supporting the second theory of negli

gence, he would have to think through carefully whether to rely on one or another 

of the theories exclusively, or to advance them in the alternative. Here again, 

however, Hood is not very helpful. Even assuming that his testimony as to 

Fisheries' care of the truck keys suggests negligence, it is negligence which 

predated the accident by about two years. Without connecting evidence, which 

plaintiff does not have, Hood's testimony on this point should probably be 

excluded. 
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In su~ry, Hood is probably only marginally useful to plaintiff. Such 

service as he is capable of performing for plaintiff's cause depends on careful, 

thoughtful preparation by counsel. (In preparing, plaintiff's counsel should 

weigh the advisability of themselves bringing out Hood's possible bias toward 

Gold Fisheries as well as Hood's prior inconsistent statements. (~ §2-20.) 

They know opposing counsel will do so if they don't and if they take the initia

tive, they may be able to put these items in a light charitable to Hood. Can 

plaintiff, however, do so over objection that he is trying to offer accrediting 

corroborative evidence in anticipation of impeachment -- evidence that will not 

be admissible until the attempted impeachment occurs?) 

Defendants' counsel, conversely, should prepare to utilize effectively their 

very substantial ammunition against almost anything Hood has to say. 
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ASSIGNMENT 7B - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Willis Hood 

You are naturally criticai of Mr. Gold for the unfair way he treated you. 

Your sympathies, though you might deny it, are squarely on the side of plaintiff. 

However, this wouldn't prevent you from telling the truth as you see it. In a 

way, you are rather grateful to Mr. Gold for causing you to leave since you are 

doing far better in the gas station than you ever did working for him. 

Agree to personal interview by plaintiff's counsel if they request it. Be 

cooperative with them, as you would be, given your sympathies. In deciding 

whether likewise to give an interview to defendants' counsel, you may consider 

the amount of free time you have, the advice of plaintiff's counsel on this point, 

and your own feelings toward defendant Gold. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS 

ASSIGNMENT • 
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ASSIGNMENT 8 - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Laying the necessary foundation for the offer of an experiment in evi

dence. (Text § 4-6.) 

2. Cross-examination to undermine the weight of the experiment testimony. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign someone to play the role of Sergeant Winters, the witness. Give 

him a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 81, infra. (A copy will 

be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him also to "General 

Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel. 

4. It would probably be advisable to assign attorney Firms A and B for 

Assignment 9 simultaneously with those for this assignment, both being based on 

the same case. The witness for 9 is again Sergeant Winters (though, of course, 

his role can be played by a different student than is given the task for 

Assignment 8). Give the witness a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 

88, infra. (A copy will be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer 

him also to "General Instruction to Witnesses." 

5. Caution the attorney firms for each assignment to adhere closely to their 

respective restrictions as to subject matter so as to avoid unnecessary repetition 

in the two assignments. 

6. You may wish to instruct counsel for each party to prepare a five-minute 

opening statement for presentation during the session in addition to those 

responsibilities set forth in the Assignment Book. The object would be two-fold: 

It would afford a brief experience in this aspect of trial practice, not else

where explored in the course; and it would compel counsel to think through quite 

carefully their theory of the case and their objectives in the examination and 

cross-examination of the witness. 

Alternatively, you might wish to make this additional assignment in connection 

with Assignment 9. 
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Discussion 

This exercise is restricted to that portion of Sergeant Winters' testimony 

concerning his experiment and any other facts which tend to support his conclusion 

that "the driver of the Thunderbird could have only seen the portion of the 

tractor extending over into his half of the road from about 101 feet away from 

the collision." Counsel should be held strictly to this limitation. They should 

not be permitted to go into the witness' opinions as to the speed of the Thunder

bird or the deceased's lack of opportunity for evasive action, since these 

opinions provide the basis for the next week's assignment. 

Note that counsel are instructed to offer (or resist) this testimony only 

insofar as they consider tactically wise. A thoughtful consideration of the 

tendency of Sergeant Winters' testimony is therefore a prerequisite to the decisions 

counsel are called upon to make. 

Sergeant Winters' "experiment" (wouldn't "observation" be a better character

ization from plaintiff's viewpoint?) tends to substantiate at least two relevant 

propositions. First, that the tractor -- though not the trailer -- was visible 

to the deceased from a point two-tenths of a mile west of the accident scene. 

Second, that neither the trailer nor its lights were visible until the Thunderbird 

was almost upon the trailer {101 feet from the point of the collision, to be 

exact). 

Each party can derive some comfort from the first proposition. It helps 

plaintiff by establishing that the trailer lights were not visible from the point 

where Winters made his first observation. It helps defendant by establishing 

that at a distance of two-tenths of a mile from the accident, the deceased was 

on notice that ~ vehicle was present, even though he might not have known the 

precise type. Winters' testimony as to the left-turn indicator may also prove 

exceedingly useful to defendant. It reinforces the argument as to decendent's 

contributory negligence, since greater caution may well be required of one who 

knows a driver in the opposing lane of traffic is planning to cut across his 

path of travel than if he knows merely that another vehicle is there. 

The question then suggests itself, could plaintiff offer only those of 

Winters' observations that he finds favorable, disregarding the others? If 

defendant properly analyzes his case, it may be assumed he will speedily fill in 

any holes on cross-examination left by plaintiff's direct examination. Defendant, 

after all, has access to Winters' notes the same as does the plaintiff. Further

more, Winters is a disinterested witness and may resist unfair efforts, as they 

may appear to him, to conceal part of his observations. 
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The second proposition, indicated above, is critically important to plain

tiff. When linked (next week) with Sergeant Winters' opinion testimony (if not 

with plain common-sense), it tends to establish that deceased had no way of 

detecting the trailer's presence in his half of the road until it was too late 

for him to do anything about it. 

Having formulated her hypothesis as to how she'd like to use Sergeant Winters' 

testimony, plaintiff can now consider the technique through which to realize her 

objectives. Analytically, counsel's basic problem parallels that confronting 

counsel in Assignment 1 (the offer of photographic evidence). They must show 

that observations made of the scene in question after the event by ~ person is 

substantially similar to the scene as it appeared at a different time to another 

person. In short, the task is to show the relevance of Winters' testimony. 

There are various discrepancies between the two views which must be considered. 

(a) The police car from which Sergeant Winters made his observations is a 

Chevrolet whereas decedent's car was a Thunderbird. If the vehicles were of a 

different height - probably the case - this might affect the distance at which 

the tractor's headlights would first become observable to one approaching from 

the direction of decedent's car. 

Assuming the Thunderbird was the lower of the cars, decedent would probably 

not have seen the tractor lights as soon as Winters did. But this difference 

may not be too significant. First, the variation in scope of view is probably 

not great. Second, even if it were, it is probably of equal damage to plaintiff 

whether decedent saw the headlights at a distance of two-tenths of a mile from the 

tractor or, let us say, only one-tenth of a mile away. For in either case, he 

had ample time to react before arriving at the rig. In any event, the prejudice, 

if any, from this discrepancy probably operates to the plaintiff's detriment. 

It should, therefore, not support an objection by defendant. 

(b) The same problem may arise because of the difference in height between 

decedent and Sergeant Winters. Is plaintiff, as a prerequisite to offering this 

testimony, compelled to show that there is no serious discrepancy between the 

height of the two observers, or is the burden as to this issue upon defendant 

if he objects? Assuming no evidence is offered either way, should the court 

exclude Winters' observation, or allow it, reasoning that this possibility of 

variation goes to the weight of the evidence (a jury question), not to its 

admissibility? On similar reasoning as in the preceding paragraph, t~is dis

crepancy probably ought not be held fatal to the admissibility of the evidence. 
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(c) Decedent was sitting in the driver's seat of his car whereas Winters 

made his observations from the front right-hand seat. The same analysis is 

relevant here as in the preceding paragraphs, insofar as this discrepancy is 

offered to undermine the validity of Winters' first observation. It might con

ceivably be a more significant variation with regard to the second observation, 

though this is not clear. Whether decisive weight should be attached to it should 

probably depend on the quality of counsel's argument. 

(d) Sergeant Winters refers to the "flashing left-turn indicator." There 

is, however, no indication that that blinker was on at the time of the accident. 

Trimmer's testimony, mentioning some lights but not the left-turn indicator might, 

in fact, support the negative inference. On this basis, plaintiff might seek to 

bar any reference to this observation either during her examination of the wit

ness or during cross-examination. Absent any express evidence on the point, 

should the court permit the jury to infer that the left-turn indicator was oper

ating at the time of the accident? Probably not. This is especially so when 

there are witnesses available who could testify as to this point, such as 

Trimmer and King. 

(e) The truck's motor was apparently running continuously at idle from the 

time of the accident to the time of the experiment. Might the battery have run 

down during this period, causing the lights to be significantly dimmer at the 

time of Winters' observation than at the time of the accident? This would be a 

basis for objection by defendant but is perhaps better viewed as a jury consider

ation than as a basis for exclusion. 

(f) Plaintiff must establish that the truck's position has not changed from 

the time of the accident to that of the experiment. She can probably do so 

through House's testimony, if she chooses to call him. (House says, "I know that 

neither vehicle was moved until after dawn.") 

Alternatively, she might try to establish this through King, who said in 

deposition, "At the time I left the scene, neither vehicle had been moved since 

the accident," coupled with Trimmer's statement that the tractor was in the same 

position the first and second time he saw it. If plaintiff takes this path to 

avoid calling House, because of the dangerous aspect of his testimony, she would 

have to make sure that King's testimony gets in evidence. She could only do this 

by calling King as her own witness during her case-in-chief; she could not utilize 

King's deposition for this purpose since King is not a party and other conditions 

for general use of a deposition under Federal Rule 26 have not been met. 
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It should be noted, moreover, that plaintiff cannot call King adversely since 

King is not an "officer, director or managing agent" of the defendant associa

tion. (Federal Rule 43(b).) Clearly, plaintiff should have anticipated this 

development and taken it into account in deciding whether or not to join King as 

a party defendant. 

Plaintiff's counsel might try to meet this problem by the decision to call 

King only for the limited purpose of establishing that the rig had not been 

moved while King was at the accident scene. However, Ames having a broad right 

of cross-examination (Ground Rule 9(a)), defendant will find itself in the 

pleasant, if surprising, position of being able to elicit King's entire story 

through cross-examination. 

The basic task for counsel is to spot the various discrepancies between the 

situation as observed by Winters and that which confronted deceased, and then 

develop their respective arguments as to the significance or lack thereof of 

these discrepancies, as their interests dictate. 

Should Winters testimony be excluded, counsel should, of course, make the 

necessary offer of proof to preserve error. (~ §4-12.) 
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ASSIGNMENT 8 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Sergeant Winters 

You are a sergeant with the state highway patrol. You have been with the 

force for eight years and have investigated several hundred accidents during that 

time. 

You should agree to advance interview by attorneys for both plaintiff and 

defendant, if so requested. You are, of course, mindful of your position as a 

police officer and a disinterested witness. You.consider your experiment accurate 

for its purposes. 

All of your background materials are presented in the Assignment 8 materials. 

Your testimony will be restricted to the subject matter of your observations and 

your experiment. You will not be questioned concerning your opinions as to 

decedent's speed and lack of opportunity to engage in evasive action. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 9 - TEACHING NOTES 

(based on the materials set forth in Assignment 8) 

Points Under Consideration 

1. Expert testimony. 

2. The hypothetical question. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B, if this was not done simul

taneously with the preceding assignment. (See Preparatory Step 4, Assignment 8, 

page 76, supra.) 

2. Assign a person to play the role of Sergeant Winters, the witness, if this 

was not done simultaneously with the preceding assignment. (See Preparatory 

Step 4, Assignment 8, page 76, supra.) 
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Discussion 

1. Plaintiff's theory of the case. The instructions direct plaintiff's 

counsel to offer Sergeant Winters' opinion, if they think it desirable, as to 

decedent's lack of opportunity for evasive efforts to avoid colliding with the 

trailer. But is it desirable? What if this lack of opportunity was caused by 

decedent's own excessive speed? (King claims he was going 70-100 m.p.h.) Ser

geant Winters' opinion would then prove disastrous to plaintiff, since decedent's 

death would probably have been a direct and foreseeable consequence of his own 

contributory negligence. 

It follows that Winters' opinion can only be rationally advanced by plain

tiff's counsel if they are prepared to argue additionally either that deceased 

was not speeding, or that it doesn't matter whether he was or not, since in either 

case the accident was unavoidable and any negligence as to speed was non-causal. 

Let us consider each of these possibilities. 

Can plaintiff successfully counter defendant's proof of excessive speed? 

King, as noted above, will testify that deceased was speeding. True, his testi

mony may not be very strong - it is exceedingly difficult to estimate the speed 

of a vehicle approaching the observer head-on. But neither is his testimony 

incredible. Furthermore, Winters' opinion as to the speed of the car, such as it 

is, also supports defendant's charge of excessive speed. Nor can plaintiff offer 

any testimony that deceased was not speeding. The best plaintiff might hope for 

is to convince the court to follow the rule that the jury is free, if it wishes, 

to disregard uncontradicted testimony; and if she succeeds, to convince the jury 

then to disregard these witnesses. This tack is, to say the least, a rather 

slender reed for plaintiff to rely on. 

Moreover, does plaintiff ~ to establish that decedant was going slowly? 

Very like the accident would not have been unavoidable if the deceased had been 

driving at 30 or 40 m.p.h. At that speed, 101 feet would.probably have afforded 

adequate opportunity to avoid the collision -- and almost certainly to avoid its 

deadly result. And it will be noted that Winters' opinion as to the unavoida

bility of the accident is based on his assumption that the car was traveling at 

a substantial rate of speed. If, in fact, deceased were going at a low rate of 

speed, any issue as to contributory negligence with respect to speed would of 

course be removed from the case. But it would then be clear that he was causally 

negligent with regard to management and control, lookout, etc., since, under this 

assumption, he had adequate opportunity for evasive action and failed to utilize 

it. 
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On the other hand, a strong argument can be made that the accident was 

unavoidable if decedent was traveling at a rate of 55 m.p.h., the maximum speed 

limit. Winters• opinion is that the accident was unavoidable at any speed in 

excess of 45 m.p.h. He is prepared to testify that at 55 m.p.h., the car would 

travel 82 feet per second (applying his formula that distance traveled in feet is 

about one and one-half times miles-per-hour). He is further prepared to testify 

that the average reaction time is about one second so that the collision probably 

would have occurred before decedent had the opportunity to take effective evasive 

action. 

Ideally, plaintiff might therefore wish to prove that decedent was traveling 

at precisely 55 miles per hour. At that speed, decedent was probably not yet 

negligent as to speed, yet he was traveling comfortably within the speed range 

in whi~.l the accident was unavoidable under Winters' analysis. 

The difficulty is that there is ~ testimony suggesting that he was going at 

that particular speed. Plaintiff's theory should accordingly be that decedent was 

going at least 45 miles per hour, thus being able to avail herself of Winters• 

opinion that the accident was.unavoidable. The fact that he may have been going 

faster than that -- even at a highly excessive rate of speed (as Winters and King 

claim) -- would then be irrelevant since, under Winters• view, the accident was 

in any event unavoidable. 

This suggests the apparent paradox that plaintiff might wish to establish a 

fairly high rate of speed on decedent's part; and the defendant, quite the reverse 

(but only if defendant could somehow show that the speed was lower than 45 m.p.h., 

which seems unlikely). 

2. The hypothetical question. Could plaintiff elicit the desired opinion 

from Winters without use of a hypothetical question? Probably not, since his 

opinion rests in part on disputed facts he did not personally observe. Whether 

or not, however, the court would permit his opinion to come in except in response 

to a hypothetical question, it would probably be tactically wise for counsel to 

utilize the hypothetical form so as to present their theory to the jury in one 

orderly statement, marshalling all the facts that support the tendered opinion. 

(See~ §2-19 (use of the hypothetical question on direct examination), previ

ously assigned; §3-31 (use of the hypothetical question in cross-examination).) 

A possible form for the hypothetical question. 

(1) Assume that a driver was approaching the point where this 
accident happened, from the west, on the night of October 15-16, 
at about 1:40 a.m.; 
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(2) that the tractor-trailer was stopped on the highway in the 
position you found it; 

(3) that it had headlights, trailer lights, and cab lights 
all operating normally; 

(4) that street lights were on as you found them; 
(5) that he was proceeding in his right-hand lane with the 

left side of his car about one foot from the center; 
(6) that he was traveling at a speed no less than 45 m.p.h.; 
(7) that he was first able to see the trailer when the front 

of his car reached a point on the highway where the distance 
from the steering wheel to the point of impact with the trailer 
was not more than 101 feet. 

Do you have an opinion, to a reasonable certainty, as to whether 
it was possible for him to have avoided the accident? 

Defendant can pursue two lines of attack in the effort to exclude this 

question (whether in this or some similar form). Defendant can argue that the 

question is unfair and irrelevant in that it assumes facts for which there is no 

evidentiary support or omits vital facts. Or that the opinion evidence is in

admissible either because this is not a proper subject for expert testimony, or 

that even though it is, the witness is unqualified to express an opinion. Con

sidering the first line of attack, the following response could be made. 

Facts 1, 2, and 4 are undisputed. Fact 3 is perhaps not undisputed, but it 

is supported by Sergeant Winters' testimony. Fact 5 can be deduced (arguably, at 

least) from Trimmer's testimony as to the point of impact on the Thunderbird. 

Fact 6 is squarely supported by the testimony of King and Winters as to the 

speed of the Thunderbird. The point of referring to the speed of 45 miles per 

hour is, of course, to establish that even if he were going that slowly (though 

probably he was going faster) the accident would have been unavoidable. Fact 7 

depends, of course, on Winters' testimony during the preceding assignment, which 

is taken as assumed for this assignment. 

In this form, the question should probably withstand objection going to the 

supposed inadequacy of its factual predicate. (The student, incidentally, should 

recognize at this point how the earlier testimony of Assignment 8 was part of the 

necessary foundation for this question.) 

3. Attack upon the competency of Winters' testimony. Winters' opinion 

rests, in part, on his views as to reaction times and distances. Common-sense 

is surely not an adequate basis for determining whether the car had sufficient 

distance to stop. Therefore, the opinion sought is, in general, a proper subject 

for expert testimony. It might well be argued, however, that the form of the 

question is improper in that it intrudes on the function of the jur~. Perhaps 

Winters should be restricted to merely voicing his views as to the relevant 
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reaction time and distance, leaving it to the jury to determine, without his 

opinion on the subject, whether the accident was unavoidable. 

However the above question is resolved, the question remains whether Winters 

can be sufficiently qualified to testify as an expert. This question is not 

without its difficulty. 

Argument for Winters' qualifications: He has eight years of police experience 

and has investigated hundreds of accidents. He took a full-time summer course at 

the Ames University Law School Traffic Institute where he delved into the matter of 

accident causation. While no claim is made that he has personally conducted 

experiments as to reaction times and distances, he has consulted the tables pre

pared by the Ames Motor Vehicle Department. True, these are hearsay -- but the 

primary purport of his testimony is not to testify as to these figures (unless 

the court excludes the question as set forth above on the ground that it tends 

to invade the jury's province) but rather his net conclusion that under the 

assumed facts, the accident was unavoidable. In any event, insofar as he has 

relied on hearsay evidence to formulate this opinion, far from being a defect, 

this is one of the precise virtues and uses of an expert -- his knowledge of 

the accumulated learning in the field, and his ability to evaluate hearsay 

expressions critically and rationally, against the general backdrop of his 

experience. ~ 

Argument against Winters' qualification: Both his opinions as to stopping 

ability and speed of the car are subject to precise scientific measurement and 

verification. But he has made no such investigations. This witness, on the 

strength of eight weeks of summer learning, is being offered as an expert where 

only engineers and physicists dare tread, and even they, cautiously. True, an 

expert derives part of his qualification from his acquaintance with the accumu

lated knowledge of his discipline, most of which is hearsay. But he first must be 

qualified as an expert before any inference arises that he can properly evaluate 

the sources. Winters purely and simply is not qualified as to the matters he 

testifies. His opinion is based on hearsay; moreover, we are not even given the 

original sources on which he relies the actual tables of the Motor Vehicle 

Department -- but his recollections or conclusions therefrom. 

As to the speed of the car, his conclusion is worthless. As he himself 

admits, there is no direct correLation between speed and damage. This is clearly 

an area demanding the scientist's complex mode of analysis rather than the casual 

general impression of an observer. If, however, this is an area where such 

impressions are competent, surely the jury is in as good a position to formulate 

one as is Winters. 
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Winters should probably be permitted to testify or not, according to the 

quality of the argument presented by student-counsel. (As to cross-examination 

of an expert as to his qualifications, see Text §3-30.) 

If the question is excluded, plaintiff should, of course, make an offer of 

proof to preserve error. (!!!! §4-12, previously assigned.) 
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ASSIGNMENT 9 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Sgt. Winters 

You should consent to advance interview by attorneys for both plaintiff and 

defendant, if so requested. You are, of course, mindful of your position as a 

police officer and a disinterested witness. You consider your experiment accurate 

for its purposes. 

All of your background materials are presented in the Assignment 8 materials 

except for your statement set forth in Assignment 9. Your testimony will relate 

essentially to your opinions as to decedent's speed and lack of opportunity to 

engage in evasive action. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - TEACHING NOTES 

Point Under Consideration 

Practice Trial: This exercise represents a substantial effort for the stu

dents. It is designed to give a sense of a complete trial and to afford the 

opportunity to integrate the various concepts the student has thus far encoun

tered in the course. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B two weeks before the trial. 

The instructor may wish to assign three students to each team to prevent over

burdening counsel. 

2. Three weeks before the trial, assign persons to play the role of each of 

the four witnesses: Maude Oliver, Cynthia Ballew, Reginald Royce, and Ernest 

Pike. Give them: 

(a) copies of the Assignment lOA materials (if they are non-students); 

(b) copies of their respective Supplemental Information sheets found at 

pages 93-101, infra; and 

(c) copies of "General Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix D in the 

Assignment Book (if they are non-students). 

These materials will be found in the packet of Special Materials. 

3. Rehearse the witnesses before they are interviewed by counsel. This 

task should probably be completed before counsel are assigned so they will not 

be delayed in their efforts to prepare for trial. 

4. As matters now stand, the material in the Assignment Book does not 

disclose to the class either the existence of Pike or anything about his damaging 

line of testimony. So far as defense counsel are concerned, they are told a 

little about Pike, through defendant's letter to Mr. Kenyon, but nothing as to 

what he will testify. This has the advantage of presenting defense counsel with 

the problem of how to deal with surprise testimony. It has the disadvantage 

that neither defense counsel nor the class are able to consider in advance 

the problem of how to mee.t Pike's testimony. 

You may, therefore, wish to disclose to either the class, to defense counsel, 

or to both, all or part of Pike's anticipated testimony to facilitate advance 

preparation for this aspect of the trial. 
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5. To give the trial more of a "real" flavor, you may wish to arrange for a 

member of the local bench or bar to sit as the judge in the Practice Trial. If 

so, preparation for this should be undertaken at least three weeks in advance of 

trial, if not earlier. 

6. During the week before trial, select 12 persons (perferably non-students) 

to sit as jurors on the case. 

7. Announce the time and place of the trial and the critique if either is to 

be at a time or place other than the regular class session. Sufficient time 

should of course be allotted to permit opening statements, the examination of 

witnesses, closing arguments, hearing on requested instructions, instructions, 

and jury deliberation. An evening trial starting at 6:30 or 7:00 p.m. is one 

realistic method of providing ample time. 

8. Proposed instructions are to be turned in by counsel five days before 

trial. You may wish to duplicate these for distribution to the students either 

at the time of trial or of critique. 
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Discussion 

While the lines of the critique will undoubtedly depend in large measure on 

the manner in which counsel develop the case during trial, the following issues 

are probably inherent in the material and may be worthy of consideration. 

1. Did counsel develop a sound theory of the case? 

Defendant's theory. Mr. Oliver gave the car as a gift during the episode on 

the sunporch. He expressed a donative intent and he made symbolic delivery by 

giving Cynthia the keys to the car. True, he never signed over title, but this 

is not a precondition for transfer of title in Ames. 

Plaintiff's theory. Mr. Oliver did hand Miss Ballew the keys while on the 

sunporch, but he manifested no intention to make a gift. He handed her the keys 

only so she could have the car serviced on his behalf. 

2. Opening statement. (Text §7-11, previously assigned.) Did counsel 

clearly inform the jury what they intended to prove? Was the statement argument

ative? Did counsel overstate their case? If either opening statement was 

objectionable, did opposing counsel object? Would it have been wise to do so? 

(See Text §4-2, previously assigned, for the analagous problem of the wisdom of 

objecting to evidence.) 

3. Soundness of the parties' choice and order of witnesses. (Text §2-6, 

previously assigned.) How should plaintiff's counsel present their case? Their 

case-in-chief could conceivably consist merely of proof that record title was in 

the estate (conceded by defendant) and that Cynthia now has possession of the 

car, claiming it as her own. Should plaintiff's counsel, additionally, antici

pate the defense of gift and offer their surprise witness, Mr. Pike, to rebut it 

during plaintiff's case? It is not clear that they would be permitted to do this 

even if they so desired. Tactically also, it would probably be preferable to 

hold off with Pike until defendant has committed herself to her theory of defense. 

Should plaintiff call Cynthia as an adverse party (~ §2-5, previously assigned) 

and then call Pike, all as part of plaintiff's case-in-chief? 

4. The sole issue in the case appearing to be whether the car was a gift, 

and defendant probably having the burden as to this issue, should she move for 

the right to open first and the right to make the closing argument? (Text §5-10, 

previously assigned.) 

5. Should plaintiff accuse defendant of lying? (Text §7-19, previously 

assigned.) The case turns fundamentally on whether Pike or defendant is believed 
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as to the content of the conversation on the sunporch. Is there any effective 

way the case can be tried except on the theory that one or another of them is 

engaged in falsehood? 

Plaintiff might bolster the negative portrayal of defendant by developing the 

testimony that on Monday, November 11, defendant took the car to the garage and 

attempted to have the inspection certificate issued in her name, after she 

learned of Harrison's critical condition. Defendant could conceivably try to 

meet this in one of two ways: 

(a) By denying the fact. 

(b) By admitting it and then arguing that it showed her good faith, since 

when she went to the garage, she couldn't possibly have known whether Harrison 

was going to recover; therefore, if he hadn't made the gift to her, it would 

have been extremely foolish on her part to do as she did and run the risk of 

subsequent exposure. Cynthia has, however, committed herself to the theory that 

she went to the garage before breakfast, on Monday, November 11 -- and this is 

probably to her advantage, since the other explanation, even if believed, would 

paint her as a cold-hearted gold-digger. 

6. How skillfully did counsel make and meet objections to evidence? Did 

they miss key objections? Did they make legally valid but tactically unwise 

objections? 

7. Soundness of counsel's judgment in requesting instructions. 

8. Closing argument. Did counsel incorrectly state the law? Argue facts 

not in the record? Argue unfairly? If objection was available to either party, 

was it tactically sound to object? 

9. Would it, in retrospect, have been wiser for plaintiff to have sued for 

return of the vehicle (in a replevin action) rather than for the value of the 

car? 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Maude Oliver 

Maude Oliver is the sister of the deceased in this case, Harrison c. Oliver. 

She is single, has never married and is forty-three years old. Throughout her 

adult life she has made her home at 1 River Oaks Boulevard, Langdell, Ames with 

her brother. The house was jointly owned by Harrison and Maude. Harrison Oliver 

never married. The Oliver family has always been one of the leading families in 

Langdell, and Maude has been active in appropriate groups and organizations 

including the public library committee, the garden club, the symphony orchestra 

society, etc. She has also, from time to time, traveled to Europe, and also in 

the United States, at times taking trips up to six months. 

Harrison received the injuries which led to his fatal illness while on a 

skiing trip. Friends returned the car to Harrison's home from the skiing resort. 

Maude was not in favor of Harrison's hiring a private nurse; she felt that 

she and the servants in their home could do as well. However, she feels that 

when Cynthia Ballew came into their house, she treated her quite properly, in 

fact rather nicely. Miss Ballew was given a pleasant front bedroom, took her 

meals with the family, and was generally included in conversation, etc. 

Naturally, after Harrison came home from the hospital, Maude resumed her 

normal activities. She was often out of the house for the better part of the 

day. She did see Miss Ballew and her brother together very frequently at meals, 

in the evening, etc. It seemed to her that they were quite friendly, but never 

incorrectly so. Up to the time of her brother's death, she thought of Miss 

Ballew as being quite a nice young woman. She does not believe there could have 

been anything between them. She feels she was quite sensitive to Harrison's 

moods, and she never felt while Miss Ballew was in their home that she had any 

reason to suspect anything. 

If the matter is gone into, Maude will admit that she always expected to be 

the chief beneficiary of Harrison's will. She anticipated that this was the will 

of her parents. She understands that, after charitable bequests and taxes, she 

will inherit about $400,000. Her own will provides that the bulk of the Oliver 

fortune go to the various charities in which the family has always been interested. 

Maude felt ·Miss Ballew somewhat responsible for her brother's reinjuring 

himself. She does not know whether Harrison rang for Miss Ballew before trying 

to get out of bed by himself on the night of October 27. However, she feels that 

he would have been sensible enough to do so and she also feels that if Miss Ballew 
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had been fully attentive to her duty, the injury which led to Harrison's death 

might not have happened. After Harrison's death, Miss Ballew remained in the 

Oliver home until the day after his funeral. This seemed natural because she 

had considerable packing to do. The night after the funeral, Maude was given a 

sedative by her doctor and slept very soundly. She heard nothing on the morning 

of the 16th. Some time after breakfast, she went down to the garage, planning to 

take the Mercedes to perform certain personal errands. It was then she found 

that it was missing, and called the police. She did not at the time know that 

the car was in Miss Ballew's possession. When the police informed her that they 

had found the car, and that Miss Ballew had it, she did not request that Miss 

Ballew be held. 

She does not believe that her brother gave the car to Miss Ballew. He had 

given other women expensive gifts from time to time, particularly when he was 

much younger, but never anything like this. Harrison was in fact very fond of 

this Mercedes, as he had always been of the cars he kept. 

Study all the material given you. 

PLEASE RETURN THESE MATERIALS TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS 

TRIAL. 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witnesses Cynthia Ballew and Maude Oliver 

Study all the material given you. 

If you are approached by counsel for the other side for an interview in 

advance of trial, refuse until you've had the opportunity to check with your 

attorneys. Then follow their advice. 

1. Cynthia's schedule of duty at the hospital was 10-6 daily, with Sunday 

off. She ordinarily went to the Oliver home for dinner with Maude after com

pleting her day's work. 

2. Cynthia was off duty the Sunday before Harrison's death and went out to 

Pirate's Cove. She went by the hospital to see Harry some time on Sunday though 

she was not there in the early afternoon when Maude ordinarily visited. 

3. Maude customarily went to church on Sunday mornings and returned home 

about 11:30. Maude will say she used Harrison's car the last Sunday to go to 

church and then used it again for an errand late Sunday afternoon. This, of 

course, is in direct conflict with Cynthia's testimony that she was using the 

car that day. 

4. Cynthia did not have a car of her own. She used public transportation -

a bus -- to get to and from the hospital. 

5. Royce's garage is a ten-minute drive from the Oliver home. 

6. Maude and Cynthia will agree that they were having breakfast together on 

Monday, November 11, when Dr. Singleton brought the news that Harrison was 

critically ill. Cynthia will admit that she took the car to the garage on Monday 

morning, thus agreeing with Royce's testimony. She will claim, however, that she 

took the car in before breakfast -- before, that is, she learned of Harrison's 

critical condition. Maude, on the other hand, will say that so far as she knows, 

this is untrue. If Cynthia went to the garage it must have been after breakfast. 

The Oliver home had a hard-closing front door, and Maude is confident she would 

have heard Cynthia if she had gone out before breakfast. The significance of 

the dispute is not hard to see. If Cynthia indeed went to the garage after 

learning of Harrison 1 s condition at breakfast, this paints her in a rather cold, 

heartless light. One would think her sole concern would be to rush to the 

hospital to see her fiance, rather than worry about title to the auto, its 

inspection, etc. 
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7. Maude wanted to rush to the hospital promptly after Dr. Singleton delivered 

his message. She had earlier telephoned her garage to have her car delivered 

before 9:00 a.m., since she had planned to use it that morning. The car was 

delivered a little late, after Dr. Singleton left, and she drove to the hospital 

in her car. Cynthia had gone on ahead. Both Maude and Cynthia spent the whole 

day at the hospital. In the evening, Maude says, Dr. Singleton said there was 

no reason for her to stay and sent her home, prescribing a sedative. Harrison 

died in the early morning hours TUesday. Dr. Singleton called at the Oliver 

home in person about 7:00 a.m. to deliver the message. Trissa answered the 

doorbell and called Maude. Maude did not see Cynthia Tuesday morning and does 

not know how Cynthia learned of Harrison's death. 

8. Harrison had a cast on his broken leg, and this made it difficult for 

him to get around during the period he was at home between hospitalizations. He 

occupied a downstairs bedroom. Both Cynthia and Maude had upstairs rooms. A 

buzzer system was installed to enable Harrison to buzz for Cynthia. 

9. The Olivera had a couple, John and Trissa Bassett, as household servants. 

10. Harrison's car was not used during the period he was confined at home. 

He would have John start the motor and run it for awhile occasionally. 

11. John and Trissa had been given the night off on the Saturday night when 

Harrison fell. 

12. About 4:00a.m., Maude and Cynthia heard a commotion-- a crash and 

scream -- and both hurried to Harrison's room. Maude reached the room first. 

She says she screamed at Cynthia, "Why weren't you there to care for him." She 

doesn't remember Cynthia's answer. Cynthia says she did not hear any buzz and 

is sure she would have been awakened if Harry had used the buzzer. She does not 

remember exactly what Maude said, but does remember that Maude was distraught 

and that she, Cynthia, was doing her best as a professional nurse to calm Maude 

while also attending Harry. 

13. Bill of sale to Harrison's car was among papers Maude found in Harrison's 

effects. 

14. Maude visited the hospital daily, after lunch, to see Harrison. 

15. Maude does not recall Cynthia's having any dates with anyone after 

November 5th. Cynthia had previously had several persons call for her at the 

Oliver home in the evening. 

16. Harrison had no business other than attending to his investments. He 

maintained an office and secretary for this purpose, however. 
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17. Maude says none of Harrison's close friends would ever have called him 

Harry, because they would have known he would have preferred to be called 

Harrison. Thus, while addressing him as "Harry" might ordinarily seem a mark of 

closer relationship than "Harrison," in this instance it was just the reverse. 

18. Harrison went to bed early -- about 9:00 p.m. -- during the weeks he 

was at home in the cast. Thus Cynthia was free to go out after 9:00 without any 

special arrangements. 

19. Cynthia attended the funeral. 

20. Cynthia and Maude saw each other at the hospital on Monday before 

Harrison died, but returned home that evening separately and had no conversations 

of any note that day or evening. They did not see each other at home that 

evening. 

21. Cynthia ordinarily had Saturdays off while Harrison was at home wearing 

his cast. (John and Trissa had Sunday off). 

22. Maude will say that she returned the keys to Cynthia Sunday evening 

(consistent with Maude's statement), so that Cynthia could take the car into 

the garage on Monday. Late Monday evening, after returning from the hospital, 

Cynthia returned the keys to Maude, who then put them in a chest located in the 

entry hall. Cynthia contradicts the above to the extent that she claims she was 

driving the car on Sunday afternoon. Therefore her claim must be that Maude 

returned the keys to her no later than Sunday morning before she (Cynthia) went 

to Pirate's Cove. 

This leaves open the question how Cynthia ultimately got the keys to make off 

with the car. She got them from the chest in the hallway where Maude left them. 

But how did Cynthia know they were kept there? Maude's claim is that Cynthia 

wouldn't have known that unless she happened to see Maude placing them there. 

And that's Cynthia's story. At some time or other during the few days that Maude 

had the keys, Cynthia saw Maude put them in the chest. Cynthia therefore assumed 

(correctly) that they were there when she went looking for them to claim her 

gift. 

PLEASE RETURN THESE MATERIALS TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

TRIAL. 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Letter from defendant Cynthia Ballew to her attorney, dated January 7, 1964 

(A copy should be given to defendant and to defendant's counsel.) 

Dear Mr. Kenyon: 

You may recall that I consulted you last November 16 about what to do con

cerning my Mercedes-Benz sedan, given to me last November 5th by Mr. Harrison C. 

Oliver, shortly before his death. At that time, his sister, Maude Oliver, had 

gotten the police to stop me as I drove from Langdell to Gray, claiming that I 

had stolen the car. You advised me at that time that if my story were true I 

should keep the car and let them sue me if they wished. 

I have just been served with the enclosed legal papers [the complaint]. I 

hope that you will be able to help me. 

It seems to me that if there's any justice, I should win this case. I'm 

confident I will, too, except for one thing which troubles me. I heard from 

some of my friends at the hospital that Ernest Pike plans to testify against me. 

I don't have any idea what he can testify about since he had nothing at all to 

do with me or Mr. Oliver during the period I knew Mr. Oliver. But I don't know 

what kind of lies he may cook up. I met Ernest in May of 1963 when I first moved 

to Langdell. He was and is a technician at Thayer Memorial Hospital where I met 

him. We started to go together, first casually, but more seriously after a few 

months. He, however, became a good deal more serious about our relationship. 

than I wanted. He was very demanding and possessive and we began to quarrel a 

lot. By the end of August, I had decided the best thing would be if we broke 

off and didn't see each other any more. He argued with me and said I was making 

a very big mistake that I was hurting him and that in the long-run would be 

hurting myself too. 

I insisted, however, that we end our relationship and we did. The last time 

I saw him, except casually in the hospital corridors, was at the end of August, 

1963. 

He is very bitter and vindictive and I don't know how far he'd go in this 

trial to hurt me. 

Sincerely yours, 

/S/ Cynthia Ballew 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Reginald Royce 

Study all the material given you. 

If requested, you will make yourself available for interview in advance of 

trial to the attorneys for each party. 

Your story is contained in the Assignment lOA materials that have been given 

you. 

If asked what time Miss Ballew came to your garage on Monday, November 11, 

you will say you do not remember for sure but you think it was probably 9:00a.m. 

or later. You open up at 7:00a.m. and you would probably remember if she had 

come in that early or shortly thereafter - but you have no specific recollection 

as to when she arrived. 

PLEASE RETURN THESE MATERIALS TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

TRIAL. 
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ASSIGNMENT lOA - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Ernest Pike 

Study all the material given you. 

You will consent to be interviewed in advance of trial by attorneys for plain

tiff. If defense counsel make a similat· request, ask plaintiff's counsel for 

their advice, and then follow it. 

Your story is set forth on the following page. Read also the Assignment lOA 

materials that have been given you. You were deeply hurt and embittered by 

Cynthia's treatment of you. You would like to get back at her. You are smart 

enough to know, however, that if your hostility is too apparent, the jury will 

discount your testimony. Without changing any of the story as given you below, 

you will try to hurt Cynthia's case if you think you can. 

PLEASE RETURN THESE MATERIALS TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

TRIAL. 
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Story of Ernest Pike 

I am a technician at the Thayer Memorial Hospital. I'm 32 years old, and 

I've worked there for six years. I met Miss Cynthia Ballew there in early May 

of 1963. She had just moved to Langdell to look for employment as a private 

nurse. I met her in the hospital one day while she was reporting in at the 

special registration desk. 

We started talking and had a Coke together. Then I asked her for a date. 

We went out a few times in May. I liked her, and we spent a lot of time together 

during the next few months. We'd be together as often as we could, maybe 3 or 4 

evenings a week, and on week-ends, too. 

We used to have a good time together. I became very serious about her, and 

I thought she felt the same way about me, but then she started acting evasive 

and breaking some of our dates. We had a few arguments, and then she broke off 

our relationship. I tried to talk it out with her. I thought we had a lot in 

common and could patch up our misunderstanding. But she insisted. I never saw 

her socially again after the end of August. 

Every once in a while, I remember seeing Miss Ballew and Mr. Oliver together 

at the hospital in September. I knew she was his private nurse. 

Some time in the midmorning of November 5, 1963, I was sitting in a large 

wing-back chair on the sunporch at the hospital when Miss Ballew wheeled'Harrison 

Oliver onto the sunporch. The position of the chair was such that they couldn't 

see me. I heard them exchange terms of endearment which surprised me since I 

thought theirs was only a patient-nurse relationship. By the time I realized 

my presence was unknown, I was too embarrassed to reveal myself. I therefore 

remained concealed until after they left the porch. 

I could clearly hear them talking. Just before they left, I heard Mr. Oliver 

saying something about wanting to have his car winterized. He asked her to run 

it over to some garage for servicing, and he said, "Here are the keys." He said 

he planned to do a lot of traveling that fall and wanted the car in tip-top shape. 

He most certainly said nothing at all about giving her the car as an engage

ment present or for any other reason. He said he was giving her the car only to 

take down for servicing. She said she would take care of it for him. 

I do not feel bitter toward her. I don't think she treated me honestly, and 

I remember thinking that Oliver would learn soon enough what kind she was. I 

haven't gone out with anyone else since Cynthia. I frankly think she was in

sincere with me and tried to take advantage of my good nature. 
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ASSIGNMENT lOB - TEACHING NOTES 

Point Under Consideration 

Practice Trial: This exercise represents a substantial effort for the stu

dents. It is designed to give a sense of a complete trial and to afford the 

opportunity to integrate the various concepts the student has thus far encountered 

in the course. 

This case, in distinction to that presented in lOA, provides the opportunity 

for examination and cross-examination of an expert medical witness. This assign

ment should, of course, be undertaken only if it is possible to enlist the service, 

as a witness, of a doctor skilled in the giving of medical testimony. Absent 

such a qualified witness, lOA would probably be the better choice for the practice 

trial. If such a doctor is available, it is important that he participate freely 

in the post-trial critique. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B two weeks before the trial. 

The instructor may wish to assign three students to each team to prevent over

burdening counsel. 

2. Three weeks before the trial, assign persons to play the role of each of 

the five witnesses: Marie Lynch, Lt. John O'Malley, Roger P. Johnson, Dr. Bertram 

A. Fieldstone, and Amanda Rogers. Give them: 

(a) copies of the Assignment lOB materials (if they are non-students); 

(b) copies of "General Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix D in the 

Assignment Book (if they are non-students). 

These materials will be found in the packet of Special Materials. 

3. Rehearse the witnesses before they are interviewed by counsel. This task 

should probably be completed before counsel are assigned so they will not be 

delayed in their efforts to prepare for trial. 

4. To give the trial more of a "real" flavor, you may wish to arrange for a 

member of the local bench or bar to sit as the judge in the Practice Trial. If 

so, preparation for this should be undertaken at least three weeks in advance of 

trial, if not earlier. 

5. During the week before trial, select 12 persons (preferably non-students) 

to sit as jurors on the case. 
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6. Announce the time and place of the trial and the critique if either is 

to be at a time or place other than the regular class session. Sufficient time 

should of course be allotted to permit opening statements, the examination of 

witnesses, closing arguments, hearing on requested instructions, instructions, 

and jury deliberation. An evening trial starting at 6:30 or 7:00 p.m. is one 

realistic method of providing ample time. 

7. Note that the assignment materials do not indicate which party has the 

burden of proof as to the cause of death. The advantage of leaving this issue 

open is that it affords a good point for argument between counsel. If, however, 

the instructor prefers, he may give additional instructions in advance, assigning 

the burden to one or another party. Alternatively, he might make the law of the 

state in which the trial is held controlling as to this point. 

8. Proposed instructions are to be turned in by counsel five days before 

trial. You may wish to duplicate these for distribution to the students either 

at the time of trial or of critique. 
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Discussion 

The central issue in this case is, of course, the cause of death. If it was 

by a hit-and-run accident, judgment must be for plaintiff; if by suicide, for 

defendant. Neither party, however, has any direct testimony bearing on the issue. 

Nevertheless, each side can probably offer sufficient evidence to get to the 

jury. Since, however, the testimony viewed from either side is less than over

whelming, the outcome of the case could conceivably hinge on the burden of proof 

as to the cause of death (though it is probably far from common for the jury's 

verdict to turn on the allocation of burden of proof). 

The basic task for each side is to build the strongest circumstantial case 

for its theory as to the cause of death, and attempt to persuade the court that 

the burden of proof is upon the other party (unless the court, pursuant to 

Preparatory Step No. 7, has resolved this issue before trial). 

While the lines of the critique will undoubtedly depend in large measure on 

the manner in which counsel develop the case during trial, the following issues 

may be worthy of consideration. 

1. Opening statement. (Text §7-11, previously assigned.) Did counsel 

clearly inform the jury what they intended to prove? Was the statement argument

ative? Did counsel overstate their case? If either of the opening statements 

was objectionable, did opposing counsel object? Would it have been wise to do 

so? (See Text §4-2, previously assigned, for the analagous problem of the wisdom 

of objecting to evidence.) 

2. Soundness of the parties' choice and order of witnesses. 

3. Counsel's skill in making and meeting objections to evidence. Were key 

objections missed? Did counsel make legally valid but tactically unwise 

objections? 

4. Soundness of counsel's judgment in requesting instructions. 

5. Closing argument. Did counsel misstate the law? Argue facts not in the 

record? Argue unfairly? If objection was available to either party, was it 

made? Would it have been tactically sound to make it? 
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ASSIGNMENT llA - TEACHING NOTES 

See Teaching Notes for 7A or 7B, depending upon the assignment. 
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ASSIGNMENT llB - TEACHING NOTES 

Point Under Consideration 

Technique of witness interview. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firm A. 

2. Two weeks in advance of the class session, assign a person to play the 

role of the witness. Preferably, he should be a non-student who has been involved 

in or observed some event that could realistically be the subject of litigation 

(an automobile accident, for example). His function during the interview is, 

essentially, to tell what he actually observed. He should be informed in advance 

as to his attitude toward the interviewing attorneys, that is, whether he is 

friendly or hostile, interested or disinterested. 

3. Inform counsel one week in advance of the session as to the character of 

the case, how they have been put in touch with this witness, and counsel's role 

in the case. (E.g., is the witness their client? A hostile witness? etc.) 

4. Do not rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel, since 

this may tend to unduly structure his story and detract from its freshness. Make 

only such advance inquiry of the witness as is necessary to determine whether 

his "story" lends itself to the purposes of this assignment. 

Discussion 

See~ §§9-13 through 9-17. 
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ASSIGNMENT 12 * - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

The principal subject matter of this assignment is pre-trial practice. 

1. Some elements of pleading, including the choice between federal and state 

forum. 

2. Discovery under the Federal (Ames) Rules of Civil Procedure with special 

emphasis on written interrogatories and requests for admissions of fact. 

3. Pre-trial motions. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A, B, and C. The assignments must be 

made at least four weeks before the class session so as to permit adequate time 

for the required exchange of pleadings and discovery papers between the parties 

and for reproduction of these materials for distribution to the entire class. 

The suggested schedule is set forth in the Assignment Book, page 95. 

2. Arrange for the reproduction and distribution of these materials in 

advance of the class session. 

3. There is no witness for this assignment. 

*Based on E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co. v. Kissinger, 259 F.2d 411 (5th Cir. 

1958), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 950 (1959). 
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Discussion 

1. The Pleadings. 

(a) Should plaintiff sue the defendants jointly or separately? (See 

Text §10-2.) It is clearly preferable to sue them jointly. Partly, because this 

is a matter of convenience to plaintiff. Why should he run the risk of having 

to go through two law suits if he proceeds against the wrong defendant in the 

first one? 

More fundamentally though, it is a matter of sound strategy. If there are 

separate trials for each defendant, it is possible that the respective juries 

will each conclude that the party not before them is liable. Each defendant 

might thus escape liability, even though both juries believed one of them negli

gent. Moreover, if they are made co-defendants, the plaintiff stands a good 

chance of being the beneficiary of the efforts· of each defendant to duck liability 

by pinning it on the other. 

(b) Should plaintiff sue in state or federal court? Various consider

ations are normally relevant .to this decision: the relative advantage of state 

and federal procedure and discovery devices; the relative waiting time for trial; 

the relative generosity of j~ries (and judges}; etc. The student, however, is 

not given the necessary facts on which intelligent judgment as to these issues 

depends. 

There is one relevant consideration presented by the materials, however, 

tending to suggest that the action is best brought in state court. Under the 

controlling Ames authority (Price v. Cornwall Construction Co., cited in Assign

ment Book, p. 97) it is quite likely that defendant Kwik is entitled to su~ry 

dismissal. Developments since that decision, however, suggest that the Ames 

court might be willing to overrule Price. Conceivably, the federal court sitting 

in Ames might do likewise, on the theory that it is thereby creatively applying 

Ames common-law. But this is far less likely. It would therefore probably be 

to plaintiff's advantage to have this issue resolved by the state courts of Ames. 

(See Text §10-3.) 

2. Pre-Trial Discovery. 

(a) By Plaintiff: 

(1) Plaintiff should take the deposition, in oral or written form, 

of each of the defendants as to the construction and maintenance of the door 

handle in question and the identity of witnesses who would know of such matters. 
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(2) Plaintiff should demand a copy of the report of the spectroscopic 

analysis made by defendants' expert. (Federal Rule 34.) 

(3) After seeing the spectroscope analyst's report, plaintiff might 

wish to take his oral deposition. (Federal Rule 26.) 

(4) Plaintiff should demand the right to inspect the door in question, 

both in person and perhaps by an expert. (Federal Rule 34.) Care should be 

exercised not to involve the expert in this examination until plaintiff is quite 

confident, based on preliminary inquiries, which way the expert's testimony will 

run. Defendant Ace, it must be remembered, will know that the expert has 

examined the door and may badly embarrass the plaintiff by calling the witness 

himself if it turns out that plaintiff has not done so because the witness fails 

to support his position. 

(5) Plaintiff could request the admission of various facts under 

Federal Rule 36. (~ §11-16.) 

(b) By Defendant Ace: 

(1) Ace might demand copies of the medical reports, under Federal 

Rule 34, prepared by Dr. Gray {plaintiff's physician) and Dr. Stakely (the 

compensation carrier's physician). Whether Rule 34 is intended to empower the 

court to grant this is unclear. The argument contra would be that Rule 35 sets 

up the exclusive mechanism for exchange of medical information. (Under it, 

defendant is entitled to a physical examination of plaintiff. Once this is 

granted, plaintiff is entitled to a copy of the ensuing medical report upon 

demand. But if (and only if?) he demands it, plaintiff would then have to 

reciprocate and turn over his medical reports to defendant.) 

(2) Ace should probably request an independent medical examination. 

(Federal Rule 35.) The defense does not know what plaintiff's doctors will 

testify except that plaintiff has said in deposition that Dr. Gray estimates a 

10 per cent disability. Ace would obviously want to procure medical testimony 

supporting the view that there is no permanent disability. Ace might, of course, 

decide to rely on Dr. Stakely's view. The difficulty is that Dr. Stakely doesn't 

clearly support defendant's position. While he says that there are only 

subjective symptoms, he does not explicitly deny a permanent disability. 

The physician-patient privilege, even if recognized in Ames, should not 

prove insurmountable since it ordinarily applies only to the patient's statements 

to the physician, and not to the physician's findings or to his opin~ons insofar 

as they are not based on privileged statements of the patient. 
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(3) Ace would probably want the deposition on oral or written 

interrogatories of each of the other parties and its experts. (A topic for 

consideration during the critique might be the relative advantages of oral and 

written interrogatories. Text §11-6, not assigned.) 

(c) By defendant Kwik: 

(1) Kwik would probably want the deposition of each of the other 

parties and its experts. 

(2) Would it be sound for Kwik to forego its rights to a physical 

examination of plaintiff on the theory that demanding the examination would tend 

psychologically to weaken the credibility of its claim that it is in no way 

liable? (Text §11-20.} Kwik might reason that plaintiff doesn't have a very 

strong case on disability. In any event, Kwik might be quite content to let Ace 

carry the ball on the damage issue. For these reasons, it might decide to 

cultivate the image that it is watching the damage issue from the sidelines, se

renely confident that the jury or the court will let it off the liability hook. 

There is, of course, an element of risk in this approach since Ace might 

decline to ask for a physical examination if Kwik refuses to join in the request. 

But Kwik may be able to take advantage of the fact that the risk would be even 

greater for Ace, with the consequence that Ace would be likely to make the request 

alone if convinced that Kwik would persist in its refusal to join in the request. 

(3) Kwik should probably make the same motion for inspection of the 

premises as suggested for plaintiff in item 4, page 109, supra, and for the 

same rea sons . 

3. Pre-trial Motions. 

(a) Kwik should probably move for summary judgment, based on Price. 

At this point the court could either overrule the case, reserve judgment until a 

later point in the trial, or defer the decision to the Ames Supreme Court. 

(b) Kwik might move for severance of the trial on the converse of the 

proposition set forth in paragraph (a), page 108, supra. Ace might similarly 

move for a severance. This would be a more doubtful strategy. If plaintiff 

recovered judgment against Ace, it is not as all clear that Ace would then have 

any grounds for relief against Kwik. The period for suing on breach of contract 

(6 years) has run. Even if it has not, it is questionable whether damages of 

this type were within the contemplation of the parties. Nor is it certain that 

Ace would be permitted to sue Kwik for indemnification for its loss on the theory 

that Kwik's negligence caused the injury to plaintiff. 
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(c) Any one of the parties might consider moving that the court, in a 

pre-trial order, require disclosure of the identity of witnesses. The decision 

is arguably in the sound discretion of the court. Of the three parties, plain

tiff has the clearest reason for so moving. In the present posture of the case, 

most of his witnesses and their testimony are known to the other side. But 

plaintiff knows relatively little of the witnesses and testimony for either of 

the defendants. Defendant Ace has the greatest interest in opposing such a re

quirement because of the embarrassing conflict between its witnesses, Green and 

X. Pert. Kwik and Ace would prefer to disclose as little as possible and retain 

maximum flexibility as to which of their potential witnesses to use. 

At this point it might be useful to consider the general problem Ace confronts 

because of the statements of Green and X. Pert. Green's testimony supports the 

inference that two inch screws were in use on the door handle at the time of the 

accident. Pert's testimony supports the view that 3/4 inch screws were the last 

used. Without more, these two statements would not necessarily be in conflict 

since it is fully possible that two inch screws were in use at the time of the 

accident, only to be later replaced by 3/4 inch screws. However, the two lines 

of testimony cannot be so easily reconciled. Pert's investigation was conducted 

shortly after Green's. Moreover, Green's testimony tends to negate the suggestion 

that any further work was done in the interval between the two investigations. 

The inference is very strong, if not compelling, that either Green or Pert is 

wrong. 

Are counsel for Ace ethically free to use whichever of the two witnesses they 

wish, making no disclosure as to the other? 

The answer probably turns on whether counsel has a good faith doubt either 

as to the accuracy of Pert's investigation, or as to the inevitability of the 

inference from Pert's findings that Green in wrong. If, in light of counsel's 

knowledge of the available testimony, the only reasonable conclusion is that 

Green is wrong, would not counsel be sponsoring known false testimony in using 

Green alone, without making any disclosure about Pert? 

Whatever the ethical dictates, it will be observed that Ace runs a terrific 

tactical risk if he offers Green and conceals Pert, only to have this fact at 

some point discovered and brought to the jury's attention by opposing counsel. 
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ASSIGNMENT 13 - TEACHING NOTES 

(based on the materials set forth in Assignment 12) 

Points Under Consideration 

Generally: The deposition for use as evidence (in contrast with its use for 

discovery purposes as considered in the following assignment). 

1. Problems of waiver and preservation of valid objections to deposition 

testimony pursuant to the Federal (Ames) Rules of Civil Procedure. 

2. Problems in the use of inconsistent prior statements to impeach a 

deponent. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A, B, and C. 

2. Assign a student to play the role of William Weld, the witness. Give 

him a copy of Supplemental Information found at pages 117-118, infra. (A copy 

will be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him to "General Instruc

tions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by plaintiff's counsel. 

4. Note that Weld is available for interview only by plaintiff's counsel. 

5. You may wish to procure a suitable four-hole door handle and five 3/4 

inch screws for use as exhibits during the deposition. 
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Discussion 

The Federal (Ames) Rules of Civil Procedure provide that depositions may be 

taken either for discovery or for use as evidence. Moreover, both purposes may 

be pursued within the confines of the same deposition. But a technique of inquiry 

which may be perfectly appropriate for one purpose may be highly inapporpriate 

for the other. 

Assignments 12 and 13 are designed to illustrate these contrasting purposes 

and to explore the tactical implications of each. In the present assignment, the 

contemplated use of the deposition is evidentiary. In Assignment 14, it is 

discovery. 

1. Plaintiff should sharply define his objectives in taking the deposition 

and mold his tactics accordingly. 

(a) The principal value of Weld's testimony is that it tends to establish 

the fact that the door handle in question was secured by screws of 3/4 inch 

length, a vital proposition in plaintiff's theory of negligence. 

It would, of course, be highly useful if Weld's testimony additionally 

established that some of the screws now in plaintiff's counsel's possession were 

the very screws used to fasten the handle. This would constitute dramatic, 

visual evidence of their length. Two connecting links would be necessary to 

accomplish this end: 

(1) that the particular screws shown Weld at the deposition were 

the ones he found on the ground; and 

(2) that the objects so found were in fact the screws from the door. 

Weld's testimony will probably adequately support the second proposition. 

Whether his testimony alone can supply the first link depends on whether he 

observed any peculiar characteristics of the screws that now enable him to make 

the identification. (Even if he cannot so testify, the point could probably be 

proved on trial by showing the chain of custody of the screws from the time they 

were picked up by Weld until they were again shown to him during the deposition.) 

While a positive identification of the screws would be desirable, Weld has done 

a good day's work for plaintiff merely by testifying that the screws from the 

door were 3/4 inch, even if he's uncertain whether the exhibits shown him were 

the screws actually used or merely "like" them. 

(b) The jury will, of course, not have the opportunity to form an opinion 

as to Weld's credibility from personal observation. Plaintiff should therefore 
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elicit adequate testimony from Weld as to his background, identity, qualifications 

and disinterest in order to bolster his credibility before the jury. 

(c) Plaintiff should formulate his questions with considerable precision. 

This is, of course, a proposition not restricted to depositions. But the point 

takes on a particular relevance in this context. If examining counsel does not 

do his job well on the deposition, he may find crucial testimony excluded at trial 

with no other way to offer it since the witness is then unavailable. (See Federal 

Rules 26(e) and 32(c).) True, Federal Rule 32(c) provides that certain objections 

are 1;-1aived unless seasonably made at the deposition. Thus, plaintiff faces no 

risk of subsequent exclusion if there is no objection taken to one of his ques

tions on the ground that it is, let us say, leading. 

However, there is a gray area between those defects that are waived under the 

above rule and those that are not. Let us assume, for example, that Weld's back

ground of experience qualifies him to express an opinion as to the adequacy of the 

scre1;-1S. Assume further that his opinion is elicited before a proper foundation 

has been laid as to his expert qualifications. Is the objection to his testimony 

waived, as "one which might have been obviated or removed if presented" at the 

deposition (32(c)(l))? Or is it preserved for trial, on the theory that as the 

record stood when the question was put, the testimony is clearly incompetent? 

Or consider the following possible question and answer by Weld. 

Q. What made you certain that the handle and screws you picked up came from 
the handle? A. Well, it was the only handle or screws I saw there. And I 
saw that the handle and screws were missing from the door. And I knew the 
handle had been on the door a few moments earlier. It pretty well had to be 
the same handle and screws. 

Now, the question is objectionable as calling for an opinion and possibly on 

other grounds as well. But the answer, with the exception of the last sentence, 

consists of facts that would be clearly admissible had they been given in re

sponse to proper questions. The answer thus presents a combination of opinion 

evidence that is inadmissible and facts that are admissible but only if given in 

response to proper questions. Is the objection to this testimony waived or not? 

It is not the object here to attempt to delineate the dividing line between 

the two. It is intended only to suggest that certain objections are capable of 

being viewed either as the type that is waived or as the type that is not, and 

that each counsel is wise to hedge against the possibility of an interpretation 

adverse to him. 
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If valid, this proposition has implications for both examining and cross

examining counsel. The questioner should recognize the possibility than an un

stated objection that he regards as waived may be held otherwise by the court. 

This will mean that the questioner has lost the opportunity to produce this 

evidence, though, in fact, he might have been able to had he properly addressed 

himself to the task at the deposition. Conversely, cross-exanining counsel may 

wish to make objection even where he thinks it unnecessary, in order to guarantee 

that the objection is preserved in the event the court regards the defect as one 

that could have been obviated. There are, of course, situations where counsel 

must weigh the risk of waiving the objection through silence against the desir

ability of not alerting opposing counsel before trial to a valid objection he 

could not have obviated even if he had been alert to it. 

Needless to say, defense counsel must make timely objections to leading 

questions and other questions clearly defective only as to form or the objection 

will be lost. 

2. Use of the witness' statement of September 15, 1964 (to the defense 

investigator) for impeachment. 

Weld will probably testify on the deposition that some of the screws were in 

the handle when he first observed them. This is consistent with his statement 

to plaintiff's attorney of July 9, 1964. It is, however, inconsistent with the 

statement to the defense investigator made on September 15, 1964. Cross-examining 

counsel will therefore want to impeach Weld with this prior inconsistent written 

statement. 

If they intend to do so, they ~ do it, or at least lay an adequate foun

dation for doing it, during the deposition. Most American jurisdictions require 

that the witness sought to be impeached must first be apprised of the circum

stances as to when, where, and those present when he made the supposedly contra

dictory statement. Counsel, therefore, cannot lie in wait for the Weld deposition 

to be offered on trial and then, for the first time, spring the inconsistent 

statement. The notion seems to be that fairness requires that the witness be 

permitted to recollect the event and offer a possible explanation before he is 

labeled dishonest. 

The Rule of the Queen's Case, 2 Brod. & Bing. 284, 129 Eng. Rep. 976 (1820), 

is even more demanding in its prerequisites for impeachment through a prior 

written statement. Followed in a minority of American jurisdictions, it requires 

that the witness first be given the opportunity to inspect the written statement. 
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It follows that cross-examining counsel must develop a theory as to the neces

sary foundation for offering the impeaching statement, and lay that foundation 

during the deposition. If the defense fails in this, it will have permanently 

lost this opportunity. 
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ASSIGNMENT 13 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness William Weld 

Your background data are contained in your statements to plaintiff 1 s counsel 

of July 9 and September 5, 1964 and your statement to defense investigator of 

September 15, 1964, found in the Assignment 12 materials. Plaintiff 1 s attorneys 

have arranged by correspondence for you to come to Ames from your residence in 

Florida to have your deposition taken. You are employed there by the Steele 

Reconstruction Company. Plaintiff's counsel have agreed to see that your 

expenses are paid. In general you are to be cooperative with plaintiff 1 s at

torneys. They are free to talk with you before the class session, but you are 

to be unavailable to defense counsel. 

You will observe that you have made statements to plaintiff's counsel and to 

a defense investigator. You will further note an element of contradiction between 

the two. In your statement to plaintiff's counsel, you said that when you ~icked 

up the handle, some of the screws "were still stuck in the handle." But in your 

statement to the defense investigator, you said that you found the screws "on the 

ground close to the handle scattered over a two foot area." 

In talking with plaintiff's counsel before deposition, try to respond to their 

questions consistently with the statements given them. If, however, they press 

you, or if, during the deposition, the cross-examiners press you as to whether 

you found the screws on the ground or in the handle, concede that the statement 

taken by the defense investigator is probably right, although your memory is 

hazy. You think maybe you put some of the screws into the handle to see if they 

fit, before you put the handle and screws into the truck, and that maybe this is 

what gave you the mental picture you have of seeing the screws in the handle. 

You may be asked how you know that the screws you gave Pyle from under the 

truck seat were the same screws you had put there on the date of the accident. 

You may answer that you 1d driven the truck regularly since the accident and that 

so far as you knew, no other screws or similar materials were kept under the seat. 

You may be asked whether the screws shown you during the deposition are the 

same ones you'd found near the scene of the accident. You may respond that they 

appear to be the same length, shape, and type, with similar layers of paint on the 

head, etc., but you can't make a positive identification. They are either the 

same screws or screws just "like" the ones you had picked up. 

You may be asked how you knew that the screws and handle you picked off the 

ground came from the door in question. You may respond that you saw Pyle holding 
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on to the handle as he fell. You saw the handle fall from his hand to the 

ground. The three screws were in the immediate vicinity of the handle. Nor did 

you see any other handle or screws in the area. You knew the handle had been on 

the door a few minutes earlier, and after Pyle fell it was no longer there. The 

handle and screws you saw pretty well had to be the same as those in the door 

shortly before. 

Do not suggest any of the above questions to plaintiff's counsel. Do not, 

in fact, volunteer the answers unless their questions are so direct on the issue 

that an answer is inescapable. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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ASSIGNMENT 14* - TEACHING NOTES 

Point Under Consideration 

The use of the deposition for discovery purposes (in contrast with its use 

for evidentiary purposes as considered in the preceding assignment). 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a student to play the role of defendant Harry L. Timmons, the 

witness. Give him a copy of Supplemental Information found at pages 125-128, 

infra. (A copy will be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him to 

"General Instructions to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by defense counsel. 

*Based on Canadian Nat. Rys. v. Conley, 226 F.2d 451 (1st Cir. 1955). 
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Discussion 

1. General Considerations. By this point in the course, the student has 

presumably acquired a sharp awareness that the interrogation of a witness during 

trial is not the occasion for a relaxed, roaming inquiry into his total fund of 

knowledge about the case. He is now quite familiar with the dictum that an 

attorney should generally abstain from asking questions unless he is reasonably 

confident the answers will prove helpful. This caution was applicable to the 

deposition in the preceding assignment, the object there being to secure testi

mony that could be offered during trial in lieu of the live testimony of the 

witness. 

The object in this deposition is otherwise. It is intended not for use as 

primary evidence but rather for use as a discovery device. Such use has two 

distinct aspects: 

(a) To freeze the defendant's position by getting him firmly committed 

to a detailed version of his story. Plaintiff then knows what she has to deal 

with and can plan accordingly. And should Timmons try to upset these plans by 

changing his story during trial, plaintiff can impeach the witness with the 

contradictory deposition testimony. 

(b) To obtain as much relevant evidence and leads thereto as possible. 

The latitude of inquiry in depositions under the Federal Rules is, of course, 

far broader than during trial (and broader than under the rules governing 

depositions in many states): 

It is not ground for objection that the testimony will be 
inadmissible at the trial if the testimony sought appears 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. [Federal Rule 26(b).] 

The preceding discussion is not intended to suggest that under no circum

stances could the deposition be used as direct evidence during trial. It may be 

so used if plaintiff himself elects to offer it pursuant to Rule 26(d)(2) or, 

conceivably, if the defendant railroad invokes the same rule and establishes that 

Timmons is an 11adverse party, 11 a questionable proposition. Lastly, it may be so 

used by any party if Timmons dies prior to trial (Rule 26(d)(3)). However, while 

these possibilities exist and must be reckoned with, they should probably not be 

given decisive weight under the facts of this case since the risks are relatively 

minor compared to the benefits to be derived from a searching discovery-type 

interrogation. 
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2. Plaintiff's Theory of the Case. Effective use of this discovery device 

presupposes a well-conceived theory of the case, albeit tentative at this stage 

in the proceedings. 

Having equipped themselves with a knowledge of the potentially applicable 

law set forth in the Preliminary Analysis, Assignment Book, pages 106-107, plain

tiff's counsel should probably conclude that their tactics and lines of inquiry 

during the deposition do not depend on the ultimate resolution of decedent's 

status. Their task at this stage is two-fold: 

(a) to cull out all facts tending to show that decedent had the most 

advantageous status of the three possible, and 

(b) to develop the evidence tending to make as strong a case as possible 

even under the least favorable status, such evidence being useful also if a more 

favorable status is proved. 

3. The Lines of Interrogation. 

(a) Inquiry into decedent's status. In support of the theory that he 

was an invitee, plaintiff should seek to determine whether any purpose of the 

defendant railroad was generally served by the presence on the premises of em

ployees on sick leave, or at any rate, by the presence of this particular 

employee. 

To make out a case that decedent was at least a licensee, it must be shown 

that the defendant railroad consented to his presence, even if they did not 

benefit from it. Such consent might have been given either expressly or impliedly. 

Was there any language by the witness Timmons or other authorized personnel 

constituting consent? What were the prior practices of the defendant with regard 

to permitting employees on sick leave to come on the premises? How frequently 

had the decedent come on the premises while on sick leave? Was Timmons aware of 

his presence in the past? Had the decedent ever been instructed to leave? 

Insofar as consent depends on the prior action or inaction of Timmons or other 

employees, did he or they have authority to consent on behalf of the defendant 

railroad? 

(b) Inquiry into defendant railroad's negligence. Plaintiff's inquiries 

should be directed toward establishing the following propositions (or discovering 

those witnesses who might be able to): 

(1) That decedent's presence during the period immediately preceding 

the incident was known to defendants. 
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(2) That defendants were negligent in failing to warn as to the 

sulphuric acid or to render the circumstances reasonably safe. Plaintiff will 

have to decide in preparation ·for trial whether to proceed on the theory that 

decedent was drunk or sober. Now is the time to find out from Timmons how strong 

and in what direction his testimony will be so plaintiff can take account of this 

in developing her trial strategy. If decedent was not drunk, then the issue of 

contributory fault depends heavily on the proof about the condition of the bottle 

and whether it might reasonably have been mistaken for beer by a sober man. On 

the other hand, if decedent was drunk, and defendant's servants knew this, plain

tiff c~n argue that decedent's state of drunkenness was part of the hazard that 

defendant's servant realized. She might argue this as a last-clear-chance 

situation. 

Plaintiff will also have to determine whether or not to advance the theory 

that defendant Timmons was drunk. If the evidence is very slim, plaintiff might 

decide to forego this approach, out of a sound concern that the jury may react 

negatively to an unfounded and therefore unfair innuendo. Plaintiff should 

explore the facts in this respect so she can formulate an effective trial 

strategy. These examples, incidentally, highlight one of the most characteristic 

and effective uses of a discovery deposition. 

(3) That defendants knew (not should have known) of the dangerous 

circumstances and that they created a great risk of harm. 

(4) That decedent was not contributorily negligent, or that the 

doctrine of last-clear-chance applies if his negligence was getting drunk and 

failing, in his stupor, to recognize, as a sober man should have recognized, that 

what he was drinking was not beer. 

Note that some of the inquiries suggested above would probably prove 

unnecessary if decedent is found to be an invitee (e.g., (3) above). Plaintiff's 

analysis should be, however, that any facts which help to make out a case on a 

trespass or licensee theory, a fortiori help and cannot harm if decedent happily 

turns out to be an invitee. 

4. Some Questions of Defense Tactics. 

(a) Plaintiff might conceivably inquire into Timmons' financial 

resources. Though this bears a loose relationship to the case, it is generally 

held that such discovery is not permitted prior to judgment. Timmons' counsel 

should instruct him to refuse to answer such questions. Generally, the refusal 

to answer questions under the Federal Rules is a hazardous business. (See Rule 37 
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prescribing the penalties for refusing to answer "without substantial justifi

cation.") But a refusal would probably be thoroughly warranted, legally and 

tactically, under these circumstances. (See 2A Barron and Holtzoff, Federal 

Practice and Procedure 75 (1961}.) 

(b) Timmons might invoke the privilege against self-incrimination 

and refuse to answer any questions as to his conduct on the theory that his 

testimony might subject him to prosecution for criminal negligence. The chances 

might be slim but they do not have to be very great to warrant refusal to testify 

under prevailing notions of the privilege. The privilege, however, would probably 

extend only to questions going to his own activity and culpability, but the 

witness must be careful not to waive the privilege carelessly. Should the wit

ness avail himself of the privilege, he and student counsel should be instructed 

to proceed on the assumption that they have elected, as a matter of tactics, not 

to assert it. During the critique the choice about claiming the privilege should 

be discussed. Unless there are real indications of a possible criminal prose

cution, it seems unwise to claim the privilege. Certainly it would be harmful to 

the defense in the present tort action. 

(c) Assuming plaintiff fails to bring out the testimony as to the 

presence of rubber gaskets on the beer bottle, should defense counsel do so? 

The advantage is not doing so is that this testimony will then come as a surprise 

to plaintiff on trial. The off-setting disadvantage is that this testimony might 

then be made to appear an ad hoc fabrication. 

(d) Should defendants' counsel cooperate? To a major degree, of 

course, they should. But it would probably be erroneous for them to assume that 

their interests are totally at one. Timmons claims he was instructed by Mr. 

Carson, the superintendent, to "drop" his work on the fire extinguishers and 

come "right over." It was while Timmons was thus away from the acid bottle, 

that the accident happened. This creates a conflict of interest between defend

ants, since Timmons might argue for a right of full indemnification against his 

employer for any liability he suffered on account of complying with his super

visor's instructions. This suggests that at very least Timmons' attorney should 

interview his client and work out a strategy on this issue before permitting him 

to be interviewed by counsel for his co-defendant. 

(e) What should Timmons' position be as to the issue of decedent's 

status on the land? One might be tempted to respond at once that it would 

serve his interests best if decedent were found a trespasser; for in that event, 

decedent would encounter maximum difficulty in establishing liability against 
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either defendant. But this is probably true only on the assumption that Ames 

adopts a view along the line of Restatement, Torts §383, quoted in the Assign

ment Book, page 107. If not, as previously indicated, Timmons might find him

self held to a higher duty than his employer. Thus, if decedent is found a 

licensee, Timmons might be held solely liable, even though his negligent conduct 

was fully within the scope of his authority! It follows (assuming the Ames 

position is contra the Restatement) that Timmons' interest (probably contrary 

to his instinctive reaction), is to help prove that decedent was an invitee 

rather than either a licensee or trespasser. Then the duty upon each defendant 

would probably be coextensive: reasonable care. If Timmons is liable, so 

would be the railroad. Timmons might then realistically hope that plaintiff 

would direct her collection efforts against the deep pocket of the railroad 

rather than his own. He might further expect that the railroad would not pur

sue any right of indemnification a master has against his negligent servant, 

particularly under circumstances, as indicated in (b) above, where the negli

gence was apparently in obedience to superior orders. 
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ASSIGNMENT 14 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Harry L. Timmons 

My name is Harry L. Timmons. I left the railroad voluntarily a few weeks 

after Mr. Parry's accident. I had always wanted to own a gas station and I 

finally bought one. It's working out pretty well and I expect to earn about 

$10,000 a year at it once I'm on my feet. I had worked for the Ames & Western 

Railroad for 13 years. On May 8, 1964, the day of Mr. Parry's accident, I was 

working for the railroad as a fitter in the water division, the nature of my 

work being water service, steam fitter, plumber, carpenter, and cement work. I 

was in charge of the shop here in Gray. Six men worked under me most of the time. 

My work included the use of sulphuric acid to fill fire extinguishers. I 

had been keeping sulphuric acid in that shop 10 or 12 years. Once a year I put 

the acid and other chemicals in the extinguishers to renew them. 

The method of recharging a soda and acid fire extinguisher is as follows: 

the extinguisher is filled with water up to a guide line fairly near the top -

perhaps 4/S of the way up. A scoop of baking soda is then tossed in and mixed 

with the water. There is at the top of the extinguisher a vial for sulphuric acid. 

There is also a guide line showing how much acid should be put in. The amount 

put in the extinguisher is approximately half a pint. The extinguisher is 

operated by turning it upside down. This causes the acid to mix with the soda, 

creating gas which in turn builds the necessary pressure. It is recommended 

practice to recharge an extinguisher once a year. 

I was getting ready to recharge the extinguisher on the day of the accident. 

I had poured the acid from a jug into a beer bottle that morning. I had had the 

bottle a few years. It was a Ballantine bottle. I filled it about two-thirds 

full. I left it on a combination toolbox-workbench. The acid bottle had no label 

on it other than the beer label. People that worked under me brought lunch into 

the shop. They often left their lunch boxes on the same bench, and it is true 

that there were two lunch boxes there that day. 

I first saw Mr. Parry that day as I was coming to work around 8 o'clock. He 

was sitting on an auto bumper down by the depot, which is a couple of hundred 

yards from my shop. He was not ill at that time, but he was already drunk. I 

did not talk to him. I just walked by and said hello. But he must have been 

drunk or he wouldn't have sat there for two hours before he came on up toward my 

shop. 
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I next saw him across the track from my shop, as I was leaving for an errand 

at just about 10:00. The reason I left was an emergency call to look after the 

main pump on the water storage tank in the railroad yard. Mr. Carson, the 

Superintendent, called me to the 'phone in the locomotive shop and asked me to 

send someone. I told him all my men were out. He asked what I was doing, and I 

told him I was in the midst of recharging fire extinguishers. Of course he knows 

I have sulphuric acid out when I'm engaged in that work. He said, "Drop it and 

come on over right away, and see if this is something you can straighten out in a 

minute or two or something that will call for major repairs." So I did. When I 

left, nobody else was in the shop. Nobody else was in the shop between the time 

I left just before 10:00 and the time Mr. Parry entered at about 10:30, so far 

as I know. I would think that the acid bottle must have been just where I left 

it, on the bench by the lunch boxes, when Mr. Parry went into the shop at 10:30. 

There was no stopper on the bottle. 

I next saw Mr. Parry just after 10:30, as I was coming back to the shop. He 

was sitting outside on a stone, as he had done a hundred times. He asked me to 

get a doctor. I asked him what was wrong, and he said, "I don't know. What was 

in that beer bottle on the workbench?" I didn't answer him; I just said I'd get 

a doctor. I called the locomotive foreman and asked for a company doctor. I 

stayed with Parry until the doctor came. He was all doubled up. 

I had never been instructed in any rules of the railroad regarding labeling 

sulphuric acid bottles. For 10-12 years I had bottles of sulphuric acid unlabeled. 

I knew it was dangerous to drink, but didn't think it necessary to put any label 

around it to indicate it was sulphuric acid. There were empty bottles on the 

premises outside the building left by trespassers, townspeople, and bums. It 

often took two hours to rake them up. The building was always locked up at night. 

I tried to get Carson, the Superintendent, interested in getting rid of the 

loiterers and bums who dropped beer bottles around on the yard near the shop, but 

to no avail. The beer bottle that I used for the acid might have been one I 

picked up from the grounds; I don't remember. 

Some, but very few, of the employees drank beer on the premises with their 

meals. I did not, and I did not allow my men to drink beer in the shop, though 

I didn't try to stop them from having a bottle of beer with lunch if they went 

outside. I did grant Parry the privilege of drinking in the shop because I knew 

what condition he was in; I always had him drink beer near the door so that the 

conductor on his train wouldn't see him. It wasn't unusual for Parr~ to drink 
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beer, but when he wasn't working he wasn't around the shop too much. When he 

was working I saw him every morning and night and had quite a bit to do with him 

that way. 

When the doctor arrived I helped him put Parry in the car. It was the next 

morning that I first learned that Parry had died. 

I have been a friend of Mr. Parry for 12 years. 

The doctor did not pick up the bottle when he came to get Parry. I smelled 

liquor on Parry's breath while we were waiting for the doctor. 

The appearance of the bottle with the sulphuric acid in it was dirty, filthy. 

It was a green tinted quart-size bottle with a partly torn label on it. That 

bottle had twelve gaskets on it - fire extinguisher gaskets - which look like 

rubber rings. When you turn the fire extinguisher upside down, the gaskets act 

the same as a washer in a faucet, and they prevent the acid from splashing up 

into your face or hands as it empties out of the bottle into the extinguisher. 

Those gaskets were on the bottle all the time, before and after the accident. 

The twelve rings were on it when the doctor saw it. The bottle, after Parry 

claimed he had drunk out of it, was in the same position as it was when I left 

it there - bucket and everything in an orderly manner. 

The position of the bottle on the workbench was the same all morning. It was 

inside a bucket, which also had some overalls in it. There were boxes of bi

carbonate of soda there too, and some cloths for wiping off the fire extinguishers. 

We weighed the bicarbonate of soda in 1 1/2-pound bags which is what a fire 

extinguisher took. We kept them in a box till they went out. All of the things 

other than the lunch pails had been put there after I started to work that day. 

I put them out myself, to work on fire extinguishers. Parry did not hang around 

the shop any more than any other employee off work might do. His caboose was 

near the entrance to the shop when he was working. When he would get off at the 

end of the day, he would be around the premises for a little while before he 

went out, talking about football or baseball or something in general. If it was 

raining, he might take his lunch inside the shop. I did not see Parry drink out 

of the bottle. This was just what he claimed. 

* * * 
Instructions to witness: 

1. During the deposition, plaintiff's counsel may inquire as to your 

financial means, earning capacity, etc. Refuse to answer any sucn question on 

the ground that you don't believe they have any right to inquire into such 
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confidential matters. Take this position regardless of how your attorney 

advises you on this point. 

2. You will, of course, consent to be interviewed by your own attorney. 

If plaintiff's attorneys or the attorney for the railroad ask you for an inter

view, refuse until you have had the opportunity to consult your own attorney. 

Then follow his advice. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT • 
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ASSIGNMENT 15 - TEACHING NOTES 

Points Under Consideration 

This exercise presents an opportunity to review some important considerations 

previously encountered in the course: 

1. The necessity of crystallizing a theory of the case as a precondition to 

developing rational tactics. 

2. The method of analyzing whether or not a person available to testify 

should be used on trial. 

3. Some of the relevant considerations in deciding whether to use a witness 

in one's case-in-chief or on rebuttal. 

4. Some aspects of the use during trial of the prior criminal record of a 

witness. 

5. The offer of evidence for limited purposes. 

Preparatory Steps 

1. Assign counsel for attorney Firms A and B. 

2. Assign a student to play the role of Harold Frank, the witness. Give 

him a copy of Supplemental Information found at page 135, infra. (A copy will 

be found in the packet of Special Materials.) Refer him to "General Instructions 

to Witnesses," Appendix Din the Assignment Book. 

3. Rehearse the witness before he is interviewed by counsel. 
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Discussion 

Should the plaintiff call Frank as a witness? If so, at what stage? And 

for what purposes? 

An intelligent resolution of these questions requires that counsel first 

crystallize his theory of the case and make his tactical decisions as to Frank's 

testimony in relation to that theory. 

1. Negligence theories warranting consideration by plaintiff, 

(a) The mere fact of defendant's failure to return the jewelry is 

evidence that defendant was negligent in some unspecified way. Normally, of 

course, the fact alone that defendant's conduct caused a loss does not constitute 

proof of negligence. Cases where res ipsa loquitur can be invoked are a recog

nized exception to this proposition. Plaintiff can argue that an analogous 

situation prevails here by virtue of the last sentence of the Ames Hotelkeeper's 

Liability Statute, which creates an "inference of negligence" once it is 

established that the hotel accepted and then failed to return a guest's property. 

(b) Defendant was negligent in employing Frank in a position of trust in 

view of his criminal background. Relying on this theory, plaintiff would have 

to further prove that the negligence was causal, that is, that Frank in fact took 

the jewelry. 

(c) Defendant was negligent in its manner of caring for the keys to the 

safe deposit box. It would be necessary here also to establish the causal link 

as, for example, by showing that the jewelry was stolen by someone who had gained 

unauthorized access to the box because of defendant's lax precautions. 

Each of the above theories presupposes that the jewelry was in fact present 

in the jewelry case when it was deposited. This is vigorously denied by the 

defense on the theory that the jewels were taken from the case while it was in 

plaintiff's room, very likely as a result of her own negligence. 

(d) Plaintiff could conceivably proceed on a theory, in conflict with 

those set forth above, which concedes the jewelry was stolen from her hotel room 

but claims that defendant's negligence in policing the premises was responsible 

for the theft. On the record of this case, plaintiff should decline to avail 

herself of this theory. There is no evidence of such negligence. Nor does the 

last sentence of the Ames Hotelkeeper's Liability Statute have any application to 

such a theft. Furthermore, the case for plaintiff's contributory negligence seems 

far more persuasive than that for defendant's negligence. 
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These reasons suggest such a theory would be exceedingly weak. They do not, 

however, dispose of the proposition that there is nothing to lose by advancing 

it alternatively, a tack which would certainly be permissible under the Federal 

Rules. 

But such a theory is not merely weak, it is decidedly dangerous. Plaintiff 

might badly prejudice her chances before the jury on the far stronger theories 

discussed above if she herself were to suggest that the jewelry case was empty 

when she deposited it with the hotel clerk. Inconsistent claims may be techni

cally sound but are frequently psychologically unacceptable. (Text §§7-16, 10-6.) 

Note that under any of the first three theories, there can be no serious 

claim that plaintiff was contributorily negligent. Defendant's evidence suggest

ing that the jewelry was stolen from plaintiff's hotel room is relevant only to 

negate her claim that she in fact deposited it with the hotel clerk. But 

assuming she did, any earlier negligence by plaintiff in the care of the jewelry 

in no way contributed to its subsequent disappearance from the safe deposit box. 

In sum, plaintiff's best strategy would probably be to advance the theory 

that the jewelry was deposited with the hotel and invoke the resulting statutory 

inference of negligence, bolstered by the suggestion that the negligence may have 

taken the form suggested under theory (b) or (c) above, though without committing 

herself to either theory. The defense will then argue that the jewelry had not 

in fact been deposited, and that even if it had been, its disappearance was caused 

by reasons other than defendant's negligence. 

2. What use can plaintiff make of Frank's testimony in aid of her theory 

of the case? 

(a) Frank's testimony (Q7) supports Mrs. Gates' claim that she did in 

fact check a jewelry case with the hotel on the date in question, though this 

fact is, in any event, conceded in defendant's answer. 

(b) Frank's testimony (Ql4-Ql9) supports plaintiff's claim that the 

hotel was negligent in the manner it guarded the keys to the box. It is 

certainly proper rebuttal to the testimony of defense witness Morgan that the 

keys were kept in a locked drawer. 

There is a further, though somewhat more remote, use which plaintiff could 

make of this testimony. No one disputes the fact that the jewelry case was re

turned empty to Mrs. Gates on the 21st. Standing alone, this fact gives rise to 

two equally plausible inferences: that there were no jewels in the case when Mrs. 

Gates turned it in -- or, to the contrary, that there were, but they were stolen 
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while in the hotel's custody. Testimony as to the hotel's carelessness in 

caring for the property thus bolsters Mrs. Gates' primary claim that the jewels 

had been in the case when she deposited it on the 20th. It does so by offering 

a possible explanation for the absence of the jewels on return of the case to 

Mrs. Gates, which fact otherwise suggests that the case had been empty when 

deposited. This is of very substantial value to plaintiff, especially in view 

of the extent to which Mrs. Gates' testimony as to the presence of the jewels in 

the case was weakened on cross-examination (X7). 

(c) Frank's testimony clearly establishes that the jewelry case was 

locked when Mrs. Gates turned it in on the 20th {Q7). This is of aid to plain

tiff for two reasons: It tends to negate the suggestion of defense that the 

jewels might have been stolen from plaintiff's room the night before as a result 

of her negligence in not locking the case (Xll, Xl3); and quite apart from its 

factual relevancy, it is useful to plaintiff to have her memory on this point 

sharply vindicated, since the reliability of her recollections has been rather 

effectively undermined during her cross-examination. 

{d) Plaintiff might regard it useful to bring Frank's prior criminal 

record to the attention of the jury: 

(1) On the theory that it is of probative value in showing that 

Frank stole the jewelry. This fact, in turn, is relevant for two different 

purposes. First, it goes to the claim that defendant was negligent in hiring 

Frank. Second, it provides another possible reasonable explanation to account 

for the absence of the jewelry upon the return of the case to Mrs. Gates -- an 

explanation thoroughly consistent with her claim that the jewels were in the 

case when she deposited it with the hotel on the 20th. 

But note there is no direct evidence that Frank stole the jewelry. There is 

only the fact of his criminal background plus such inference as might be drawn 

from the fact that Frank had access to the safe deposit box keys -- an inference 

that points equally in a fair number of different directions. If plaintiff's 

sole theory were that Frank had stolen the jewelry, this should not be enough 

to survive a motion for directed verdict. But perhaps it follows from the Ames 

statute that plaintiff may suggest possible theories of negligence to bolster the 

statutory inference, even though there is insufficient evidence to prove any one 

of them indepehdently. 

(2) On the theory that it goes to Frank's credibility ats a witness. 

(Text §3-11.) This is a quite traditional use of evidence of prior convictions 

on cross-examination for impeachment purposes. But surely not if Frank is 

plaintiff's own witness. 
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Assuming plaintiff's attorneys have decided to inquire as to this background 

on direct examination, how candidly did they deal with the witness in their 

pre-trial interview with him? Did they mislead the witness as to their intended 

purpose in calling him and as to the nature of the questions they would ask? 

Does their conduct present any ethical questions? 

(e) Plaintiff's counsel might well desire to offer Frank's testimony 

that when Mrs. Gates deposited the jewelry case on the second occasion, she told 

him it contained '~ fortune in jewelry.'' (Q9.) Such testimony is relevant to 

establish the value of the jewelry and perhaps even to show that it was there 

when the case was deposited. But it is clearly hearsay. It is probably also 

subject to the same objection defense counsel made during Mrs. Gates' cross

examination immediately after X7, which resulted in the exclusion of her 

testimony as to the contents of the case. Defense counsel should, of course, 

object along both these lines. 

Plaintiff's counsel could, however, offer the testimony for a limited 

purpose (Text §2-36), for example, to buttress the suggestion that Frank may have 

stolen the jewels in that it shows he had knowledge of their value. If the 

testimony is admitted for this limited purpose, defense counsel should ask for 

an appropriate limiting instruction to the jury. 

Probably it ought to be excluded even as to this limited purpose (since 

plaintiff's counsel is not able to offer evidence of causal connection) unless 

plaintiff can persuade the court here (as in relation to the evidence of the 

hotel's carelessness in employing a man with a criminal record) that the plain

tiff, having once made a case for the jury under the statutory inference, should 

be permitted to offer additional evidence as to possibilities (at least sub

stantial ones) rather than being limited to proving probable explanations of the 

disappearance of the jewelry. 

Another limited purpose is for its bearing on the attention the hotel should 

have given to the jewelry case (in order to measure up to the standard of ordin

ary care) in the light of the oral notice to their agent that the case contained 

very valuable jewelry. 

3. Should plaintiff call Frank and when? 

Yes, for the above reasons. 

Should he be called as part of plaintiff's case-in-chief, or as a rebuttal 

witness? It should occur to counsel that one consideration in deciding this ques

tion is whether the desired testimony is within the permissible scope of rebuttal. 
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Clearly, much of it is, and plaintiff probably does not run a great risk of ex-

elusion if he decides to hold Frank for rebuttal. 

But is it wise to do so? The principal reasons for such delay might be: 

(a) the hope that the defense will itself call Frank as a witness. 

Plaintiff would then be in the preferable position of cross-examining Frank. 

The fact of his prior conviction could then probably be brought out because of 

its bearing on his credibility. Whether it would be further permissible to 

inquire as to the nature of the crime varies among the jurisdictions. 

(b) In the event defendant failed to call Frank, plaintiff could still 

call him on rebuttal and argue to the jury that defendant's failure to do so is 

highly suggestive, particularly when coupled with the fact that Frank was fired 

by defendant shortly after the loss of the jewelry. 

It is not entirely clear, however, that the court will permit evidence of 

the firing, offered on the theory that it is, however, a tacit admission of 

defendant's prior negligence in hiring Frank. This might be deemed analogous 

to the offer, for such a purpose, of evidence of improvements in property by an 

owner following an accident -- not permitted in many jurisdictions. 
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ASSIGNMENT 15 - SPECIAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Information for Witness Harold Frank 

All of your background information is contained in the Assignment 15 materials 

in the Assignment Book. 

You should make yourself available for interview by the members of Firm A, 

plaintiff's counsel, prior to trial. 

You may, but need not, also submit to advance interview by members of Firm B, 

defendant's counsel. In reaching your decision, you may wish to take into 

account the following factors: 

1. the advice of plaintiff's counsel; 

2. your feelings toward defendant because they discharged you; 

3. the amount of free time you have to devote to such interviews; 

4. how persuasive defendant's counsel are in requesting an interview. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS MATERIAL TO THE INSTRUCTOR AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

ASSIGNMENT. 
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APPENDIX A 

Sample Trial Practice Final Examination 

(Given at Harvard Law School in 1964 - 2 hours 30 minutes) 

(The three questions in this examination will be given equal weight in 

grading.) 

A copy of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is provided with this examina

tion. With such modifications as are necessary to adapt these rules to state 

practice, they govern proceedings in the Superior Court of the Commonwealth of 

Ames. 

If your decision on any point involved in this examination is dependent on 

additional facts or rules of law not given but probably subject to being ascer

tained by counsel in a case of this type, you may make plausible assumptions and 

state what they are and why they affect your decision. This examination is not 

intended as an exercise in considering need for additional investigation of law 

or of facts not otherwise referred to; you are being allowed this freedom of com

ment simply to avoid requiring you to make unexplained decisions on points you 

consider dependent on rules of law or further facts of a type normally ascertain

able. 

Wherever you are asked to comment on the performance of counsel, indicate 

your approval or disapproval of various things done or omitted which you consider 

worthy of comment. Give reasons for your conclusions and indicate arguments 

against your conclusions on debatable points. 

Answer the specific questions asked, and avoid wasting your time in criticism 

of conduct to which no question is directed.) 

This examination is based on the case of Felicia Fortune v. Barton Bilder, 

doing business as Happy Haven Motel, C.A. 64-365 in the Superior Court of the 

Commonwealth of Ames, County of Thayer, sitting at Langdell. 

Pleadings: Plaintiff sues for $25,000 on account of personal injuries alleg

ed to have been sustained as a result of negligence of the defendant Bilder. Her 

complaint asserts that on July 19, 1963, she was a paying guest of the Happy 

Haven Motel, owned and controlled by him; that his agents or servants were negli

gent in the installation, operation, maintenance, and equipment of the bathroom 

of the unit occupied by the plaintiff; that as a result of said negligence plain

tiff on that date was caused to fall and suffered serious and incapacitating in

juries, severe pain of body and mind, and great expense for medical care and 

nursing. 
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The defendant denied negligence and pleaded contributory negligence and vol

untary assumption of the risk by plaintiff. The defendant admitted that he con

structed the Happy Haven Motel in the spring of 1963 and that he owned and con

trolled it on the date of the accident. 

Proceedings at Trial: The plaintiff Miss Fortune testified on direct examin

ation as follows: (Summarized.) She is 28 years old, unmarried, and was employ

ed before the accident as a physiotherapist at the Ames General Hospital, Ames

ville, Ames. In the late afternoon of July 19, 1963, she drove to Langdell and 

engaged for the weekend a unit at the Happy Haven Motel. The purpose of the trip 

was to see her fiance, Dr. Abel M. Dee, a house officer at the Langdell Medical 

Center. Dr. Dee was coming to take her to dinner. She decided to take a shower 

before dinner. When she entered the bathroom, she noticed that there was no bath

mat. There were two knobs on the wall at the end of the tub, the left one for 

hot water and the right one for cold. The shower was over these fixtures. She 

stepped into the tub and had a lot of difficulty making the knobs move, but fin

ally she got a mixture of hot and cold water, sort of lukewarm. Suddenly the 

water became hot and she tried to turn the hot water off, first with one hand and 

then with both. She could not budge it. By this time the water was really get

ting hot and she tried to get out of the tub. As she tried to get out, she slip

ped on the wet tile floor and landed very hard. There was nothing to stop her 

fall, and she slid across the bathroom to the opposite wall. She sustained a 

fracture of the left wrist. Attracted by her screams, a Mrs. Murphy came in and 

helped her to the bed. 

Dr. Dee arrived very soon thereafter and administered first aid. He then 

took the plaintiff to the hospital in his car. Before they left, he succeeded 

in turning off the hot water. (The plaintiff's testimony as to disability, loss 

of earnings, pain and suffering, and medical expenses is here omitted.) 

I 

The interrogation and colloquy below occurred at the end of the direct exam

ination of the plaintiff at trial. In addition to the testimony given at trial, 

plaintiff had informed her counsel that Mrs. Murphy said to her that they had 

been having a lot of trouble with sticking faucets, including the one in the unit 

plaintiff was in, that she (Mrs. Murphy) had asked Mr. Bilder that very morning 

to get the plumber to come over and make things right, that she thought it was a 

shame for a brand new motel not to have proper waterfaucets, and that she was 
t. 

very sorry to see a nice young girl hurt because Mr. Bilder had put these cheap 

fixtures in to save a little money. 
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Q. 1. You have told us that a Mrs. Murphy came in and assisted you. Can you 
tell us who she was? A. She worked for the motel. 

Q4 2. Had you seen this Mrs. Murphy before? A. Yes. 

Q. 3. When and under what circumstances? A. When I checked in, she was just 
finishing tidying up the room. She told me she was the housekeeper and to be 
sure to call the desk if there was anything I wanted. 

Q. 4. Returning to the time of the accident, how did Mrs. Murphy get into your 
room? A. She unlocked the door with a pass key. 

Q. 5. Did she have any conversation with you? A. Yes, she said -

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: Just a moment. You've answered the question. 

Q. 6. What did she say? 

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: 

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: 
admission. 

The COURT: Excluded. 

Objection, Your Honor. This is rank hearsay. 

She was defendant's housekeeper. We offer it as an 

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: Let the record show my exception, please. No fur
ther questions. Thank you. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

X. 1. Isn't it true that both of your feet were outside the tub when you slip
ped? A. Yes. 

X. 2. As a matter of fact, weren't you leaning back into the tub to turn the 
water off when you slipped and fell? A. That certainly is not the fact. 

X. 3. Didn't you tell Mrs. Murphy right afterward that that was what happened? 
A. I never did. 

X. 4. The tile floor was wet, I believe you said? A. Yes. There was no bath 
mat there. 

X. 5. Wasn't the shower equipped with a regular shower curtain? A. Yes, it 
was. 

X. 6. Did you close it during your shower? A. No, I don't believe I did. 

X. 7. How long was the bathtub? A. Six feet or so. 

X. 8. Why didn't you simply step back from under the shower and climb out at 
your leisure? A. I don't know. I guess I was so surprised by the hot water 
I thought was scalding me that I didn't think of anything like that. I just 
tried to get out in a hurry. 

X. 9. But you weren't scalded, were you? A. No. 

X. 10. You said on direct examination that you engaged the motel room. Isn't 
it so that it was Dr. Dee who engaged it? A. Well, he made the reservation 
for me. 

X. 11. It was a double room, wasn't it? A. I don't see what difference that 
makes. 

X. 12. May I have your answer, please? A. Yes, it was, but I resent your im
plication. 

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: No implication was intended, Miss Fortune. It's 
just a case of "If the shoe fits, put it on." 
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PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: This is outrageous, Your Honor. Everybody knows 
that all motel rooms are double rooms. I ask that counsel's sneering remarks 
be stricken from the record and that the jury be instructed to disregard it. 
Further, I ask that counsel be admonished. 

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: I assure the court I intended no offense. If Miss 
Fortune resents what I said, I am more than glad to apologize. And I have 
no objection to having everything about the double room stricken. 

The COURT: It may be stricken, and the jury will pay no attention to it, 
nor to the remarks of counsel. 

(The remainder of the cross-examination, on the issue of damages, is omitted.) 

Comment on the performance of both counsel during the testimony and colloquy 

reproduced above. Be specific in identifying any question or conduct you approve 

or disapprove and, in the case of disapproval, in stating what should have been 

done. 

II 

Dr. Dee next testified in general corroboration of the plaintiff. He said 

the shower was running when he got there and the bathroom was full of hot steam. 

After splinting the plaintiff's wrist, he tried to shut off the hot water and was 

unable to do so until he put a towel around it and pressed with all his might. 

The testimony then continued as follows: 

Q. 10. How much pressure did you apply? A. About eighty pounds. 

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: Your witness. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

X. 1. Doctor, do you mind shaking hands with me? A. No, of course not. 

X. 2. Make it good and hard. (They shake hands.) 

X. 3. Doctor, how many pounds of pressure did you apply in shaking my hand? 

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: Objection. Incompentent, irrelevant, and improper 
cross-examination. 

The COURT: I'll permit it. 

A. I don't know. 

X. 4. Then how do you know how many pounds of pressure you applied to the hot
water handle in the motel? A. Well, I discussed it with a friend who is a 
Ph.D. in physics, and he made that estimate for me. 

(Further cross-examination, on other subjects, omitted.) 

The plaintiff then called Frederick Fawcett, a master plumber whom plaintiff's 

counsel had consulted. Fawcett had learned that Peter Plummer had made the in

stallation at the Happy Haven Motel and tried to talk with Plummer, who refused 
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to talk on instructions from defendant's counsel. At trial, Fawcett testified 

that he was a master plumber duly licensed in Ames for forty years, that he had 

installed hundreds of showers and was familiar with the operation of hot and cold 

water valves in all types of shower installations. He was then asked: 

Q. 11. Now assuming a person is using a shower with handles for hot and cold, 
that she has difficulty in turning the handles when she gets in, that the 
water suddenly starts to get hot, and the person cannot budge the hot valve, 
even with both hands, that since she is unable to turn it off she tries to 
get out of the tub and falls and sustains an injury; that after that a man 
attempts to turn the handle and has to exert approximately 80 pounds of pres
sure to do so - have you an opinion as to what the cause of the difficulty 
was in turning the handle? A. Yes, a faulty installation - a defective 
packing that caused the handle to stick, and -

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: Objection to everything after "Yes 11 as nonrespon
sive. 

The COURT: Sustained. 

Q. 12. What is your opinion? 

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL: Objection, Your Honor. 

The COURT: Excluded. 

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: Let the record show my exception, please. No fur
ther questions. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

X. 1. You never did see this particular installation, did you? A. No, I went 
around to see it, but Mr. Bilder told me he had taken out all the installa
tions of this type because he had so much trouble with them. 

X. 2. You know that all I asked you was whether or not you had seen it, don't 
you? A. I suppose that's right. 

X. 3. You're eager to help the plaintiff if you can, aren't you? A. I'm in
terested in seeing justice done. 

X. 4. That's all. 

Comment on the performance of both counsel as disclosed in this question. 

Include comment about anything counsel for the plaintiff might have done differ

ently, either in examining Fawcett or otherwise, in order to improve the chance 

of getting the expert testimony in evidence. 

III 

After Fawcett's testimony and medical evidence the plaintiff rested. Counsel 

for the defendant moved for a directed verdict, and the motion was denied. At 

this point the court recessed for the night. 

You are trial counsel for the defendant. 
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You have the following witnesses available and reason to believe they will 

testify as indicated below: 

1. Mary Murphy will testify that she was the housekeeper at the Happy Haven 

Motel on July 19, 1963, and still is. Her duties include making the beds and 

cleaning the rooms daily, checking the equipment and facilities, and reporting to 

Mr. Bilder anything that is wrong. She will testify that she went to the plain

tiff's assistance when she heard her scream, and that the plaintiff told her that 

she had stepped out of the tub without trouble but slipped and fell when she lean

ed back in and tried to turn off the hot water. She will deny that there had to 

her knowledge been any trouble with sticking faucets, or that she had reported 

any such trouble to the defendant. She says that, as a matter of fact, she turn

ed on every faucet in every unit every day and never had any trouble. She will 

further deny that she ever told the plaintiff anything whatever in this connec

tion. She admits she said it was a shame for a nice young girl to get hurt so 

bad, but denies that she said the injury was on account of not having proper water 

faucets, or anything like that. 

2. Peter Plummer will testify that he has been a full-time employee of Bilder 

for three years, that he is a licensed plumber, and has done the heating and 

plumbing work on various Bilder projects, including the Happy Haven Motel. He 

installed the plumbing fixtures in the Happy Haven Motel. He used Elijah plumb

ing fittings in the showers, a standard and commonly used type. After the in

stallation, he checked all of the fittings and all of them were operating without 

difficulty. 

At the request of junior counsel for the defendant, Plummer brought in to 

counsel's office for demonstration purposes an Elijah fitting which he said was 

a duplicate of the ones installed in the bathroom occupied by the plaintiff. He 

had never installed Elijah fittings himself before. In demonstrating it to coun

sel, Plummer found the hot water handle tight and hard to close. He explained 

that this was doubtless because some solder had got in the packing valve, which 

would cause the handle to turn hard or freeze. Counsel said it would be embar

rassing if an improperly functioning handle were brought into court and asked 

Plummer if he could be sure this would not happen. Plummer said he could inspect 

and clean the packing valve and pull out the seat of the fixture to see if any 

solder had been left there. Counsel asked Plummer if he had made this kind of 

test at the time of the installation. Plummer said he had not, that he had turned 

both the hot and cold water faucets on and that the water had run freely, and 

that this was a proper and sufficient test. 
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Asked where the demonstration fitting had come from, Plummer said that it had 

originally been in one of the other units of the Happy Haven Motel, that all of 

these fittings had been removed in the late fall of 1963 because Mr. Bilder had 

decided that a mixing valve with a single handle to control the mixture would be 

more popular with the guests, and had directed Plummer to make the change. 

The defendant Barton Bilder will testify that he made the change above men

tioned because most luxury motels used this type of installation. The chief vir

tue is that it is easier for the guest to regulate the temperature. The change 

was not made, says Bilder, because of the plaintiff's accident or any trouble with 

sticking handles. He had no complaints about trouble of this sort. As to the 

plaintiff, he thinks she probably just slipped on the wet tiling and that the 

story of the sticking handle is a fabrication. This is because as soon as he 

heard of the plaintiff's claim he personally tried the handles in question and 

they worked to perfection. 

(a) Would you call any witnesses or would you rest on plaintiff's case? If 

you would call no witnesses, explain your reasons in detail. 

(b) If you would offer testimony, indicate which witnesses you would call, 

.and why, and in what order. 

If you have doubts as to any witness, discuss the conflicting considerations. 
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